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ABSTRACT

Aqueous solution surface tension as a function of vapor-phase solute pressure

isotheims were measured at atmospheric pressure for single and binary component

benzene, methyl-substituted benzene (i.e., methylbenzene, 1,2-dimethylbenzene, 1,3-

dimethylbenzene, 1,4-dimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene), and trichloroethene

adsorption. Solute-induced surface tension variations were quantified using a dynamic

adsorption protocol in conjunction with Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile

(ADSA-P) applied to pendant drop tensiometry. For single component adsorption,

isotherms were measured at temperatures of 285.2K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, 298.2 K, 303.2

K, and 315.2 K, for vapor-phase solute pressures ranging from zero to near/at saturated

vapor pressure. For binary solute experiments, three intermediate constant vapor-phase

mole ratio isotherms were developed for each solute pair (i.e., benzene and each of the

five methyl-substituted benzenes) at temperatures of 285.2 K, 291.2 K, 298.2 K. Results

for single component adsorption studies indicate that for a given vapor-phase solute

pressure, interface-phase solute activity increases with molecular size (mass) among the

benzene homologues. Similarly, compounds are more strongly adsorbed at the

vapor/water interface as the system temperature decreases. Ideal standard free energy,

enthalpy, and entropy changes of adsorption, calculated from limiting isotherm data,

suggest specific solute-water interactions and a perturbation of the interface-phase water

structure on adsorption. Further analysis of binary solute isotherms indicates that

interface-mixing is well described by a two-dimensional application of Raoult's law,

implying ideal interface-phase solute-solute interactions. Consideration of the two-

dimensional second virial coefficients suggests that interface-phase solute molecules

engage in attractive interactions, with greater interactions for larger molecular sizes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Determining distributions and retention mechanisms for contaminants in

environmental systems (groundwater, surface water, atmospheric) is necessary for

addressing exposure risks, persistence, and possible means of compound removal. Of

particular concern are volatile hydrophobic organic compounds (VHOCs), including

gasoline derivatives and industrial solvents. Discharged as both single and multiple

species, these compounds have become ubiquitous contaminants, posing heath risks

due to their toxicity and potential carcinogenicity. While significant attention has been

directed towards defining solute behavior in bulk environmental compartments (e.g.,

vapor-phase, aqueous-phase, association with soil organic matter) or sorption to solid

mineral surfaces, little treatment has been extended to characterization of VHOC

adsorption/interactions at the vapor/water interface.

From a qualitative framework, it is understood that hydrophobic organic

compounds adsorb at the vapor/water interface. Introduction of a hypothetical

hydrophobic solute to a bulk water liquid/vapor system disrupts the strong hydrogen

bonds between liquid-phase water molecules with weaker solute-water inteimolecular

forces (e.g., 4, 28, 96). By adsorbing at the vapor/water interface, the disturbance of

the bulk water structure and associated system free energy is minimized. 106 Inclusion

of a solute in the interface-phase, nevertheless, results in a disruption of interface

water-water interactions, causing a lowering of the surface tension from that of pure

water. Such surface tension effects due to solute adsorption have been shown a

function of solute type, solute concentration, composition (i.e., number/ratio of solute

components), system temperature and pressure, and time of adsorption.

17



Unfortunately, for many compounds of environmental concern, the relationship

between surface tension/adsorption and the mentioned variables is unknown.

The mobility and distribution of contaminants in environmental systems, as

affected by adsorption at the vapor/water interface, can be broadly grouped into two

processes: solute-induced surface tension changes and solute retention. First, surface

tension reductions due to the presence of surface-active compounds are known to affect

the physical transport of water and solutes. For example, in unsaturated porous media,

pressure head is proportional to surface tension, and consequently solutes that change

surface tension induce water flow and contaminant movement (e.g., 49, 58, 94, 101,

110). Additionally, the efficiencies of adsorptive remediation techniques that depend

on bubble size and rise velocity (e.g., air stripping and air sparging) are highly

dependent on surface tension. 13,50,103,105

The other process is considered more chemical in nature, where solute

adsorption at the vapor/water interface may act as a sink for environmental

contaminants. This circumstance is assumed to be most significant in environmental

systems with a large interface-to-bulk-volume ratios (e.g., low water-content

unsaturated subsurface soils, surface water systems, atmospheric fog droplets/aerosols,

and, again, adsorptive remediation processes). 25,42,52,83,106 An often-cited example is

work by Pennell and others (83), where up to 50% of 1,4-dimethylbenzene uptake in

various water-unsaturated sorbent experiments was attributed to adsorption at the

vapor/water interface. Furthermore, solute adsorption at the vapor/water interface has

recently received increased attention as a means to define the areal extent of the

vapor/water interface in unsaturated groundwater systems. 6264,91 However, to quantify

these effects/systems, it is necessary to know surface tension/concentration

18



relationships, either from experimental analysis or inferred from predictive

consideration. Unfortunately, neither are readily available.

The paucity of experimental treatment (and common discrepancies in

measurements that are reported) is considered a reflection of the difficulties in confining

and analyzing these weakly soluble, highly volatile compounds. Several attempts have

been made in the past to measure adsorption of volatile alkane and aromatic compounds

using primarily two techniques: surface tension measurement and chromatographic

retention analysis. Unfortunately, both methodologies, as applied, suffer from critical

inadequacies. For example, detachment (e.g., Du Noily ring and the Wilhelmy slide),

capillary rise, maximum bubble pressure, and drop weight methods used to measure

solute-induced surface tension changes rely on the often erroneous assumptions of

perfect wetting or zero contact angle with the withdrawing/containment surface.

Additionally, several of these methods have limited applicability to time-dependent

measurements, do not allow strict containment of volatile compounds during surface

tension/adsorption measurement, and/or lack direct quantification of solute

5,12,15,26,36,46-48,54,55,73concentrations (pressures).	 The chromatographic retention

Meth0d33 '43 '51 ' 56 ' 57 ' 65 also has elicited controversy due to the necessary (yet elusive)

estimation of the vapor/water interfacial area, the possible influence of support material

on the structure of the vapor/water, the overlap of mixed adsorption mechanisms,

and/or application to adsorption in only in a limited concentration range. Because of

these experimental difficulties, significant discrepancies of measured surface tension

and calculated adsorption (including energetics) exist in the literature, in addition to a

lack of consideration of many compounds of environmental interest.

The specific focus of the presented research was to quantify changes in aqueous

solution surface tension, and corresponding solute adsorption, as a function of single
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and binary vapor-phase VHOC pressures. Aqueous solution surface tension was

measured using Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) in conjunction

with pendant drop tensiometry, using a new dynamic adsorption protocol. 16,2:-

24,66,89.97.108 Vapor-phase solute concentrations (pressures) were measured using

sample-loop gas chromatographic injection. The current system and protocol eliminates

potential bias of a three-phase boundary during surface tension measurement, allows

rigorous measurement of vapor-phase VHOC pressures, and provides definition of

experimental isothermal relationships consisting of tens to hundreds of points in just

several hours.

Investigated compounds (solutes) included benzene, methylbenzene (MB), 1,2-

dimethylbenzene (12DMB), 1,3-dimethylbenzene (13DMB), 1,4-dimethylbenzene

(14DMB), 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (135TMB), and trichloroethene (TCE).

Experiments were conducted at temperatures of 285.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, 298.2 K,

303.2 K, and 315.2 K. Within an environmental context, compounds were selected to

address vapor/water interface adsorption and solute-induced surface tension variations

of ubiquitous VHOC contaminants. From a physical chemistry consideration, analysis

of the suite of homologous benzene derivatives allowed systematic interpretation on the

role of methyl-substitution and corresponding changes in physiochemical character

(i.e., vapor pressure, molecular size, polarity) on vapor/water interface adsorption.

Theimal regimes were chosen to mimic conditions of environmental interest, to

constrain the solutes as liquids in their pure state, and to elucidate thermodynamics of

adsorption. All measurements/analysis were directed to improve understanding of the

link between solute type, temperature, and interfacial behavior, for the possibility of

offering future predictive schemes with application to environmental assessment and

remediation.
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Summary of Contents

The given document is dived into six additional chapters. Chapter 2 is a

detailed overview of the experimental system as applied to adsorption of volatile

hydrophobic organic compounds at the vapor/water interface. Specific emphasis is

given to the application and verification of the dynamic adsorption protocol, in

conjunction with Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) and gas

chromatographic analysis, to measure aqueous solution surface tension versus vapor-

phase solute pressure isotheims. Benzene is used as the test solute for comparison to

previous adsorption studies. Chapter 3 presents the results of aqueous solution surface

tension as a function of single-component vapor-phase solute pressure measurement for

the homologous benzene/methyl-benzene series. Attention is given to calculation of

relative interface excess, determination of interface-phase activity coefficients, and

calculation of thermodynamic parameters (i.e., free energy, enthalpy, and entropy

change) at limiting solute concentrations. Comparison to other studies of both aromatic

and alkane adsorption is given. Chapter 4 focuses on binary solute adsorption of

benzene/methyl-substituted benzene pairs. Surface pressure isotheims were developed

at three intermediate vapor-phase mole ratios for each of the solute pairs (i.e.,

benzene/MB, benzene/12DMB, benzene/13DMB, benzene/14DMB, benzene/135TMB)

and temperatures considered. Results were interpreted in tenus of a two-dimensional

Raoult's law analogue to develop relationships between vapor-phase (known) and

interface-phase (unknown) solute concentrations. Chapter 5 presents analysis of both

single and binary solute adsorption data in terms of the two-dimensional Berlin virial

equation of state, truncated to the second vinai coefficient, to determine second pure,

mixed, and cross vinai coefficients. Results were compared to limiting adsorption

data, verifying the truncated form as an approximation of rigorous two-dimensional
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second vinai coefficient values, and to calculations of three-dimensional vapor-phase

vinai coefficients, to elucidate both solute and mixture dependence. Chapter 6 presents

the results of aqueous solution surface tension as a function of vapor-phase

trichloroethene pressure measurements. The goal was to make available applicable

vapor/water interface adsorption data for this prominent environmental contaminant. In

addition to presenting surface pressure (tension) and adsorption isothemis, an analysis

of adsorption energetics and fraction of monolayer coverage is given. Chapter 7 offers

a summary of the pertinent results/conclusions derived from this work. Special

attention is given to the developed experimental procedure, the derived adsorption

thermodynamic parameters at limiting solute concentrations, the relationship between

vapor-phase and interface-phase solute concentrations for binary solute adsorption, and

the analysis of data in terms of the two-dimensional viral equation of state.
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2. DYNAMIC DETERMINATION OF VAPOR/WATER INTERFACE
ADSORPTION FOR VOLATILE HYDROPHOBIC ORGANIC

COMPOUNDS (VHOCS) USING AXISYMMETRIC DROP SHAPE
ANALYSIS: PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS OF BENZENE

ADSORPTION.

Abstract

A rapid and accurate method has been developed to characterize equilibrium aqueous

solution surface tension variations due to adsorption of volatile hydrophobic organic

compounds (VHOCs) at the vapor/water interface. The procedure involves contacting

an initially solute-free pendant water drop with an advecting air stream containing water

vapor and slowly increasing VHOC vapor concentration at atmospheric pressure.

Changes in aqueous surface tension, induced by interfacial solute adsorption, are

measured by Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) with digital image

processing. Bulk vapor-phase solute pressures (concentrations) are concurrently

quantified using sample loop gas chromatograph injection. "Instantaneous" equilibrium

between vapor-phase and interface-phase solute concentrations allows con-elation of

transient outputs, producing aqueous surface tension versus vapor-phase solute

pressure isothennal relationships. Equilibrium aqueous solution surface tension versus

vapor-phase VHOC (i.e., solute) pressure isothenns for the test solute benzene were

measured in duplicate at 285.2 K, 291.2 K, 298.2 K, 303.2 K, and 315.2 K.

Isotherms were interpolated with a mathematical form combining the Volmer non-ideal

two-dimensional equation of state and the Gibbs relative interface excess equation to

estimate interfacial adsorption parameters. Comparison of limiting vapor-

phase/interface-phase distribution coefficients and corresponding thermodynamic

calculations to previously published values shows good agreement. Additional

sensitivity analysis, including variations in flow rate and method of solute contact,
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confilin the general applicability of the presented method for measuring volatile solute

vapor/water interface adsorption isotherms.

Introduction

As equilibrium aqueous surface tension provides theriiiodynamic description of the

vapor/water interface, changes in aqueous surface tension as a function of bulk-solute

concentration may be used to quantify interfacial solute adsorption. Equilibrium

techniques for surface tension measurement are extensive, including capillary rise,

maximum bubble pressure, and detachment.' However, most methods have limited

applicability to volatile hydrophobic organic compound (VHOC) adsorption (i.e.,

inability to confine solutes during measurement and/or directly quantify VHOC

concentrations) or are time-, labor-, and materials-intensive. Nevertheless, such

techniques have been used by various researchers to measure surface tension changes

,for adsorption of volatile alkane and aromatic compounds. 1215,26,46,47,55,73 Due to the

difficulties/inconsistencies in experimental analysis, discrepancies unfortunately exist in

the literature regarding surface tension changes, adsorption magnitudes, and

corresponding thermodynamics of adsorption. Gas chromatographic retention analysis

has also been applied to determine VHOC interfacial

However, necessary estimation of interfacial adsorption areas, possible structuring of

the adsorption surface by the solid substrate, and/or application to only limited

concentration ranges have prompted concern. Significant disagreements, especially

with values derived from surface tension analysis, are common.

To expeditiously and accurately measure equilibrium aqueous solution surface

tension versus vapor-phase VHOC (i.e., solute) pressure (concentration) isothermal



profiles at atmospheric pressure, a new dynamic flow-through method employing

pendant drop tensiometry coupled with Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile

(ADSA-P) is presented. ADSA-P, with application to pendant drop analysis, is

employed for its generality and suitability to time, concentration, and temperature

..dependent surface tension studies. 16,22,2466,8997,108 Solute delivery using an advecting

vapor stream reduces mass transfer restrictions to adsorption, negates volatile losses,

and allows development of equilibrium isotherms comprised of hundreds of individual

points in only several hours. Automated sample loop gas chromatograph (GC)

injection additionally provides direct and unbiased measurement of bulk vapor-phase

pressures (concentrations). Using benzene as a test solute, the object of this

manuscript is to verify the applicability of the experimental protocol and present

calculated results for both interface partitioning and energetics of adsorption.

Materials

Chemicals. Benzene (C 6H6 ; 99.5+% Pure) was purchased from Fluka Chemical

(Ronkonkoma, NY) and used without further processing. Cleaning compounds,

including acetone (HPLC grade) and nitric acid (technical grade), were purchased from

Fischer Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA) and used without further purification. Water used

for cleaning and experimentation was the product of steam condensate passed through a

Millipore® deionization system. Before use, the water was distilled at atmospheric

pressure in a potassium permanganate/sodium hydroxide solution followed by all-water

distillation. Water and organic compounds were assumed to have equilibrium

concentrations of atmospheric air when used. Air for solute transfer was standard
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breathing quality and nitrogen/helium for system purging was 99.995% minimum

purity by mass.

Hardware. For description, the physical experimental system (Figure 2.1) can be

divided into four interconnected units: (1) Environmental Cell (drop formation,

vapor/water interface contacting, thermal regulation); (2) Optics (drop image

acquisition); (3) Solute Delivery (solute volatilization and transport); and (4) Analytical

(vapor-phase solute pressure measurement).

Environmental Cell. The system core consisted of a gas-tight 316-gauge stainless

steel environmental cell (external dimensions: 6 x 1 0 2 m, 6 x 10 -2 m, 1.8 x 10' m;

internal volume: 1.4 x 10-5 m3) (detail given in Figure 2.2). The cell was fitted with

quartz viewing windows, sealed with Viton@ o-rings and stainless steel endplates.

Liquid hanging pendant drops were formed at the tip of a vertically aligned Teflon@

tube (3.18 x 10 -3 m o.d.; 1.59 x 10 -3 m i.d.). An infusion/withdrawal syringe pump

(Harvard Apparatus, Millis, MA) was used for water delivery to the Teflon@ tip. All

cell materials were chosen for inertness.

The cell was enclosed within a brass jacket, serving as an external theimal

conduit. Cell temperature was regulated in part by two thermoelectric modules

(Melcor, Trenton, NJ), a CN9131A digital temperature controller, and a type PR-11

platinum resistance temperature detector (RTD) probe (Omega Engineering, Stamford,

CT). The cell and brass jacket were encased in a Styrofoam@ pack for thermal

insulation. The complete configuration allowed stable temperature settings (± 0.1 K)

without mechanical disturbances. The cell and surrounding theimal regulation system

were mounted on a vibration isolation bench (i.e., a two-inch breadboard (Newport,
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of complete experimental system, including environmental
cell (1), optics (2), solute delivery (A denotes solute dilution line, B denotes solute

delivery line) (3), and analytical hardware (4).
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Figure 2.2. Detail of environmental cell for pendant drop analysis.



Irvine, CA) on a three-inch thick granite slab, supported by four air springs (McMaster-

Carr, Los Angeles, CA)). Strict tolerances (± 3 x 10 -4 m) were employed to ensure

orthogonality among components.

Optics. Drops were illuminated by a diffused halogen light source, providing a

highly-contrasted image for acquisition by a charge-coupled device (CCD) video

camera attached to a zoom macroscope (Meiji Techno, San Jose, CA). The camera was

attached to a VideoPix FrameGrabber (Sun Microsystems, Palo Alto, CA) to acquire a

640 x 480 pixel image with 256 gray levels.

Solute Delivery. Line A (Figure 2.1) represents the solute dilution flow line (liquid

water source) and Line B denotes the primary solute delivery line (liquid water and

liquid benzene sources). Mass flow controllers (Hasting Instruments, Hampton, VA)

provided total volumetric flow control and adjustment of solute dilution between

parallel flow lines. Gas washing bottles (Chemglass, Vineland, NJ) were used to

contact the advecting air stream with the liquid phases. The first gas washing bottles in

each series were placed within a circulating constant temperature bath at 353 K

(approximately 5 K below the boiling point of benzene). The second bottle in each

series allowed cooling of the heated air/vapor to ambient temperature. Each gas

washing bottle in the solute delivery line contained approximately 50% water and 50%

benzene by volume. Transfer lines to the environmental cell were 316-gauge stainless

steel connected with 316-gauge stainless steelNiton0 Swagelock@ fittings; waste lines

were Teflon@.
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Analytical. A 1.5 x 10 -8 rn' sample loop, fitted to a six port electronically actuated

switching valve (Valco Instruments, Houston, TX), was attached at the immediate

environmental cell outlet for automated sampling of bulk vapor-phase solute pressures.

Samples were transferred through fused silica tubing (5.3 x 10-4 m i.d.) directly to a

Varian 3600CX GC (Walnut Creek, CA). Solutes were separated with an Alltech AT-

624 capillary column (30 m length, 5.3 x 10 -4 m i.d., Deerfield, IL) for analysis using

a flame ionization detector (FTD).

Cleaning. All equipment was cleaned meticulously before assembly/use to avoid

contamination. Stainless steel parts were passivated in aqueous nitric acid solution (7%

HNO 3 by volume), sonicated in HPLC grade acetone, sonicated in distilled water,

blown dry with nitrogen gas, and heated at approximately 380 K. Teflon®, Viton0,

and glass/quartz parts were cleaned in a like manner, with the exception of nitric acid

passivation. To remove waste water and solute from the environmental cell between

experimental runs, the system was flushed with distilled water, evacuated, and purged

with helium gas.

Software. The ADSA-P algorithm for surface tension determination was acquired

from Applied Surface Thetmodynamics Research Associated (Toronto, ON). All

images were analyzed thirty separate times with twenty arbitrarily selected data points to

provide values of mean aqueous solution surface tension (with 95% confidence

intervals), mean drop volume, mean drop surface area, and mean drop radius of

curvature. An external calibration grid was used to adjust the drop images for optical

distortion caused by the macroscope objective lenses and provide measurement of
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system magnification factors. Distortions caused by the cell windows were corrected

using a calibration bar of known thickness placed inside the environmental cell.

Methods

Dynamic Isotherm Measurements. Experiments were initiated by foil 	 ling a

solute-free pendant water drop in contact with an advecting humidified air stream from

the solute dilution line (Line A, Figure 2.1) at atmospheric pressure. After sufficient

time for thermal and mechanical equilibration of the suspended water drop (roughly 1.8

x 10 3 s), the solute delivery line (Line B) was switched to the cell and benzene

introduced. The arithmetic mean of measured air volumetric flow rates for all dynamic

isotheiiii measurements was 7 x 10 -9 m3 s -1 (± 2 x 10 -9 m3 s - '), sufficient to deliver a

well dispersed solute front (i.e., slowly increasing concentration) without appreciable

physical disturbance of the water drop. Simultaneously, image acquisition and

automated sample injection to the GC were initiated, with measurements made at 1.2 x

102 s intervals. Surface tensions and GC peak areas were continuously monitored to

determine when minimum and maximum values were reached, respectively (always

less than 3.6 x 104 s).

Aqueous solution surface tension values were matched to measured vapor-

phase benzene pressures for each analysis time to generate individual equilibrium

isotherm coordinates. Complete aqueous solution surface tension versus vapor-phase

benzene pressure isotherms (i.e., highest vapor-phase benzene pressure value equal to

or greater than saturated benzene vapor pressure at the system temperature) were

measured in duplicate (i.e., Replicate 1 and Replicate 2) at cell temperatures of 285.2 K

and 291.2 K. Replicate isotherms were also measured at 298.2 K, 303.2 K, and 315.2
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K, but maximum vapor-phase solute pressures were limited by ambient room

temperatures (<298 K). A description of all experimental runs and conditions is

provided in Table 2.1.

Isotherm Verification Measurements. Several tests (Table 2.1) were used to

validate the dynamic isotherm measurement procedure, especially the matching of

transient aqueous solution surface tension to transient vapor-phase benzene pressure

measurements. First, two experiments were conducted at 298.2 K to deteimine

whether isotherm shape was dependent on flow rate. All conditions were identical to

that outlined for the dynamic method, except isotherms were measured at higher flow

rates of 2.32 x 10 -8 ± 4.6 x 10 -9 m3 s' (Test 1) and 7.12 x 10 -8 ± 1.5 x 10-8 m 3 s' (Test

2). An aqueous solution surface tension versus vapor-phase benzene pressure isotherm

was also developed during solute removal (Test 3) to investigate possible isotheim

hysteresis. This experiment was initiated immediately at the conclusion of Test 1 by

switching the advecting air stream from the solute delivery to the solute dilution line.

Static concentration adsorption experiments (Test 4), involving foimation of a

clean pendant drop in contact with a steady vapor-phase benzene pressure, were used to

investigate kinetics of solute adsorption under dynamic experimental conditions. Prior

to drop formation, cell benzene pressures were set by flow controlled mixing of the

dilution and solute delivery lines, with total flow rates comparable to that measured

during dynamic isotherm development. Immediately upon drop foiination, images

were recorded for 4.5 x 102 s, at two-second intervals; vapor-phase benzene pressures

were measured at 1.2 x 10 2 s intervals. No effort was made to pre-equilibrate the water

(maintained at room temperature) with the system temperature before introduction into
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Table 2.1. Summary of Experimental Conditions for Isotheim and Verification
Measurements

Run
	

Volumetric Flow
	

Experiment Description
[K]
	

Rate [m3 s -1 ]

Isotherm 285.2, 291.2, 7 x 10-9 ± 2 x10 -9 Dynamic Procedure;
Measurement, 298.2, 303.2, Solute Introduction

Replicates 1 and 2 315.2
Test 1 298.2 2.32 x 10 -8 ± 4.6 x 10 -3 Dynamic Procedure;

Solute Introduction
Test 2 298.2 7.12 x 10 -8 ± 1.5 x 10 - s Dynamic Procedure;

Solute Introduction
Test 3 298.2 2.12 x 10 -8 ± 3.8 x 10 -9 Dynamic Procedure;

Solute Removal
Test 4, Run 1 303.2 7 x 10 9 ± 2 x 10 9 Static Procedure; Solute Pressure:

2.13 x 10 3 	3.5 x 10 1 N m -2

Test 4, Run 2 303.2 7 x 10-9 ± 2 x 10g Static Procedure; Solute Pressure:
6.43 x 10 3 ± 5.1 x 10 1 N m -2

Test 4, Run 3 303,2 7 x 10 -9 ± 2 x 10 -9 Static Procedure; Solute Pressure:
1.04 x 104 ± 7.2 x 10 1 N m -2
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the cell. Three static runs were perfaimed at 303.2 K for vapor-phase benzene

pressures of 2.13 x 10 3 ± 3.5 x	 N rn-2 (Test 4, Run 1). 6.43 x 10 3 ± 5.1 x	 N

111 -2 (Run 2), and 1.04 x 10 4 ± 7.2 x	 N 111 -2 (Run 3).

Data Analysis

Equilibrium aqueous solution surface pressure (i.e., surface tension of pure water less

solution surface tension) versus vapor-phase benzene pressure isotherms were

interpolated using a combined form of the Volmer l°9 non-ideal two-dimensional

equation of state and the Gibbs relative interface excess equation. The effort was to

find a function that represented the data well, while providing a consistent means of

interpolation (unlike commonly used polynomial expansions). The Volmer equation of

state is defined as:

71-(a— a ° )= kT,	 (2.1)

where ir is the surface pressure [N nfl, a is the molecular area projection [m2 molecule

'J, a° is the excluded molecular co-area projection [m2 molecule - 1, k is the Boltzmann

constant [N m molecule -1 K- 1, and T is the absolute temperature [K]. 3 ' 1° '55 '59 The

Gibbs relative interface excess equation may be defined at atmospheric pressure and

constant temperature as:

F (1/kT)(d7r/c/ ln p v ),	 (2.2)

where r (= a - ') is the relative interface excess of the volatile solute component (i.e.,

benzene) per unit area (with the interface excess of water (solvent) equal to zero and
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neglecting air) [molecule mr2] and p'' is the ideal (i.e., no activity correction) vapor-

phase solute pressure [N m-2]. Substituting the Gibbs equation into the Volmer

function and integrating provides the following vapor-phase solute pressure / surface

pressure function (referred to hereafter as the Gibbs-Volmer equation):

p v = exp(7ca ° IkT + c),	 (2.3)

where c is an integration constant [dimensionless].

Aqueous solution surface pressure versus vapor-phase solute pressure

functions at limiting surface pressures (i.e., infinite interface solute dilution) were used

to derive values for the ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy change of

adsorption ( A ad,e i 	[N m mon, ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy change

(A ads h ° '
tdeal

) [N m moll, and ideal equilibrium standard molar entropy change

( A adss0,ideal ) [N m mot' K -1 ], using the established thetmodynamic relationships: 59 ' 87

A ads gO	 _,ideal	 RT1n[(11z)(dg dp v ),,,0 ],

A 
ads.

h0,ideal =[d(A acisg0,ideal I T) I a(v T)]
7T--)0

and Ands 
0,ideal =	 k A ads. g 0 ,ideal )1 aT1 71

. —>0

where 'ris  the interface thickness [. 6 x	 m], R is the ideal vapor law constant [N

m mo1 -1 K i ], and the notation 71"---> 0 indicates infinite interface dilution.
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Results and Discussion

Isotherms. Figure 2.3 depicts raw data generated from dynamic aqueous solution

surface tension / vapor-phase benzene pressure measurements (results from Test 1 and

Test 3 experiments), exhibiting the ability of the presented method and system to

capture concurrently both interfacial and bulk (vapor-phase) parameters. Figure 2.4

presents aqueous solution surface pressure versus vapor-phase benzene pressure

profiles for Replicate 1 dynamic experiments at 285.2 K, 291.2 K, 298.2 K, 303.2 K,

and 315.2 K. Each data point represents a correlated aqueous solution surface tension

(pressure) and vapor-phase benzene pressure measurement for a discrete sample time.

Surface tension (pressure) / vapor-phase benzene pressure measurements by Blank and

Ottewill 15 at 288.2 K (measured using a torsion balance with a mica/platinum plate)

bisect the depicted isotherms at 285.2 K and 291.2 K, suggesting good relationship

with current values despite the inability of Blank and Ottewill to directly measure vapor-

phase benzene pressures.

The fraction of isotherm measured (as denoted by the relative vapor pressure of

the highest measured benzene pressure, D Vm(x sat 1)27 and number of data points for

Replicate 1, Replicate 2, and Combined (sum of Replicate 1 and Replicate 2 data for

„v -1 ,each temperature) dynamic data sets are provided in Table 2.2. Values of pV
;
mmax 

excess of unity are assumed to be a product of minor thermal disequilibrium between

the advecting vapor stream and the environmental cell. Differences in the number of

data points developed for each dynamic experiment are due to variations in the time to

reach solute breakthrough and the number of suitable images for analysis.

Representations of data from the three static experiments at 303.2 K (Test 4,

Runs 1-3) are also included in Figure 2.4 (each point derived from the arithmetic mean

of surface tension (pressure) and vapor-phase benzene pressure measurements for each
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Figure 2.3. Raw data for dynamic Test 1 and Test 3 experiments: aqueous solution
surface tension (0) and vapor-phase benzene pressure (ID) as a function of time.

Measured volumetric flow-rate during benzene introduction: 2.32 x 10 -8 ± 4.6 x 1 0 9

m3 s1 ; measured volumetric flow-rate during benzene removal: 2.12 x 10 -8 + 3.8 x 10 -9
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isotheihis derived by the dynamic procedure (Replicate 1): 285.2 K (0); 291.2 K (D);
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Table 2.2. Results of Gibbs-Volmer Interpolations of Dynamic
Replicate, Combined, and Verification (Tests 1-3) Experiment Data Sets

T [K] pvmax	 tn

pvsat-1

Gibbs-Volmer
Coefficients tR2 x 10 1

ao x -10 19 	c x 10 -1

[m2 molecule -l] 	[unitless]
Dynamic Experiments, Replicate 1

285,2 1.06	 277 1.17 1.37 9.98
291.2 1.05	 281 2.14 1.43 9.97
298.2 0.903	 170 3.15 1.47 9.99
303.2 0.743	 206 1.22 1.47 9.90
315.2 0.436	 98 0.875 1.53 9.95

Dynamic Experiments, Replicate 2
285.2 0.975	 141 1.56 1.39 9.79
291.2 0.986	 279 2.03 1.42 9.88
298.2 0.905	 237 2.96 1.46 10.0
303.2 0.797	 183 1.45 1.48 9.92
315.2 0.536	 93 6.18 1.58 9.70

Combined Dynamic Experiments
285.2 1.06	 418 1.50 1.38 9.93
291.2 1.05	 460 2.13 1.43 9.94
298.2 0.905	 407 3.04 1.47 9.99
303.2 0.797	 389 1.18 1.47 9.88
315.2 0.536	 191 3.46 1.55 9.45

Verification Experiments
298.2 (Test 1) 0.907	 78 3.32 1.48 9.99
298.2 (Test 2) 0.906	 43 3.16 1.47 9.99
298.2 (Test 3) 0.907	 202 2.35 1.45 9.97

Î Number of data points; t Coefficient of determination
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run). Visual agreement with the 303.2 K dynamic results is excellent, supporting the

applicability of both measurement procedures. Of further interest is the lack of transient

surface tension changes during static experiments, especially at small times. Statistical

tests of slope of the complete aqueous surface tension versus time profiles for each

static experiment confirmed no difference from zero slope for a 95% confidence interval

(i.e., no transient trending). These results indicate that steady aqueous surface tension

values were reached within approximately 10 seconds (time for complete drop

formation) of initial contact with the advecting air/water-vapor/benzene-vapor stream,

suggesting minimal adsorption kinetics and rapid thermal equilibration of the interface

under the given experimental conditions. Additional long-time static tests (i.e., —8 x

104 s) also confirmed the lack of transient behavior (no effect of solute solubilization).

Graphical depiction of the five 298.2 K dynamic experimental data sets (Figure

2.5) shows excellent agreement between results from replicate experimental runs

(indicative of all replicate experiments), in addition to values derived from different

experimental protocols (Tests 1-3). Measurements by Cutting and Jones26 at 298.2 K,

using both capillary rise and maximum bubble pressure methods, provide a similar

isotherm. Deviations between the current and previously measured profiles, especially

at higher vapor-phase benzene pressures, may be due in part to incomplete vapor-phase

saturation in the Cutting and Jones experiments (solute pressures were not measured,

but inferred from temperature control of the solute source). Similarity among Replicate

1, Replicate 2, Test 1, and Test 2 results indicate that isotherm shape is independent of

the flow rates used for the given experiments, again suggesting that adsorption is not

kinetically limited. Agreement of isotherms with Test 3 results further supports this

conclusion and the associated fact that solution surface tension (and interface solute
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experiment, Test 1 (A); dynamic experiment, Test 2 (A); dynamic experiment, Test 3
(0). Previously published values for benzene adsorption: Cutting and Jones 26 298.2 K
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activity) is defined explicitly by vapor-phase benzene pressure for the presented

experimental protocol.

Isotherm Interpolation. Table 2.2 presents the results of non-linear least-squares

parameter estimation of the individual experimental runs using the Gibbs-Volmer

function. Parameters were also derived at each temperature for the combined

measurements of Replicate 1 and Replicate 2 dynamic experiments. In general, the

level of statistical (as denoted by the coefficients of determination, R2) and visual

agreement between each fit and the associated data set is high. In this regard, each

function accurately represents the data and therefore may be used appropriately as an

empirical interpolation tool.

Comparison of current values to derived parameters from previous data sets

indicates good conformity. Application of the Gibbs-Volmer function to the data of

Cutting and Jones26 at 298.2 K gives values for a° and c of —2.94 x 10 - ' 9 m2 molecule"'

and 1.48 x 10 1 , respectively, similar to those derived from the present study (-2.35 x

10 - 1 9 to -3.32 x 10 - ' 9 m2 molecule -1 for a° and 1.45 x 101 to 1.48 x 10' for c at 298.2 K,

Table 2.2). Additionally, Gibbs-Volmer interpolation of the Blank and Ottewill 15 data

at 288.2 K yields respective values for a° and c of —2.58 x 10 -
 
'9m2 molecule' and 1.42

X 10 1 , again similar to the currently presented results.

Thermodynamic Treatment (Analysis of Limiting Data). For the calculation

of ideal adsorption thermodynamics (Equations 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6), it was necessary to

use aqueous solution surface pressure versus vapor-phase benzene pressure

measurements in the limit as surface pressure goes to zero (i.e., the point of zero

interface solute coverage/concentration). It is assumed that the lack of any solute-solute
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interactions at the interface is reflected by a linear isotherm relationship in this region.

A fortuitous result of application of the Gibbs-Volmer function to the measured

isotheiiiis is that the calculated parameters also give a direct approximation of the

limiting isotherm slopes. In the limit of zero surface pressure, the Gibbs-Volmer

expression (for the conditions previously defined) reduces to:

e'	 dpv),,,o,	 (2.7)

where PT is the limiting slope [m].

Graphical comparisons of the derived linear functions to the actual limiting data

(Replicate 1: 285.2 K, 298.2 K, 315.2K) are provided in Figure 2.6. It is clear that

this method of interpolation provides an appropriate fit of the limiting isotherm data.

Comparison of the slopes (which may be interpreted as linear vapor-phase/interface-

phase distribution coefficients) to previous studies also suggests satisfactory

agreement. Using a vapor chromatographic retention method, Hartkopf and Karger'

measured a linear partition coefficient for benzene of 9.0 x 10" m at 285.7 K, very

similar to P285.2 of 1.02 x 1 0 6 m for the current combined data set. Hoff and others51

also used the retention method to measure a partitioning coefficient for benzene at 298.2

K of 4.967 x 10 m. This again compares well with P298.2 of 4.13 x 10' m from the

current experimental/interpolated results.

Values for the ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy, entropy, and

enthalpy change of adsorption were calculated for both replicate data sets and the

combined results using the Gibbs-Volmer interpolation. Results of the temperature

dependence of the free energy changes are presented graphically in Figure 2.7. Due to

the limited number of data points, linear functions were assumed to fit the ideal molar
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Figure 2.6. Limiting isotherm data for Replicate 1 dynamic experiments (symbols)
with corresponding limiting Volmer interpolations (lines): 285.2 K (0, solid); 298.2 K

(A, small dash); 315.2 K (V, large dash). Error bars parallel to the y-axis represent
95% confidence intervals for each measured surface pressure (tension) value.
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Figure 2.7. Ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy change of adsorption
as a function of temperature [Replicate 1 (C), Replicate 2 (A), Combined (0)].



free energy versus temperature profiles for definition of the ideal equilibrium standard

molar enthalpy and entropy changes of adsorption (equivalent to assuming that the

enthalpy and entropy change are temperature-independent over the temperature range

considered; cf. Equations 2.5 and 2.6). Calculated values for the combined data sets

were —4.10 x 10 4 -± 5.0 x 10 2 N m mol" and —8.28 x 10' 1.8 x 10' N m	 IC,

respectively.

Comparison to previous determinations of like thermodynamic parameters

indicates that the present method produces realistic and reliable values. Hartkopf and

Karger43 calculated an ideal equilibrium standard molar free energy change for benzene

adsorption on water at 285.7 K of —1.8 x 10 4 N m mol", comparable to the presently

determined value at 285.2 K of —1.76 x 104 ± 2.0 x 102 N m moll . Similar results

were also obtained by Blank and Ottewill 15 at 273.2 K, 285.7 K, and 288.2 K of

—1.690 x 10 4 N m moll , -1.684 x 10 4 N m mol", and —1.661 x 104 N m

respectively. Hartkopf and Karger43 and Blank and Ottewill 15 also reported values for

the ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy change for adsorption of —3.1 x 104 N m

moll at 285.7 K and —2.585 x 104 N m moll at 288.2 K, respectively, comparable to

currently calculated values. Additionally, the calculated molar enthalpy changes of

adsorption in the region of limiting interface coverage agree well with the heats of

liquefaction for benzene and water at 298.2 K of —3.38 x 104 N m moll and —4.39 x

104 N m	 respectively, indicative of physical benzene adsorption at the

interface. 9 • 27

Calculated values for the ideal equilibrium standard molar entropy change of

adsorption were compared to an approximation of the translational entropy loss due to

adsorption. The three-dimensional translational molar entropy (3s, ram ) [N m mol" K"]

of a gas at one atmosphere is given by Sackur-Tetrode equation as:
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3 s,„„, Rln(M3/2 7 51 1— 9.63	 (2.8)

where M is the molecular weight [g moll. Kemball similarly defined a translational

entropy expression for two-dimensional gases:'

= Rln(104 MTA) + 275.5 	(2.9)

where A is the area per molecule defined in the standard state as 2.271 x 10 - ' 9T [m2

molecule']. The difference between these two equations provides an approximation of

adsorption entropy change assuming the loss of only one translational degree of

freedom. 46 For benzene, the approximated values range from —3.69 x 10' N m

K -1 at 285.2 K to —3.72 x 10' N m mot'	 at 315.2 K, approximately a factor of two

less negative than the currently presented values. However, Hartkopf and Karger43

also present a value for benzene (-5.0 x 10' N m mo1 -1 K-1 ) that is similarly more

negative than the Sackur-Tetrode/Kemball prediction. The authors explained the greater

ideal entropy loss as a result of additional vibrational and rotational restriction of the

benzene ring due to 7r-e1ectron interactions with the water molecules. Our results

appear consistent with this interpretation. Nevertheless, it should be noted that Blank

and Ottewill 15 give an ideal equilibrium standard molar entropy change of adsorption

value of —3.0 x 10' N m mot' IC' at 288.2 K, less negative than that calculated from

the Sackur-Tetrode/Kemball model and inconsistent with the offered explanation.



Conclusions

The presented method for dynamic measurement of vapor/water interface VHOC

adsorption has provided rapid and accurate definition of interfacial benzene behavior.

Agreement between replicate aqueous solution surface tension (pressure) versus vapor-

phase benzene pressure isotherm measurements is excellent. In addition, evaluation of

verification protocols indicates no apparent kinetic bias (chemical or theiinal), no

influence on flow rate, and no associated isotherm hysteresis under the given

experimental conditions. The conclusion to be drawn is that the interface-phase

concentration is controlled by the vapor-phase benzene pressure and that equilibration is

rapid (< 10 s). Comparisons to previous isotherm measurements and associated

thermodynamic calculations using different experimental procedures also indicate

generally good conformity. The robust nature of the experimental system,

methodology, and analysis suggests further extension to interfacial adsorption

measurements for other volatile organic compounds, including mixtures, and other

fluid/liquid interfaces.
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3. ADSORPTION OF BENZENE AND METHYL-SUBSTITUTED
BENZENES AT THE VAPOR/WATER INTERFACE: SINGLE-

COMPONENT VHOC ADSORPTION

Abstract

Equilibrium isothermal relationships between aqueous solution surface tension (pressure)

and vapor-phase solute pressure of individual volatile hydrophobic organic compounds

(VHOCs) (benzene, methylbenzene, 1,2-dimethylbenzene, 1,3-dimethylbenzene, 1,4-

dimethylbenzene, and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene) were measured employing a dynamic

adsorption method and Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P). Systems

were analyzed at atmospheric pressure in duplicate at 285.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, 303.2

K, and 315.2 K, for vapor-phase VHOC pressures up to saturated vapor pressure.

Developed isotherms were interpolated with a mathematical form combining the Volmer

non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state and the Gibbs relative interface excess

equation. Derived functions were used to quantify vapor/water interface accumulation,

interface-phase activity coefficients, and ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free

energy, enthalpy, and entropy changes of adsorption. Results indicate that at finite

interface coverages, adsorption is defined significantly by molecular size, with generally

increased adsorption and isotherm non-ideality as molecular size increased. Calculated

values for free energy change of adsorption at infinite dilution were linear as a function of

temperature and evenly spaced as a function of methyl substitution (approximately 2-3 x

103 N m mol' more negative for each methyl substitution). Calculated values for enthalpy

change were all less negative than the corresponding values of liquefaction, suggesting

specific interactions between solutes and interface water molecules. Entropy changes,

more negative than predicted for the loss of one translational degree of freedom, further

support this conclusion.
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Introduction

Determining distributions and retention mechanisms for contaminants in environmental

systems is necessary for addressing exposure risk, persistence, and possible means of

compound removal. Of particular environmental concern are volatile hydrophobic organic

compounds (VHOCs), derived from petroleum products and industrial solvents.

Discharged both accidentally and deliberately, these compounds have become ubiquitous

contaminants, posing heath risks due to their toxicity and potential carcinogenicity. In

systems containing large vapor/water interfacial area to bulk volume ratios (e.g.,

unsaturated soil matrices, atmospheric fog and rain droplets), the vapor/water interface has

,been identified as a meaningful site of VHOC retention. 25,42,51,5283,106 Nevertheless, due to

difficulties in containing and analyzing these weakly soluble volatile compounds, a paucity

of sound data exists regarding adsorption, both in terms of magnitude and mechanism, at

this important environmental interface.

Several protocols/techniques have been reported in the literature to measure

adsorption of VHOCs at the vapor/water interface, however under close scrutiny, it is

apparent many suffer from critical inadequacies. For example, the chromatographic

retention methoe43.51 '56 '57.65 has elicited controversy due to the necessary estimation of the

vapor/water interfacial area, the possible influence of support material on the structure of

retained water, the overlap of mixed adsorption mechanisms, and/or application to

adsorption in only in a limited concentration range. Other techniques, including detachment

(e.g., Du Noiiy ring and the Wilhelmy slide), capillary rise, maximum bubble pressure,

and drop weight, to measure solute-induced surface tension changes rely on the often

fallacious assumptions of perfect wetting or zero contact angle with the

withdrawing/containment surface. Additionally, several of these methods have limited

applicability to time-dependent studies, do not allow strict containment of volatile
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compounds during surface tension/adsorption measurement, and/or lack direct

quantification of solute concentrations (pressures). 5.12,15,26,36,46-48,54,55,73 The experimental

difficulties are specifically manifest in significant discrepancies of calculated adsorption

energetics, especially at limiting solute concentrations (ideal adsorption).

The goal of the current study is to apply a new measurement technique combining

Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) 23 ' 2 ' , gas chromatographic analysis,

and a dynamic adsorption protocol to measure equilibrium single-component VHOC-

induced variations in aqueous surface tension of pendant water drops.' Aqueous solution

surface tension (converted to surface pressure for current analysis) as a function of vapor-

phase VHOC (i.e., solute) pressure isotherms were measured at atmospheric pressure for

benzene and methyl-substituted benzenes (methylbenzene (MB), 1,2-dimethylbenzene

(12DMB), 1,3-dimethylbenzene (13DMB), 1,4-dimethylbenzene (14DMB), 1,3,5-

trimethylbenzene (135TMB)) in duplicate at 285.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, 303.2 K, and

315.2 K. Compounds were chosen to address the systematic effect of both the degree and

position of methyl substitution on vapor/water interface adsorption. Additionally,

measurements as a function of temperature were employed to determine thermodynamic

parameters of solute adsorption. The current system and protocol eliminates potential bias

of a three-phase boundary during surface tension measurement, allows rigorous

measurement of vapor-phase VHOC pressures, especially in the dilute limit, and provides

definition of experimental isothermal relationships consisting of tens to hundreds of points

in just several hours.
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Theory

Thermodynamics. For adsorption of a single volatile solute at the vapor/water interface

at constant temperature and atmospheric pressure, the Gibbs relative interface excess

equation is defined as:'

drc =rd,u v ,	 (3.1)

where 7r is the actual (measured) aqueous solution surface pressure (surface tension of

solute-free water less aqueous solution surface tension) [N m-1 ], F is the relative interface

excess of the volatile solute component per unit area (with the interface excess of water

(solvent) equal to zero and neglecting air) [molecule Mt and pv is the vapor-phase

chemical potential of the solute [N m molecule - 1 defined as:

ktv _ VO ( )p) + kT ln(f v I f	 =	 (T , p) + kT ln(p v 0"e"rY p) ,	 (3.2)

where p" is the standard-state vapor-phase solute chemical potential (dependent in general

form on the temperature and pressure of the system) [N m molecule1], T is the absolute

temperature [K], p is the total system pressure	 1 atm or 1.01325 x 10 5 N m-2), k is the

Boltzmann constant [N m molecule1 K4 ], »' is the three-dimensional vapor-phase solute

fugacity [N m-2], f " is the three-dimensional standard-state vapor-phase solute fugacity [N

m-2], p'' is the vapor-phase solute pressure [N m	 0V,henry
-2], and	 is the vapor-phase activity

p p  0coefficient defined on an unsymmetric Henry's law basis (i.e., as v/ 	, 011,henry	 1)

[unitless]. 29 ' 87 ' 95 At atmospheric pressure, the vapor-phase may be assumed ideal (i.e., no

0V,henrymolecule-molecule interactions,	 1) and substitution of equation (3.2) into equation



(3.1) gives a form of the Gibbs relative interface excess equation for single volatile solute

adsorption at the vapor/water interface in terms of vapor-phase solute pressure:

d2r= FkTdlnp V . (3 . 3)

To quantify equilibrium thermodynamics of solute adsorption, the solute chemical

potential for the interface-phase, p 1 [N m moleculel, is defined in a similar manner to that

in equation (3.2): 29,31,32,59,87

= ,u+ kTln(f i I f") = ,u+ kTln(7ci dea ly 1. '"1- ITp),	 (3.4)

where p L° is the standard-state interface-phase solute chemical potential [N m molecule'],

f' is the two-dimensional interface-phase solute fugacity [N ml,f L ° is the two-

dimensional standard-state interface-phase solute fugacity [N M-1 ], 7T id"1 is the ideal

aqueous solution surface pressure (i.e., no interface solute-solute interactions) [N nf

y hen IY is the two-dimensional interface-phase activity coefficient defined on an

unsymmetric Henry's law basis (i.e., as IT `dea llTp ---> 0, y 1,henry	 1) [unitless] where ir ideal

y I,henty = 7r, and r is the Kemball-Rideal interface thickness (= 6x 10-m m) allowing

definition of the two-dimensional standard-state interface-phase solute fugacity in reference

to the three-dimensional standard-state vapor-phase solute fugacity. 59 The equilibrium

standard Gibbs free energy change of solute adsorption given in the conventional molar

basis, A ads 4-->i) [N m moll, is then derived from combination of equations (3.2) and

(3.4) at phase equilibrium (again assuming ideal vapor-phase solute behavior): 9 '3132

Aads4v—›.0= —RT1n(2Tidealy 1,henry _ V)zp = —RT1n(niTp v ), (3.5)
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where R is the ideal vapor law constant [N m mo1 -1 Kl. This defines the change in the

standard-state chemical potentials for a volatile solute transferred from the vapor-phase to

the vapor/water interface (i.e., V—I). Using established theimodynamic relationships, the

equilibrium standard molar enthalpy change, A,h(° /) [N m moll, and equilibrium

standard molar entropy change, A ad,s(°v, i) [N m	 Kl, can then be quantified: 3'

A adsq„, /) = [d(A ad4,,,,
)

T)/a(//nt
	

(3.6)

and A ads s v, i) = --[a(A ads4v,, ) )/ad .	 (3.7)

Data Interpolation. To mathematically define the relationship between aqueous solution

surface pressure and vapor-phase VHOC pressure from experimentally derived isothemial

relationships, the data was interpolated using a combined faun of the Volmer non-ideal

two-dimensional equation of state and the Gibbs relative interface excess equation. The

goal was to define a functional form capable of providing consistent mathematical

interpretation of the data. In such regard, the interpretation can be treated on a purely

empirical basis. However, the equation was considered also from a fundamental basis as

providing parameters representative of the solutes studied. The Volmer equation is defined

as:

7r(a — a ° )= kT ,	 (3.8)

where a is the molecular area projection [m2 molecule'] and a° is the excluded molecular

co-area projection (representative of the planar projection surface area of the molecule and

indicative of an attractive (-) or repulsive (+) force regime between molecules)
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[m2 molecule - 

1]20,55,59,109 Combining with equation (3.3) (where a = r -1) and integrating

gives the resulting Gibbs-Volmer equation of surface pressure:

p v = exp(lca ° IkT + c),	 (3.9)

where c is an integration constant [unitless]. The given equation was fit to the experimental

data using a non-linear least-squares regression routine to define values for a° and c. To

approximate the relative interface excess for each measurement of surface tension

(pressure), equation (3.8) was rearranged, incorporating the interpolated a° values from

equation (3.9):

F = (kT +	 .	 (3.10)

To quantify ideal adsorption for both determination of thermodynamic parameters at

limiting surface pressures (infinite interface solute dilution) and two-dimensional interface-

phase activity coefficients at finite surface pressures, a similar expression to equation (3.9)

was defined from the ideal two-dimensional equation of state:

Ir ideal a =  kT . 	 (3.11)

Combining equation (3.11) with equation (3.3) and integrating gives the ideal equation of

surface pressure:

pv = ideal exp(c),	 (3.12)
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where c is deteimined from equation (3.9). Using equations (3.5-3.7, 3.12) allows direct

determination of the ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy change (3.13),

ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy change (3.14), and ideal equilibrium standard

molar entropy change of adsorption (3.15) from the interpolated parameters of equation

(3.9):

A ads ev,1>deal l) = —RT[ln(117.)— ci,

A ideal = R[dC a(111. )]ads (V — I)

and A s° 'ideal {Rln (1	 — R[a(Tc)1c7Til 	 .ads. (V l)	 r—> 0

The interface-phase activity coefficient can be derived from combination of equations (3.9)

and (3.12):

y ',henry = exp(—na °IkT),	 (3.16)

which provides a measure of deviations from ideal solute adsorption considering definition

of ideality in terms of a Henry's law construct.

Materials and Methods

Chemicals. Benzene (C6H6 ; �99.5%), methylbenzene ([CH 3]C 6H5 ; �99.5%), 1,2-

dimethylbenzene (1,2-[CH 3 ] 2C 6H4 ; �99%), 1,3-dimethylbenzene (1,3-[CH 3 ] 2C6H4 ;

�99%), 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene (1,4-fCH3 LC6H4 ; .�99%), 1,3, 5-trimethylbenzene (1,3,5-

[CH3 ] 3 C 6H3 ; �99%) were purchased from Fluka Chemical (Ronkonkoma, NY) and used
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without further refinement. Water from a Millipore® deionization system was distilled at

atmospheric pressure in a potassium permanganate/sodium hydroxide solution followed by

all-water distillation; liquids were assumed to have equilibrium concentrations of

atmospheric air.

Experimental System. Detail of the experimental system is presented elsewhere'', and

only a brief summary is currently given. Aqueous solution surface tension measurements

were made at atmospheric pressure using pendant drop tensiometry. Drops were foimed

from a Teflon® capillary inside a gas-tight 316-gauge stainless steel environmental cell.

The cell temperature was regulated (± 0.2 K) by an exterior brass jacket attached to

theitnoelectric heating/cooling devices; Styrofoam® was used for insulation. The cell and

surrounding thermal regulation system were mounted on an isolation bench for vibration

control. Pendant drops were illuminated by a diffuse halogen light source and imaged

using a charge-coupled device (CCD) video camera. Recorded images were analyzed using

Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) software acquired from Applied

Surface Thermodynamics Research Associates (Toronto, Ontario).

Gas washing bottles (Chemglass, Vineland, NJ) were used to contact advecting air

with both liquid water and liquid organic phases for vapor delivery to the environmental

cell. Mass flow controllers (Hasting Instruments, Hampton, VA) regulated volumetric

flow. A 1.5 x 10 -8 m3 electronically actuated sample loop was attached at the immediate

environmental cell outlet for automated sampling of the vapor-phase and delivery to a

Varian 3600CX gas chromatograph (GC) with flame ionization detector (HD).

Measurement Protocol. Experiments were initiated by forming a VHOC-free pendant

water drop in contact with advecting humidified air. After thermal and mechanical
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equilibration of the water drop, VHOC delivery was switched to the cell. Simultaneously,

automated image acquisition and sample injection to the GC were started, with

measurements made at 120 s intervals. The measured air/vapor flow rates for isotherm

measurements were approximately 3 x 10 -8 m3 	sufficient to deliver a well dispersed

solute front (i.e., slowly increasing vapor-phase VHOC pressure) without appreciable

physical disturbance of the water drop. Mean aqueous surface tensions (defined by thirty

replicate measurements of twenty arbitrarily selected data points from each drop profile

image) and GC peak areas were continuously monitored to determine when minimum and

maximum values were reached, respectively (always less than 3.6 x 104 s).

Aqueous solution surface tension (pressure) measurements were matched to vapor-

phase VHOC pressures (assumed to represent the average vapor-phase solute pressure for

the cell interior at the time of sampling) for each analysis time to generate individual

isotherm coordinates. Adsorption kinetics were negligible. Complete isotherm

experiments (i.e., final vapor-phase solute pressures, p v., approximately equal to

saturated vapor pressure for the system temperature, Pay) were measured in duplicate at

cell temperatures of 287.2 K, 291.2 K, and 297.2 K for all compounds investigated.

Isotherms were also measured in duplicate at 303.2 K and 315.2 K, but maximum vapor-

phase VHOC pressures were limited ki".
(nv <pv

sa ) by ambient room temperatures (<298max	 t

K). Measurements at 315.2 K of 135TMB were not included due to insufficient isotherm

resolution (measured maximum surface tension change less than system precision).

Results

Measured aqueous solution surface pressure as a function of vapor-phase VHOC pressure
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Figure 3.1. Measured aqueous solution surface pressure, 7E, as a function of vapor-phase
VHOC pressure, p v, isotherms at 291.2 K: Benzene (0); MB (A); 12DMB (•); 13DMB

(El); 14DMB (0); 135TMB (V). Substitutions (number of methyl substitutions): Benzene
(0); MB (1); 12DMB, 13DMB, 14DMB (2); 135TMB (3).
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isotherms for benzene, MB, 12DMB, 13DMB, 14DMB, 135TMB are given in Figure 3.1

for the replicate 291.2 K experiments. Plots are presented linearly with respect to the

aqueous solution surface pressure axis and logarithmically with respect to the vapor-phase

VHOC pressure axis. Distinct and relatively equivalent separation between measured

profiles is evident with respect to the degree of methyl substitution (0 benzene, 1 MB,

2 =- 12DMB, 13DMB, 14DMB, 3 -a- 135TMB), but with little discernable difference related

to the position of substitution for the dimethylbenzene isomers. For a given vapor-phase

VHOC pressure, the corresponding surface pressure is greater as the degree of substitution

increases. Similar profiles and trends were obtained for the other temperatures considered.

Replicate error was estimated to be no greater than 5 x 10-4 N rri l in surface pressure.

The temperature dependence of the measured aqueous solution surface pressure

isotherms is illustrated in Figure 3.2 for 13DMB. As the system temperature decreases,

there is a concurrent increase in the surface pressure for a given vapor-phase VHOC

pressure. All complete isotherms exhibit a general monotonic increase in surface pressure

with increasing vapor-phase VHOC pressure, convex to the surface pressure axis. There is

no indication that a limiting surface pressure is reached in any of the profiles.

Measurements made at 303.2 K (not shown) and 315.2 K do not exhibit the same degree

of curvature as isotherms derived at the lower temperatures, assumed due to the fact that the

highest measured vapor-phase VHOC pressures were only a fraction of saturated vapor

pressure (v V max P I

	
Table 3.1) and the corresponding high noise-to-signal ratios for these

low vapor-phase solute pressure/surface pressure measurements.

Results of aqueous solution surface pressure isotherm interpolations for the

combined replicate experiments using the Gibbs-Volmer equation of surface pressure

(equation 3.9), including coefficients of determination, are provided in Table 3.1. The

interpolation statistics, in addition to visual inspection, indicate that Gibbs-Volmer function
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Figure 3.2. Measured aqueous solution surface pressure, it, as a function of vapor-phase
13DMB pressure, p', isotherms: 285.2 K (0); 297.2 K (El); 315.2 K (A).



Table 3.1. Gibbs-Volmer Interpolation Parameters for Measured Aqueous Solution
Surface Pressure Versus Bulk Vapor-Phase VHOC Pressure Isotherms

Solute	 T [K]	 PVmax 	a° x	 c x 10- 1 	tR2 x 10 1

pvsat-1 1m2 molecule -1 ]	 [unitless]

	285.2	 1.06	 1.50	 1.38	 9.93

	

291.2	 1.05	 2.13	 1.43	 9.94
tI3	 297.2	 0.998	 2.72	 1.46	 9.97

	

303.2	 0.797	 1.18	 1.47	 9.88

	

315.2	 0.536	 3.46	 1.55	 9.45

	

285.2	 0.926	 2.33	 1.27	 9.87

	

291.2	 0.944	 1.36	 1.30	 9.93
rv13	 297.2	 0.881	 1.81	 1.33	 9.95

	

303.2	 0.839	 2.50	 1.38	 9.72

	

315.2	 0.567	 -0.728	 1.45	 9.63 

	

285.2	 1.05	 4.34	 1.17	 9.92

	

291.2	 1.00	 3.70	 1.20	 9.93
12DMB	 297.2	 0.999	 4.10	 1.24	 9.92

	

303.2	 0.770	 1.07	 1.25	 9.90

	

315.2	 0.424	 7.05	 1.37	 8.28 

	

285.2	 0.990	 3.81	 1.18	 9.90

	

291.2	 1.00	 3.46	 1.21	 9.92
13DMB	 297.2	 1.01	 3.31	 1.27	 9.95

	

303.2	 0.817	 -2.13	 1.28	 9.93

	

315.2	 0.502	 10.5	 1.39	 8.72 

	

285.2	 0.951	 3.84	 1.18	 9.93

	

291.2	 0.893	 3.52	 1.22	 9.51
14DMB	 297.2	 0.933	 4.05	 1.26	 9.55

	

303.2	 0.781	 2.89	 1.28	 9.80

	

315.2	 0.628	 1.11	 1.38	 9.22 

	

285.2	 0.969	 5.66	 1.09	 9.85

	

291.2	 0.969	 3.79	 1.10	 9.72
135TMB	 297.2	 0.976	 3.81	 1.15	 9.77

	

303.2	 0.782	 3.45	 1.23	 8.82

tCoefficient of Determination; tB indicates benzene
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empirically provides an accurate representation of the experimental data, especially when

applied to measurements of near-complete isotherms (i.e., p v p v , a , 1 0.9). Reduced

coefficients of determination for higher temperature experiments were assumed again to be

a function of increased relative error of the measurements made in the lower aqueous

solution surface pressure/vapor-phase VHOC pressure region.

Relative VHOC interface excess as a function of vapor-phase VHOC pressure was

calculated from the surface pressure isotherms using equation (3.10) and the interpolated

excluded molecular co-area parameters (Table 3.1). Results as a function of solute type are

presented semi-logarithmically in Figure 3.3 for 285.2 K. Maximum relative interface

VHOC excess values were on the order of 10" molecules m-2. As noted previously for the

surface pressure isotherms, there is a distinct separation between relative interface excess

isotherms as a function of degree of methyl substitution, with little difference between

dimethylbenzene isomers. Typical temperature dependence of the excess calculations is

provided in Figure 3.4 for 12DMB. Relative interface excess isotherms calculated from

lower temperature experiments (e.g., 285.2 K and 297.2 K) exhibit significant nonlinearly,

especially at high vapor-phase VHOC pressures, while such behavior is generally absent

from the higher temperature experimental results (e.g. 315.2 K).

Discussion

Data and Interpolation. It is important to evaluate the functionality of the interpolated

parameters, especially in regards to consistency and definition of adsorption phenomena.

The integration constant, c (equations 3.9 and 3.12), provides mathematical description of

the measured surface pressure isotherm slopes and, therefore, description of the energetics

of solute adsorption at infinite dilution (i.e., where isotherms are linear due to negligible
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Substitutions:	 3	 2	 1	 0

10	 100	 1000	 10000

Vapor-Phase VHOC Pressure, pv IN  m-2]

Figure 3.3. Relative VHOC interface excess, F, as a function of vapor-phase VHOC
pressure, p v , isotheims at 285.2 K: Benzene (0); MB (A); 12DMB (•); 13DMB (El);

14DMB (0); 135TMB (V). Substitutions (number of methyl substitutions): Benzene (0);
MB (1); 12DMB, 13DMB, 14DMB (2); 135TMB (3).
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of measured aqueous surface pressure, 7r, as a function of
vapor-phase Benzene (1:1) and 135TMB (0) pressure, p v , isotherms to interpolations using
the ideal equation of surface pressure (equation 3.12) for Benzene (MI) and 135TMB (III) at

297.2 K.
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solute-solute interactions at the interface). Figure 3.5 provides an illustration of the 297.2

K measured aqueous solution surface pressure versus vapor-phase benzene and 135TMB

pressure isotherms (semi-logarithmically) below 2.0 x 10-3 N rri l and the corresponding

ideal surface pressure function interpolations (equation 3.12). Visually, it is evident that in

this region the ideal equation of surface pressure provides a good fit to the large number of

low vapor-phase VHOC pressure data points. Similar degree of agreement was obtained

for the other temperatures and compounds considered. Additionally, due to this

relationships between the mathematical model and experimental data, c is relatively

independent of p v pv , - 1 for reasonable measurements of the limiting surface pressure

isotherm (hence, acceptable usage of the 303.2 K and 315.2 K experimental results to

define ideal adsorption behavior).

The excluded molecular co-area term, a° (equation 3.12), provides a measure of

isotherm curvature and, therefore, a lumped description of adsorption non-ideality (i.e.,

solute-solute interactions between adsorbed molecules at the interface) over the surface

pressure/vapor-phase solute pressure ranges considered. Consequently, partial surface

pressure isotherm measurements that do not give full resolution of the complete isotherm

shape (in part due to higher relative errors at lower surface pressure/vapor-phase VHOC

pressure measurements) provide different estimates of a° than from consideration of the

near-full vapor-phase solute pressure range. This result precludes direct comparison of a°
values derived from partial and full isotherms and indicates a limitation of applying the

Volmer equation of state. Nevertheless, calculated excluded co-area terms for the 285.2 K,

291.2 K, and 297.2 K experiments (complete isotherm measurement) are all of similar

magnitude (10-19 m2 molecule -1 ) and suggest an attractive force regime between adsorbed

solute molecules (i.e., negative values), consistent with both surface pressure and relative

interface excess isotherm concavity to the respective axes. The concept of negative co-area
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terms is clarified when viewing the Volmer equation in terms of the simplification of the

van der Waals non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state for a purely attractive force

regime between adsorbed molecules. In this case, the van der Waals equation reduces to a

form consistent with the Volmer equation if it is assumed that the area value in the attractive

correction terms is approximated by the ideal two-dimensional equation of state (cf. 55).

The relationship between a° and the van der Waals attraction constant (b) is then a° = -blkT

and the negative Volmer excluded molecular co-area term can be considered a measure of

the attractive forces between molecules. Further consideration of a° is given below.

Finite Adsorption Activity Coefficients. Calculation of the interface-phase activity

coefficients, y ',henry (equation 3.16), were used to quantify the magnitude and controlling

factors of interface-adsorption non-ideality at finite aqueous solution surface

pressure/vapor-phase VHOC pressures. Activity coefficients were calculated only for near

complete isotherms (i.e., 285.2 K, 291.2 K, and 297.2 K surface pressure isotherms) to

evaluate non-ideality over the complete measurement range and to mitigate the above

mentioned inconsistencies in definition of a° . Maximum interface-phase activity

coefficients ranged from 1.2 to 2.2 for the compounds and temperatures considered.

Figure 3.6 provides illustration of the activity coefficients as a function of measured

aqueous solution surface pressure for the 285.2 K experiments. For the presented results,

it is apparent the activity coefficients increase as the number of benzene substitutions (and

therefore molecular size) increase. This trend is not as apparent for the other temperatures

considered, especially with regard MB (which has a significantly smaller activity correction

at 291.2 K and 297.2 K than benzene). No functional dependence of activity coefficients

on temperature could be deduced within the temperature range considered.

To analyze the resulting interface-phase activity coefficients further, it is prudent to
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Figure 3.6. Interface-phase activity coefficients, y ',henry as a function of measured
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Figure 3.7. Absolute interpolated excluded molecular co-areas (•) and two-dimensional
projection areas (calculated from three-dimensional van der Waals molecular surface
areas27

) (D) as a function of benzene methyl substitution. Excluded co-areas were
averaged (arithmetic mean) over the temperature range of 285.2 K to 297.2 K; error bars

indicate one standard deviation.
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compare the governing parameter of the calculated activity corrections, a°, to physical

properties of the adsorbed solutes (e.g., molecular size). Figure 3.7 presents the co-areas

(given in absolute value and averaged (arithmetic mean) over the 12 K temperature range;

error bars indicate one standard deviation) as a function of degree of methyl substitution.

As noted previously, the activity coefficients (and therefore calculated co-areas) increase as

the number of substitutions increase, with the apparent exception of methylbenzene.

Three-dimensional van der Waals molecular surface areas [m2 molecule- 1 27 were used to

calculate two-dimensional projection areas [m 2 molecule - 1 assuming a spherical molecular

geometry. Results are provided also in Figure 3.7 and exhibit excellent agreement with the

experimentally derived results. While it is understood that the spherical approximation of

compound structure is a simplification and the actual agreement between the two data sets

may be fortuitous, it does provide a possible link between observed isotherm behavior at

finite interface adsorption and a more readily available physical description of the adsorbed

solutes. Relationships between molecular size and activities are known for solvation of

organic molecules in aqueous solution92 and between molecular size and ideal standard

molar Gibbs free energy changes of adsorption at the vapor/water interface (vide infra). 106

Ideal Thermodynamics. The ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy

idealchanges of adsorption, 
Ands 6 (°1 1) (equation 3.13), as a function of temperature are

presented graphically in Figure 3.8 and numerically in Table 3.2. All calculated values are

negative, indicating a favorable free energy reduction due to transfer of the VHOCs from

the vapor-phase to the vapor/water interface at infinite dilution. Temperature-dependence,

in general, is linear, with minor scatter about the provided linear interpolation functions.

Results, however, calculated at 303.2 K for the dimethylbenzene isomers are all lower than
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Figure 3.8. Ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy change of adsorption,
A 	,0,ideal
'ads6,(V_il)' as a function of temperature, T, for Benzene (0); MB (A); 12DMB (II);

13DMB (z); 14DMB (a); 135TMB (7). Lines represent linear interpolation of individual
solute data: dashed line, 13DMB interpolation; dotted line, 14DME interpolation. Benzene

(0), MB (T), and 12DMB (X) from Blank and Ottewill 15 ; MB (A) from Hauxwell and
Ottewill.46
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Table 3.2. Calculated Ideal Equilibrium Standard Molar Gibbs Free Energy, Enthalpy, and
Entropy Changes of Adsorption and Comparison with Energetics of Vapor/Water Transfer

(Henry's Law)

Solute T [K]
A 0adsg(v,i

x.10-4

[N m mol - 1 ]

t A adsh °(1;14_74
x -10 -4

[N m

t ads SO(trid;

x-10 -2

[N m	 K-1]

	285.2	 1.76

	

291.2	 1.69
*E3	 297.2	 1.64	 4.10	 8.28

	

303.2	 1.64

	

315.2	 1.49 

	

285.2	 2.03

	

291.2	 1.99
M3	 297.2	 1.97	 4.71	 9.43

	

303.2	 1.86

	

315.2	 1.76 

	

285.2	 2.25

	

291.2	 2.24
120MB	 297.2	 2.19	 4.59	 8.33

	

303.2	 2.21

	

315.2	 1.99 

	

285.2	 2.23

	

291.2	 2.21
13DMB	 297.2	 2.12	 5.16	 10.3

	

303.2	 2.13

	

315.2	 1.92 

	

285.2	 2.23

	

291.2	 2.18
140MB	 297.2	 2.13	 4.65	 8.58

	

303.2	 2.13

	

315.2	 1.95 

	

285.2	 2.46

	

291.2	 2.48
135TMB	 297.2	 2.42	 5.62	 11.2

	

303.2	 2.26

tDetermined from linear interpolation of temperature-dependent free energy; *B
indicates Benzene
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Table 3.2 (Continued). Calculated Ideal Equilibrium Standard Molar Gibbs Free
Energy, Enthalpy, and Entropy Changes of Adsorption and Comparison with Energetics of

Vapor/Water Transfer (Henry's Law)

Solute T [K]
A heng°( tri,"awl )

x -10 -3

[N m moll

t A henry h oea(v," „d wl

x-10-4

[N m

tAhemysO(L,ide,awl)

x -10 -1

[N m mol -1 K -1 ]

	285.2	 4.43

	

291.2	 4.06
*13	 297.2	 3.69	 2.20	 6.22

	

303,2	 3.31

	

315.2	 2.57 

	

285.2	 3.96

	

291.2	 3.62
NB	 297.2	 3.27	 2.04	 5.78

	

303.2	 2.92

	

315.2	 2.23 

	

285.2	 4.62

	

291.2	 4.25
12DMB	 297.2	 3.88	 2.21	 6.12

	

303.2	 3.51

	

315.2	 2.78 

	

285.2	 3.84

	

291.2	 3.43
130MB	 297.2	 3.03	 2.31	 6.77

	

303.2	 2.62

	

315.2	 1.81 

	

285.2	 3.82

	

291.2	 3.38
140MB	 297.2	 2.93	 2.49	 7.39

	

303.2	 2.49

	

315.2	 1.60 

	

285.2	 3.98

	

291.2	 3.52
135TM6	 297.2	 3.06	 2.56	 7.64

	

303.2	 2.61

'Values derived from data set of Ashworth and co-workers (8); 'Determined from
linear interpolation of temperature-dependent free energy; *13 indicates Benzene
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a linear relationship suggested by results from other temperatures. No mechanism is

postulated outside experimental error, however kinks and complex trends in temperature-

dependent aqueous solubility measurements (and therefore free energy) have been reported

in the literature. 92 Measurements of pure compound surface tensions using our

experimental system show no discontinuities within the temperature range currently

considered (data not shown).

The degree of methyl substitution significantly influences the ideal equilibrium

standard molar free energy changes of adsorption, with more negative values (i.e., greater

interface affinity) corresponding to increased substitution (and therefore greater molecular

size) at a given temperature. The position of substitution for the dimethylbenzene isomers

only imparts subtle differences in the calculated values, especially in comparison to the

contribution by methyl addition. Combining the results for the dimethylbenzene (DMB)

isomers, the average changes (arithmetic mean of the five temperatures considered for each

solute) between benzene and MB, MB and DMB, and DMB and 135TMB are 2.8 x 10 3 N

m mot', 2.2 x 10 3 N m ma', 2.7 x 10 3 N m	 respectively. This consistent variation

in free energy change with regard to methyl substitution is similar to the Traube's rule

relationship defined for methylene addition to alkane chains and suggests that the adsorbed

molecules are oriented parallel to the interface in the dilute interface-concentration

range. 101133

Comparison to previous calculations of ideal equilibrium standard molar free energy

changes of adsorption indicates variable agreement. Blank and Ottewill is measured surface

pressure versus vapor-phase solute pressure isotherms for benzene (273.2 K, 280.7, and

288.2 K), MB (278.2 K, 288.2 K), 12DMB (288.2 K) using a torsion balance with

mica/platinum plates; free energy results are included in Figure 3.8. Agreement is
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satisfactory for the benzene experiments, but less so for MB (our current calculations -1.4

x 10 3 N m mol' more negative) and 12DMB (our current calculations -3.8 x 10 3 N m

mol' more negative). Blank and Ottewill, however, questioned the quality of their results

due to insufficient resolution of isotherm shape at low surface pressures (in addition to

limited temperature-dependent data diminishing the quality of further theimodynamic

calculations (vide infra)). Hauxwell and Ottewill46 again measured the adsorption of MB at

the vapor/water interface using principally the same technique. Calculated ideal equilibrium

standard molar free energy change results are given also in Figure 3.8 and are only slightly

different from previous values: 5 Hartkopf and Karger43 and Karger and co-workers'',

using a chromatographic retention method to derive adsorption data, calculated ideal

adsorption molar free energy changes at 285.7 K for benzene and MB of -1.8 x 104 N m

mot' and -2.0 x 104 N m mo1 -1 , respectively, corresponding extremely well with the

current measurements at 285.2 K of -1.76 x 104 N m mol - ' and -2.03 x 104 N m

Ideal equilibrium standard molar free energy changes of adsorption were compared

to free energy changes of transfer of solutes from the vapor-phase to the aqueous-phase

(i.e.,	 W), A hew), g(0v, 1>deaw/ ), defined in regards to the solutes' Henry's law partitioning

coefficients: 20,106

Ovt>.cleawl
A hen

ryg(	 RT14K (3.17)

where Kh is the Henry's law coefficient [unitless] (given as the ratio of a solute's aqueous-

phase concentration [mol m - 3] to its vapor-phase concentration [mol rif 3] at infinite

dilution). Temperature-dependent Kh values were obtained from Ashworth and co-

workers.' Comparison of the calculated free energy transfer values (values were

interpolated at the current experimental temperatures by linear regression to calculations
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from measured Kh values) to the currently presented ideal free energy adsorption results

(Table 3.2) indicates a significantly more favorable (more negative) energy change for

adsorption at the vapor/water interface.

Calculated free energy changes of vapor-phase/water-phase transfer were also used

Oddealto determine A cids g(v, i) based on the semi-empirical equation for water-phase/interface-

phase adsorption free energy change given by Valsaraj :104,106

0,ideal	 0,ideal	 '1/2
A ads g(v—il) = zlhenryg(v--›vv)+ (A,J4)[20(17 Iva vvv ) — 20- 14,v ] (3.18)

where Am is the three-dimensional molecular surface area (van der Waals) [m2 molecule- 1,

0 is the water/solute interaction parameter [unitless], an, is the pure solute surface tension

[N m-i ], and crw„ is surface tension of solute-free water [N 1 ]. Values for Am , ant, and

awv were obtained from Daubert and Danner27 ; values for 0 from Girifalco and Good»

The provided form of the Valsaraj model assumes a molecular orientation where three-

quarters of the solute area is in contact with the aqueous phase. Results of this approach

and comparison to the current data indicate agreement within 10% over the temperature

range considered. However, the model predicts a smaller change in free energy as a

function temperature than described by our data. Limitations of the model to describe

actual systems are addressed by Valsaraj, however, further quantitative validation of the

link between molecular area and the adsorption energetics at the vapor/water interface is of

significant interest.

Ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy changes of adsorption, indicative of the

interaction energies between solute and interface water molecules, were calculated from

linear interpolations to the ideal molar free energy change of adsorption versus temperature
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Figure 3.9. Ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy change of adsorption,

as a function of number of methyl substitutions (•); enthalpy change of liquefaction, A iig h,

as a function of number of methyl substitutions at 285.2 K (A) and 315.2 K (V)27 ;
heniy i kOv,_3idewa)/ (0,

) .
8enthalpy change of vapor/water transfer, A 	Lines represent linear

interpolation of the corresponding data.
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results for each solute (equivalent to assuming constant enthalpy changes over the

temperature range considered). Values are illustrated in Figure 3.9 as a function of number

of benzene methyl substitutions. In general, the enthalpy changes become more negative

with increasing molecular size. Assuming a linear interpolation to the data, an approximate

increase in the exothermic enthalpy change of adsorption of 3.3 x 10 3 N m mo1 -1 for each

additional methyl group added to the benzene ring is derived.

As noted for the calculated free energy change values, agreement is variable with

other determinations of aromatic hydrocarbon ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy

changes of adsorption. For example, an average enthalpy change calculated from the

results of Hauxwell and Ottewil146 MB adsorption studies at the vapor/water interface

(278.2 K to 298.2 K) was -4.334 x 104 N m	 comparing well with the presently

calculated value of -4.72 x 104 N m mol'. However, previous experiments/calculations by

Blank and Ottewill 15 give enthalpy changes for benzene and MB at 288.2 K of -2.585 x

104 N m mol -1 and —3.216 x 104 N m	 respectively, that are significantly less

negative. While comparison of these later results to our current calculations is with caution

due to quality questions noted previously, measurements made by Hartkopf and Karger43

and Karger and co-workers 56 '57 provide enthalpy changes for benzene and MB of -3.1 x

104 N m mol - ' and -3.7 x 104 N m mol - ' (287.2 K), also less negative than the currently

reported values. Similar conflict also exists between reported C 5 through C 8 n-alkane

adsorption results in the literature. 33 '43 '485556 '57

Comparison of our currently calculated ideal adsorption enthalpies to the

corresponding heats of liquefaction, A iigh, at 285.2 K and 315.2 K indicates that the

adsorption is a more exothermic process (as much as 9.6 x 10 3 N m mol' more negative)

than for the corresponding condensation of pure solute (Figure 3.9), although the trends as

a function methyl substitution are parallel. Additionally, with the exception of benzene, the
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values are also more negative than the heat of liquefaction for water (-4.39 x 104 N m mol'

at 297.2 K). 27 Further comparison to the enthalpy changes of transfer of the solutes from

the vapor-phase to the aqueous-phase, A h0 id eal
henry (v—>w)' suggests an even more exothermic

process for interface adsorption (Figure 3.9; Table 3.2).

The presented relationships between ideal adsorption enthalpy changes to the other

phase transfer enthalpy changes indicate that the interaction fields between interfacial water

molecules and adsorbed solutes are markedly different than that in dilute aqueous solution

and also in bulk solute. However, the specific nature of the bonding arrangement is still

unclear, especially in consideration of BET isotherm theory 19 '41 and discrepancies among

past adsorption studies for aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons. The current isotherm

shapes agree visually with Type III BET adsorption character, indicative of weak water-

solute forces promoting cooperative solute-solute interactions. However, the calculated

ideal equilibrium standard molar enthalpy changes of adsorption are generally more

negative than defined for the model.

While it is not possible to precisely distinguish the previous studies in terms of

validity, it is important to note that molar enthalpy change of adsorption values more

negative that the corresponding heats of liquefaction are present in the literature (e.g., 46,

48). The conclusion offered by Dorris and Gray33 and Karger and co-workers' that

previous static adsorption results provided insufficient resolution to define limiting

adsorption (resulting in adsorption enthalpy changes that were too exothermic) appears

incomplete, especially based on the current experimental results. The quality and

consistency of the ideal equilibrium standard molar free energy change temperature-

dependence from our current study is excellent, in addition to high isotherm resolution at

low vapor-phase VHOC pressures, suggesting that the current values of ideal enthalpy

change of adsorption are real.



The current values also resurrect the surface perturbation theory proposed by

Adamson and co-workers 2 ' 81 , where ideal enthalpy changes of adsorption more negative

than the corresponding liquefaction values are indicative of the rearrangement of interface

water molecules to accommodate the given solutes. Additionally, it has been reported by

several authors that benzene rings engage in hydrogen bonding with surrounding water

molecules, possibly contributing to the strength and specificity of the bonding

arrangement. 353941 ' 98 The current results may also validate the common criticisms of the

BET adsorption model (cf. 41).

Ideal equilibrium standard molar entropy changes of adsorption were calculated

using a linear interpolation to the ideal free energy changes of adsorption versus

temperature results, equivalent to assuming constant entropy change over the temperature

range considered. Results are presented in Table 3.2. All values indicate a decrease in

entropy on adsorption. Results were compared to the calculated loss of one degree of

translational freedom, derived from the three-dimensional translational molar entropy

(3s,„„,) [N m	 Kl of a gas at one atmosphere given by the Sackur-Tetrode equation

as:

3 Strans	 Rln(1V1 312T5/2 )— 9.63
	

(3.19)

where M is the molecular weight [g moll and the translational molar entropy expression

for a two-dimensional gas defined by Kemball: 6°

2 Strans Rln(104 MTA) + 2 75 .5
	

(3.20)

81

where A is the area per molecule defined in the standard-state as 2.271 x 10 -19T [m2
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molecule- 1. Results of calculations using equations (3.19) and (3.20) for the solutes and

temperatures considered give translational entropy losses between -3.7 x 10 1 and -3.9 x

10 1 N m mol -1 K-1 . It is apparent that this model does not define the same entropy loss of

adsorption as calculated from isotherm measurement, suggesting further mechanisms of

solute interaction and restriction (e.g., vibration, rotational) at the vapor/water interface and

possible modification of the water structure. 2,28,56,60,81 Comparison to the ideal entropy loss

for solute transfer from the vapor-phase to the aqueous-phase (Table 3.2) suggests

additional solute restrictions at the vapor/water interface to the solute in aqueous solution.

This result also lends further support to the notion that molecules are adsorbed at the

vapor/water interface in such a manner to cause a perturbation of the water structure

through additional specific bonding arrangements.

Conclusions

The reported vapor-phase dynamic adsorption method incorporating Axisymmetric Drop

Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) and gas chromatographic analysis provides a robust and

accurate method for determining adsorption of volatile hydrophobic organic compounds at

the vapor/water interface. Results from this study further the understanding that there is a

strong link between adsorption of non-ionic and relatively non-polar molecules at the

vapor/water interface and the corresponding molecular size. Furthermore, the calculated

energetics of ideal adsorption, supported by the excellent resolution of solute behavior at

low vapor-phase VHOC pressures and the good internal consistency of the data, suggest

that adsorption at the interface is accompanied by a perturbation of the water structure.

However, further measurements of other compound suites are necessary to confirm this

conclusion.
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4. ADSORPTION OF BENZENE AND METHYL-SUBSTITUTED BENZENES
AT THE VAPOR/WATER INTERFACE: FINITE BINARY-COMPONENT

VHOC ADSORPTION

Abstract

Isothermal measurements (285.2 K, 291.2 K, and 298.2 K) of equilibrium aqueous

solution surface tension (pressure) as a function of partial vapor-phase volatile

hydrophobic organic compound (VHOC) pressure for benzene/methylbenzene,

benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene, benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene, benzene/1,4-

dimethylbenzene, and benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture pairs were made

employing pendant drop tensiometry and gas chromatographic analysis. Surface pressure

isotherms were developed at three intermediate constant mole ratios for each compound

pair and experimental temperature at atmospheric pressure, from zero to near/at total

VHOC (i.e., solute) saturated vapor pressure. Corresponding single-solute surface

pressure isotherms were also measured. Developed isotherms were interpolated with a

mathematical form combining the Volmer non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state

and the Gibbs relative interface excess equation to define total relative solute interface

excess. Finite interface-phase VHOC mixing was analyzed using vapor-phase and

interface-phase chemical potential functions. Derived relationships, analogous to the

Raoult's law definition of three-dimensional vapor/liquid equilibrium, were compared to

experimental values obtained from the decomposition of the mixture surface pressure

isothermal profiles at constant surface pressure. Results indicate that interface-phase

VHOC behavior is well described by ideal solute-solute mixing applied to single-

component surface pressure isotherms. The interface-phase was found to be enriched

with respect to the larger molecular mass (size) components (i.e., methyl-substituted

benzenes) for a given vapor-phase composition in a manner very similar to vapor-
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phase/organic liquid-phase partitioning. Analyzed mixing relationships were relatively

independent of the surface pressures and temperatures considered.

Introduction

Volatile hydrophobic organic compounds (VHOCs), commonly derived from petroleum

derivatives and industrial solvents, are ubiquitous environmental contaminants. While

discharges of these compounds often involve multiple interacting species, which have

been considered extensively in terms of bulk environmental phases (e.g., 30, 68, 92),

solute mixture behavior at the vapor/water interface has not been addressed. Such

neglect is assumed, in part, due to the experimental difficulties in confining and

quantifying vapor/water interface behavior of these high vapor pressure, sparsely soluble

organic compounds. As a result, in environmental systems where the magnitude of the

vapor/water interface imparts a significant sink for VHOCs (e.g., unsaturated

groundwater systems, atmospheric water droplets and aerosols, adsorptive bubble

remediation techniques) m6 , there is little understanding of the magnitude/ratio of

adsorbed components.

The goal of this study is to define the equilibrium adsorption of binary mixtures of

VHOCs at the vapor/water interface. Aqueous solution surface tension as a function of

single and binary component vapor-phase VHOC (i.e., solute) pressure for

benzene/methylbenzene (M3), benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene (12DMB), benzene/1,3-

dimethylbenzene (13DMB), benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene (14DMB), and benzene/1,3,5-

trimethylbenzene (135TMB) pairs was measured experimentally at atmospheric pressure

using pendant drop tensiometry and a dynamic adsorption protocol. Component and pair

selection were based on three factors: 1) the compounds are common environmental
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contaminants, 2) the homologous suite allows a systematic analysis of solute structure on

resulting interfacial behavior and, 3) mixture behavior in the organic liquid-phase is

relatively ideal (considered an appropriate starting point for analysis of VHOC mixture

adsorption). Three intermediate constant vapor-phase mole ratio (i.e., molar ratio of

VHOC components, neglecting air and water vapor) surface tension isotherms, in

addition to single solute isotherms, were measured for each solute pair at temperatures of

285.2 K, 291.2 K, and 298.2 K for total vapor-phase VHOC pressures ranging from zero

to near/at saturated vapor pressure. Isotherms (converted to surface pressure for

quantitative treatment) were interpolated with a mathematical form combining the

Volmer non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state and the Gibbs relative interface

excess equation for determination of total relative solute interface excess. Mixing in the

interface-phase was interpreted in terms of a Raoult' s law analog, derived from ideal

vapor-phase and interface-phase chemical potential functions.

Theory

Binary Adsorption Thermodynamics. The Gibbs relative interface excess equation at

constant temperature and atmospheric pressure may be defined for binary volatile solute

adsorption at the vapor/water interface as: 21

2
d7C = y Fid,u iv , (4.1)

where Ir is the measured (actual) aqueous solution surface pressure (surface tension of

pure solvent (water) less solution surface tension) [N m -1 ], i refers to solute components /

and 2 (for the presented analysis, benzene is defined as component 1 (i.e., VH0C1) and



the individual methyl-substituted benzenes are defined as component 2 (i.e., VH0C2)),

is the partial relative solute interface excess per unit surface area (with the interface

excess of solvent equal to zero and neglecting air) [molecule m -2], and kt,v is the vapor-

phase solute chemical potential [N m moll. The vapor-phase solute chemical potential

may be further defined as:

ittiv _ + kTln(fiv fv,o) _ + kTln(p1v0,v ' he2 1' I p) i = 1,2,	 (4.2)

where ,t,t," is the standard-state vapor-phase solute chemical potential (dependent in

general form on the temperature and pressure of the system) [N m moll, T is the

absolute temperature [K], p is the total system pressure	 1 atm or 1.01325 x 10 5 N m - 2),

k is the Boltzmann constant [N m molecule -I K-1 ], fi v is the three-dimensional vapor-

phase solute fugacity [N m -2], " is the three-dimensional standard-state vapor-phase

solute fugacity [N m-2], pr is the partial vapor-phase solute pressure [N m -2], and oiV,henry

is the vapor-phase activity coefficient defined on an unsymmetric Henry's law basis (i.e.,

as pivp	 0; otV,henry	 1) [unitless].29,34,53,87,95,100,107 At atmospheric pressure, 0,V,henry 1

(i.e., assuming ideal vapor-phase solute behavior), and substitution of equation (4.2) into

equation (4.1) gives a general form of the Gibbs relative interface excess equation for

binary volatile solute adsorption at the vapor/water interface in terms of partial vapor-

phase solute pressures:

2

dir = y Fi kTd in piv (4.3)
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The partial vapor-phase solute pressures and partial relative solute interface

excesses can be related to the total vapor-phase solute pressure ( pTv ) [N ml and total

relative solute interface excess (FT) [molecule m -2], respectively, by :6,34,537988,100.107

2
V VI V

PT = L pi and
i=1

2

FT = yri,

and the solute mole ratios in the vapor-phase (z 1") 	(neglecting air and water

vapor) and interface-phase (41 ) [unitless] can be defined respectively as:

ziv = piv /pTv i= 1,2 and	 (4.6)

= ri irT i = 1,2.	 (4.7)

For the current experimental procedure and analysis, where vapor-phase VHOC mole

ratios were held constant over the vapor-phase VHOC pressures considered for each

surface pressure isotherm, equation (4.3) can be defined in terms of the total solute

abundance in both the vapor- and interface-phases: 6,21,53,79,100

FT = (//kOdirid ln PTv •
	 (4.8)

87

(4.4)

(4.5)

Therefore, by approximating FT from the experimental data and defining relationships

between vapor-phase solute mixing and 41 (vide infra), the absolute concentration of the
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individual solutes in the interface-phase can be resolved for the measured binary solute

mixture isotherms.

Vapor/Interface Mixing. To quantify the equilibrium relationship between vapor-phase

and interface-phase mixture composition, the interface-phase chemical potential function

for the adsorbed solute component i, [N m moll, is defined as:29.34,53,87,88,100,107

= kti' ° (T, p,n-) + kTln(f,' / 1;1=	 , p,rc) + kTln(Z,' y 	 = 1,2 ,	 (4.9)

where ,u," is the standard-state interface-phase solute chemical potential (dependent on

the temperature, pressure, and aqueous solution surface pressure of the system)

[N m moll, f` is the two-dimensional interface-phase solute fugacity [N m -1 ], fi l ' ° is the

two-dimensional interface-phase standard-state solute fugacity [N ml, and y,i '"°"il is the

interface-phase activity coefficient defined on a symmetric Raoult's law basis (i.e., as Z:

J. y n,../t 1) [unitless]. 87 '95 For the present analysis of the compounds and systems

considered, interface-phase activity coefficients were assumed unity (i.e., ideal interface-

phase solute-solute behavior). At phase equilibrium, /4 11/ = At,' and

kt,"(T,p) + kT ln(p iv I =	 (T, p,g) + kTln(Z,') i = 1,2 . 	 (4.10)

For adsorption of a single solute at the same solution surface pressure as defined by

equation (4.9) for binary component adsorption, the vapor-phase and interface-phase

solute chemical potential functions may be written (again assuming activity coefficients

are unity) respectively as: 34,53,88,100,107

,ur = kt iv' ° (T, p)+ kTln(p 'Pi 4re p) i = 1,2 and	 (4.11)
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12,1,0( 7,7p, \7r) i = 1,2,	 (4.12)

where p 0 
i
s the total vapor-phase solute pressure of the single solute	 pTv when

z2v = 1) [N
] At phase equilibrium,

(T , + kT ln(p iv	= ,u (T , p,g) i = 1,2.	 (4.13)

Combining equations (4.10) and (4.13), rearranging, and including the definition of

partial vapor-phase solute pressure in terms of total vapor-phase solute pressure and

vapor-phase mole ratio (equation 4.6) gives a form for comparing solute mixture

composition between the vapor-phase and interface-phase : 539588100107

	V V	 zl V, pure	 •

	

Zi PT	 i	 1= 1,2. (4.14)

Solving equation (4.14) in terms of the total vapor-phase solute pressure and vapor-phase

mole ratio of solute component 2, the total vapor-phase solute pressure and interface-

phase mole ratio of solute component 2, and the interface-phase mole ratio and vapor-

phase mole ratio of solute component 2 gives, respectively:

V
P

 = V,pure
P

 V,pure 
P + — f

V,pure V1 V,pure ,,V,pure\l
T 2 2 z2kPI 5

V V,pure 711 V,pure V,pure)
PT

”
=	 '2\PI	 — P2

	

71	 V,pure	 V,pure	 V,pure	 V	 V,purel
•— P1	 1[191	 P2	 1 Z2 P2
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If equation (4.15) fits decomposition of the aqueous solution surface pressure data (i.e.,

defining total vapor-phase VHOC pressure as a function of vapor-phase VH0C2 mole

ratio at constant surface pressure) then solute-solute mixing is considered ideal within

both phases. For such a situation, the interface-phase mole ratios are indirectly defined

solely in terms of measurement of single-component surface pressure isotheinis from

equations (4.16) and (4.17).

Absolute single solute interface concentrations can be approximated from

application of the single component relative interface excess isothelin equation:

17" = (11k0d7r1 din pr")	 (4.18)

where FIP"" is the total relative solute interface excess of the single solute (--=- FT when

= 1) [molecule m-2].

Data Interpolation. To define finite VHOC adsorption by equations (4.8) and (4.18),

the experimental aqueous solution surface pressure versus total vapor-phase VHOC

pressure isotherms were interpolated using a combined form of the Volmer non-ideal

two-dimensional equation of state and the Gibbs relative interface excess equation. Other

than providing a consistent functional form for describing the experimental data, no

attempt was made to examine the fitted parameters from a theoretical framework. The

Volmer equation is defined as:

Tc(a — a ° )= kT ,	 (4.19)
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where a is the molecular area projection (single solute adsorption) or average molecular

area projection (binary solute adsorption) [m2 molecule -1 and a° is the excluded

molecular co-area projection (single solute adsorption) or average excluded molecular co-

area projection (binary solute adsorption) 11m2 molecule-I V 1.' 9 ' 1°9 Combining with

equations (4.8) (where a= 1/ -1. ) and (4.18) (where a = //r,"") and integrating gives the

resulting Gibbs-Volmer equation of surface pressure:

VPT or p,V,pure = TC exp(za °1 kT + c) , (4.20)

where c is an integration constant [unitless]. The given equation was fit to the

experimental data using a non-linear least-squares regression routine to define values for

a° and c. To approximate the total relative solute interface excess for each measurement

of surface tension (pressure), equation (4.19) was rearranged, incorporating the

interpolated a° values from equation (4.20):

I-, or r,Pu" =	 +	 .	 (4.21)

Materials and Methods

Chemicals. Benzene (C6H6 ; �99.5%), methylbenzene ([CH 3 ]C6H5 ; �99.5%), 1,2-

dimethylbenzene (1,24CH1061-14; �99%), 1,3-dimethylbenzene (1,34CH3 ] 2C6H4;

�99%), 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene (1,4-[CH3 ] 2C6H4 ; �99%), 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (1,3,5-

[CH3 ] 3C6H3 ; �99%) were purchased from Fluka Chemical (Ronkonkoma, NY) and used

without further refinement. Water from a Millipore® deionization system was distilled at

atmospheric pressure in a potassium permanganate/sodium hydroxide solution followed
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by all-water distillation; liquids were assumed to have equilibrium concentrations of

atmospheric air. Relevant physicochemical properties of the compounds were obtained

from Daubert and Danner. 27

Experimental System. Detail of the experimental system is presented elsewhere l7 and

only a brief summary (with extension to binary VHOC analysis) is currently given.

Aqueous solution surface tension measurements were made at atmospheric pressure using

pendant drop tensiometry and Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P)

(Applied Surface Thermodynamics Research Associates, Toronto, Ontario).22,23 Drops

were formed from a Teflon® capillary inside a gas-tight stainless steel environmental

cell, with temperature regulated to ± 0.2 K. Pendant drops were illuminated by a halogen

light source and imaged using a charge-coupled device (CCD) video camera.

Gas washing bottles (Chemglass, Vineland, NJ) were used to contact advecting

air with both liquid water and liquid organic phases for vapor delivery to the

environmental cell. For binary solute experiments, organics were mixed in a single bottle

at organic liquid-phase mole fractions to give intermediate vapor-phase VHOC mole

ratios (i.e., mole ratios between 0 and 1) determined by Raoult's law relationships.

Liquid-phase mixing and large organic liquid-phase reservoirs (minimizing the influence

of volatile losses on vapor-phase/liquid-phase ratios) allowed constant vapor-phase

VHOC mole ratios throughout the entire vapor-phase VHOC pressure ranges considered

for each measured surface tension (pressure) isotherm. An electronically actuated sample

loop was attached at the immediate environmental cell outlet for automated sampling of

the advecting air/vapor phase; samples were delivered directly through fused-silica tubing

to a Varian 3600CX gas chromatograph (GC) with flame ionization detector (Fm) for

determination of vapor-phase VHOC pressures.
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Measurement Protocol. Experiments were initiated by forming a solute-free pendant

water drop in contact with advecting humidified air. After thermal and mechanical

equilibration of the water drop, solute delivery was switched to the environmental cell.

Simultaneously, automated image acquisition and sample injection to the GC were

initiated, with measurements made at 120 s intervals. Aqueous solution surface tensions

and GC peak areas were continuously monitored to determine when minimum and

maximum values were reached, respectively (always less than 3.6 x 104 s).

Aqueous solution surface tension measurements were matched to total vapor-

phase VHOC pressures for each analysis time (i.e., rapid equilibration between interface

and vapor phases, cf. 17) to generate individual surface tension (pressure) isotherm

coordinates. Vapor-phase VHOC mole ratios were calculated for each analysis time (i.e.,

for each measured vapor-phase solute pressure pair) and averaged (arithmetic mean) over

the entire measured vapor-phase solute pressure range to define the mean mole ratio and

standard deviation for each binary solute aqueous solution surface tension (pressure)

isotherm.

Surface tension (pressure) isotherms were measured for single VHOC adsorption

at 287.2 K, 291.2 K, and 298.2 K. Isotherms were measured at three intermediate vapor-

phase VHOC mole ratios for benzene/MB, benzene/12DMB, benzene/13DMB,

benzene/14DMB, and benzene/135TMB mixtures at the same temperatures.

Results

An illustration of raw measurements of aqueous solution surface tension and total vapor-

phase VHOC pressure for the benzene/MB solute pair at 285.2 K is given in Figure 4.1.

The ability of the system to quantify both partial and total vapor-phase solute pressures,
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Figure 4.1. Raw experimental output for the benzene/MB mixture experiment at 285.2 K
and mean MB vapor-phase mole ratio, z,v , of 1.32 x HY': Aqueous solution surface

tension (0); partial vapor-phase benzene pressure, pr (A); partial vapor-phase MB

pressure, p i; (0); total vapor-phase benzene/MB pressure, prv (0).
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in addition to the concurrent decrease in aqueous surface tension with increasing vapor-

phase VHOC pressure, is apparent. Corresponding partial vapor-phase pressure of MB as

a function of partial vapor-phase pressure of benzene is given in Figure 4.2. The strong

linearity of the relationship is clear, imparting very constant mole ratios over the vapor-

phase solute pressure ranges considered.

Measurement conditions/results for all binary solute experiments, including

experiment number, temperature, number of measured points per isotherm, and fraction

of isotherm measured (i.e., the maximum measured total vapor-phase solute pressure,

V
PT ,max, divided by the total solute mixture saturated vapor pressure, DTv sat') are provided, 
in Table 4.1. Mean vapor-phase solute mole ratios (used as a lumped description of the

mole ratio for each complete isotherm) and standard deviations are given in Table 4.2.

Results for single component surface pressure isotherm measurements are presented in

Table 4.3 (fractions of isotherms measured were calculated from the maximum measured

vapor-phase solute pressure, ptvm'pauxre, divided by the single solute saturated vapor pressure,

piVs,apture) .

Figure 4.3 presents the five measured isotherms of aqueous solution surface

pressure as a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for the benzene/14DMB pair at

298.2 K. The data are present logarithmically with respect to the total vapor-phase

VHOC pressure axis to highlight the distinct separation between isotherms as a function

vapor-phase VHOC mole ratio and the regularly changing shape between the single

component surface pressure isotherms. For all isotherms, as the mean vapor-phase

VHOC2 mole ratio, z 1 , increases, there is a greater change in aqueous solution surface

tension for a given total vapor-phase VHOC pressure, pry .

To convey the variation in surface pressure isotherm shape as a function of solute

pair considered, isotherms are presented in Figure 4.4 for benzene/MB, benzene/14DMB,
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Figure 4.2. Partial vapor-phase MB pressure, p2v , as a function of partial vapor-phase

benzene pressure, K, for the benzene/MB mixture experiment (Figure 4.1) at 285.2 K

and mean MB vapor-phase mole ratio, z7v , of 1.32 x 10 -1 .
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Table 4.1. Measured Isotherm Characteristics and Results of Gibbs-Volmer

Interpolations for Binary VHOC Mixture Experiments

VHOC
Mixture

Experiment T [K] *n
Fraction

Measured

Pry max PTV ,salt X 10 1

Gibbs-Volmer Parameters
tR2 x

10 1

a° x -10 19 	c x 10 -1

[m 2 molecule -1 ]	 [unitless]

B/MB1 285.2 57 9.64 2.04 1.29 9.97

B/MB2 285.2 118 9.40 2.99 1.35 9.97

B/MB3 285.2 90 9.82 2.26 1.37 9.98

I	 /,AB (1)
MB (2)

B/MB4

B/MB5

291.2

291.2

80

164

9.77

9.44

2.79

2.33

1.34

1.37

9.96

9.98

B/MB6 291.2 124 10.0 1.45 1.38 9.99

B/MB7 298.2 124 10.0 2.44 1.36 9.99

B/MB8 298.2 140 10.0 2.58 1.40 9.96

B/MB9 298.2 158 9.91 2.24 1.43 9.98

B/1,2-DMB1 285.2 73 9.65 4.59 1.22 9.90

B/ 1,2-DMB2 285.2 55 9.35 5.11 1.27 9.91

B/1,2-DMB3 285.2 53 9.30 4.90 1.33 9.95

B	 1	 /() 
B/1,2-DMB4 291.2 73 9.62 3.86 1.23 9.96

12DMB (2) B/1,2-DMB5 291.2 70 9.72 4.48 1.29 9.96

B/1,2-DMB6 291.2 55 9.48 4.18 1.34 9.95

B/1,2-DMB7 298.2 126 9.94 2.90 1.26 9.95

B/1,2-DMB8 298.2 127 9.57 4.61 1.33 9,96

B/1,2-DMB9 298.2 102 10.0 4.04 1.39 9.94

B/1,3-DMB1 285.2 58 8.95 3.40 1.20 9.91

B/1,3-DMB2 285.2 71 9.26 3.81 1.27 9.96

B/1,3-DMB3 285.2 48 9.01 3.71 1.32 9.93

B	 /(1)
B/1,3-DMB4 291.2 65 8.83 4.03 1.25 9.93

13DMB (2) B/1,3-DMB5 291.2 73 9.57 1.65 1.24 9.96

B/1,3-DMB6 291.2 61 9.31 2.73 1.33 9.94

B/ 1,3-DMB7 298.2 143 9.17 1.22 1.22 9.99

B/1,3-DMB8 298.2 143 9.22 1.71 1.28 9.94

B/1,3-DMB9 298.2 113 9.32 1.77 1.34 9.94

4Number of data points; tCoefficient of determination; t(1) indicates VH0C1, (2) indicates VH0C2; AB indicates
Benzene
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Table 4.1 (Continued). Measured Isotheint Characteristics and Results of Gibbs-Volmer

Interpolations for Binary VHOC Mixture Experiments

VHOC
Mixture

Experiment T [K]
Fraction

*n	 Measured
v D v 	-1 	101T ,max 	T ,sat

Gibbs-Volmer Parameters
tR2 x

10 1

a° x -1019 	c x 10 -1

[m2 molecule -1 ]	 [unitiess]

B//,4-DMB1 285.2 61 8.65 4.24 1.23 9.94

B//,4-DMB2 285.2 65 9.01 3.73 1.29 9.93

B/1,4-DMB3 285.2 67 9.28 3.41 1.36 9.98

tAB (1) /
14DMB (2)

B/1,4-DMB4
B/1,4-DMB5
B/1,4-DMB6

291.2
291.2
291.2

90
82
80

9.08
9.17
9.42

2.63
3.65
2.77

1.24
1.31
1.36

9.98
9.96
9.93

B/1,4-DMB7 298.2 141 9.11 3.04 1.29 9.97

B/1,4-DMB8 298.2 181 9.80 2.44 1.33 9.99

B/1,4-DMB9 298.2 160 9.67 2.72 1.40 9.99

B/1,3, 5-TMB1 285.2 81 9.11 6.97 1.17 9.88

B//,3,5-TMB2 285.2 50 8.76 6.18 1.22 9.86

B/1,3,5-TMB3 285.2 59 8.80 6.71 1.30 9.77

B(1)/
135TMB (2)

B/1,3, 5-TM B4
B/1,3, 5-TMB5
B/1,3, 5-TMB6

291.2
291.2
291.2

111
90
90

9.34
8.81
8.94

6.01
6.39
3.96

1.20
1.25
1.29

9.94
9.92
9.97

B/ /,3, 5-TMB7 298.2 194 9.26 5.37 1.22 9.96

B/1,3, 5-TMB8 298.2 225 9.42 7.05 1.30 9.90

B/1,3,5-TMB9 298.2 194 9.73 6.53 1.36 9.93

Number of data points; tCoefficient of determination; t(1) indicates VH0C1, (2) indicates VH0C2; AB indicates
Benzene
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Table 4.2. Mean Vapor-Phase Solute Mole Ratios and Standard Deviations for Binary

VHOC Mixture Experiments

VHOC
Mixture

Experiment Measured Vapor-Phase VHOC Mole Ratios
Mean ziv x 10 1 Mean z2v x 10 1 *SD x 102

B/MB1 2.27 7.73 0.4

B/MB2 6.84 3.16 1.2

B/MB3 8.68 1.32 0.6

ttB (1) /
B/MB4 2.10 7.90 0.7

MB (2) B/MB5 6.44 3.56 1.6

B/MB6 8.40 1.60 1.2

B/MB7 2.02 7.98 1.0

B/MB8 6.17 3.83 1.4

B/MB9 8.35 1.65 0.6

B/ 1 ,2-DMB1 4.07 5.93 2.9

B/1,2-DMB2 6.54 3.46 2.7

B/1,2-DMB3 8.50 1.50 3.0

B (1) /
B//,2-DMB4 3.74 6.26 7.0

120MB (2) B/ 1 ,2-DMB5 6.18 3.82 3.5

B/1,2-DMB6 8.13 1.87 5.6

B/1,2-DMB7 3.49 6.51 2.5

B/1,2-DMB8 6.40 3.60 5.0

B/1,2-DMB9 8.33 1.67 2.1

B/1,3-DMB1 3.80 6.20 2.0

B/1,3-DMB2 6.62 3.38 1.2

B/1,3-DMB3 8.69 1.31 1.5

B	 1) /( 
B/1,3-DMB4 3.47 6.53 1.7

130MB (2) B/1,3-DMB5 6.27 3.73 2.5

B/1,3-DMB6 8.43 1.57 1.2

B/1,3-DMB7 3.39 6.61 1.7
B/1,3-DMB8 6.29 3.71 2.2

B/1,3-DMB9 8.43 1.57 1.2

YStandard deviation; 11) indicates VH0C1, (2) indicates VH0C2; tB indicates Benzene
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Table 4.2 (Continued). Mean Vapor-Phase Solute Mole Ratios and Standard Deviations

for Binary VHOC Mixture Experiments

VHOC
Mixture

Experiment Measured Vapor-Phase VHOC M oie Ratios
Mean ziv x 10 1 	Mean z2v x 10 1 	*SD x 102

ttli3 (1)/
14DMB (2)

B/1,4-DMB1
B/1,4-DMB2
B/1,4-DMB3
B/1,4-DMB4
B/1,4-DMB5
B/1,4-DMB6

3.69
7.07
9.07
3.34
6.77
8.75

6.31
2.93
0.93
6.66
3.23
1.25

2.4
3.6
1.5
1.9
2.2
3,8

B/1,4-DMB7 3.24 6.76 1.1

B/1,4-DMB8 6.52 3.48 1.8

B//,4-DMB9 8.80 1.20 1.2

B/1, 3, 5-TMB1 5.31 4.69 2.9

B/1,3, 5-TMB2 7.69 2.31 1.4

B/1,3,5-TMB3 9.01 0.99 3.1

B (1)/
135TMB (2)

B/1,3,5-TMB4
B/1,3,5-TMB5
B/1,3,5-TMB6

5.00
7.33
8.85

5.00
2.67
1.15

1.4
2.2
1.1

B/1,3,5-TMB7 4.55 5.45 2.2

B/1,3,5-TMB8 7.10 2.90 2.5

B/1,3,5-TMB9 8.61 1.39 1.1

YStandard deviation; t(1) indicates VH0C1, (2) indicates VH0C2; tB indicates Benzene



Table 4.3. Measured Isotheini Characteristics and Results of Gibbs-Volmer

Interpolations for Single VHOC Experiments

VHOC T EK] *n Fraction Measured
g :pmuaxre pry 7 4;	 X 10 1

Gibbs-Volmer Parameters
tR2

x 10 1

a° x-10-19

[m2 molecule -1 ]

c x 10 -1

[unitiess]

285.2 277 10.6 1.17 1.37 9.98
tB 291.2 281 10.5 2.14 1.43 9.97

298.2 237 9.05 2.96 1.46 10.0
285.2 84 9.26 1.82 1.25 9.96

MB 291.2 102 9.44 1.00 1.30 9.98
298.2 243 9.57 2.99 1.33 9.94
285.2 57 10.5 4.07 1.18 9.95

12DMB 291.2 82 10.0 3.50 1.20 9.94
298.2 95 10.7 3.97 1.26 9.92
285.2 100 9.75 4.19 1.19 9.94

130MB 291.2 96 10.0 2.85 1.20 9.98
298.2 101 9.25 3.29 1.26 9.94
285.2 76 9.51 3.54 1.18 9.95

140MB 291.2 92 8.93 2.48 1.22 9.87
298.2 162 9.83 1.96 1.23 9.97
285.2 96 9.50 6.37 1.09 9.85

1351MB 291.2 92 9.69 4.92 1.12 9.87
298.2 169 9.88 4.72 1.17 9.89

tnnpffiriFint of dp.termination: 4Number of data points: tB indicates Benzene
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Figure 4.3. Measured aqueous solution surface pressure, n, as a function of total vapor-
phase VHOC pressure, p7v-, isotherms at 298.2 K for the benzene/14DMB solute pair.

Mean 14DMB vapor-phase mole ratio, z 121 , = 1 (0); z / = 6.76 x 10' (V); z2v = 3.48>< 10'

(0); z2v = 1.20 x 10' (A); z`; = 0 (0).
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1000	 2000	 3000	 4000	 5000

Total Vapor-Phase VHOC Pressure,pvT [N in-2]

Figure 4.4. Measured aqueous solution surface pressure, 7r, as a function of total vapor-
phase VHOC pressure, p7V, isotheinis at 285.2 K for benzeneNHOC2 solute pairs at

similar mean vapor-phase mole ratios. Mean MB vapor-phase mole ratio, z2v , = 1.32
X 10' (0), mean 14DMB vapor-phase mole ratio, z', =-- 9.3 x 10 -2 (D); mean 135TMB

vapor-phase mole ratio, z2v , = 9.9 x 10 - 2 (A).
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and benzene/135TMB pairs at 285.2 K and vapor-phase VH0C2 mole ratio of

approximately 1 x 10' (i.e., 1.32 x 10 - ', 9.3 x 10 -2 , 9.9 x 10 -2, respectively). Isotherms

are concave to the surface pressure axis and exhibit monotonic increases in surface

pressure as total vapor-phase VHOC pressure increases, with no limiting value of

adsorption realized. It is apparent that as the molecular mass (size) of component 2

increases, there is a greater change in aqueous solution surface tension for a given total

vapor-phase VHOC pressure. Due to the lower volatility of the greater molecular mass

compounds, the absolute change in aqueous solution surface tension is lower near/at total

saturated vapor pressure. Results of surface pressure isotherm interpolations using

equation (4.20) for binary and single solute adsorption are presented in Tables 4.1 and

4.3, respectively.

Approximation of total relative solute interface excess as a function of total

vapor-phase VHOC pressure from application of equations (4.20) and (4.21) for the

benzene/12DMB solute pair at 291.2 K is illustrated in Figure 4.5 (presented semi-

logarithmically). As noted for the surface pressure isotherms, distinct separation between

relative excess isotherms as a function of mole ratio is evident, with greater interface

VHOC adsorption for a given pry as z I2/ increases. The absence of discontinuities in

isotherm shape as a function of vapor-phase composition suggest complete miscibility of

the VHOC components in the interface-phase. 53 '79 ' 82

Discussion

To apply the mixing relationship defined by equation (4.15), the five aqueous solution

surface pressure isotherms for each mixture pair and temperature were decomposed at

constant surface pressure (1 x 10 -3 N ni l intervals) to define the dependence between
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Figure 4.5. Total relative solute interface excess, FT, as a function of total vapor-phase

VHOC pressure, pTv , isotherms at 291.2 K for the benzene/12DMB solute pair. Mean

12DMB vapor-phase mole ratio, z / , = 1 (0); z2v = 6.26 x 10 -1 (V); z`; = 3.82 x 10 4 (0);

z2v = 1.88x 10 -1 (A); .z`; = 0 (0).
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total vapor-phase VHOC pressure and vapor-phase component 2 mole ratio. Figure 4.6

gives the decomposition as a function of constant surface pressure (1 x 10 -3 N m 1 ,

3 x 10 -3 N m - ', and 7 x 10-3 N m -1 ) for the benzene/13DMB pair at 285.2 K. Individual

chart symbols represent values derived from experimental surface pressure isotherm

results; error bars (barely visible) represent the associated vapor-phase VHOC pressure

mole ratio standard deviations. The data, in general, exhibit a convex downward

curvature, indicating that the adsorption is dominated by the larger molecular mass

compound (i.e., 13DMB). 53 The trends of the data tend to become steeper at higher

values of constant surface pressure, showing that relationships between total vapor-phase

VHOC pressure and mean vapor-phase VH0C2 mole ratio are significantly dependent on

the surface pressure of the system. Figure 4.7 provides illustration of the temperature

dependence on the decomposed data sets at constant surface pressure of 4 x 10 -3 N m - 1 for

the benzene/135TMB solute pair. Similar to that noted in Figure 4.6, the apparent

curvature of the derived data tends to become steeper with increasing temperature. To

show the dependence of the experimental data on solute type, decomposed results for

benzene/MB, benzene/13DMB, and benzene/135TMB are presented in Figure 4.8 at

constant surface pressure of 3 x 10 -3 N m - 1 at 285.2 K. Distinct trends as a function of

mixture composition are apparent, with more apparent curvature for solute pairs with

greater disparity between end-member molecular masses (and associated surface

activity).

Mixture functions, derived from application of equation (4.15) to single-

component VHOC surface pressure isotherm measurements, are illustrated in Figures 4.6

through 4.8 (given as the solid curves). Inspection of the agreement, both visually and

quantitatively, indicates that equation (4.15) provides a good description of the
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Figure 4.6. Total vapor-phase VHOC pressure, p 7v-, as a function of mean vapor-phase

VH0C2 mole ratio, z', at 285.2 K for the benzene/13DMB solute pair. Aqueous solution

surface pressure, 7r, = 1 x 10 -3 N nri l (e); 7r = 3 x 10 -3 N ni 1 (0); 7r = 7 x 1 0 3 N rri l (s).
Error bars (barely visible behind symbols) represent one standard deviation for the mean

vapor-phase mole ratios ( 4' and z 2̀1 ). Solid curve represents application of equation

(4.15).
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Figure 4.7. Total vapor-phase VHOC pressure, p7V, as a function of mean vapor-phase

VH0C2 mole ratio, z2v , at 4 x 10 -3 N m-1 for the benzene/135TMB solute pair.

Temperature, T,= 285.2 K (0); T= 291.2 K (a); T= 298.2 K (A). Error bars represent
one standard deviation for the mean vapor-phase mole ratios (47 and z 1 ). Solid curve

represents application of equation (4.15).
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Figure 4.8. Total vapor-phase VHOC pressure, pry , as a function of mean vapor-phase

VH0C2 mole ratio, z2v , at 3 x 10 -3 N m' and 285.2 K for the solute pairs: benzene/MB
(0); benzene/13DMB (El); benzene/135TMB (A). Error bars represent one standard

deviation for the mean vapor-phase mole ratios (z ìi and z i2/ ). Solid curve represents

application of equation (4.15).
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experimental mixture data. In most cases, coefficients of determination were greater that

9.7 x 10 -f . Such agreement is indicative of ideal interface-phase solute-solute interactions

for the VHOCs considered. Ideal interface behavior has also been noted for homologous

series of nonionic surfactants. 6,34,53,88,100

It is relevant to note, however, that lesser conformity between equation (4.15) and

the experimental data for the benzene/13DMB pair (298.2 K) and benzene/MB pair (all

temperatures) was noted (R2 = 9.0 x 104 to 9.5 x 10'; e.g., Figure 4.8). With the very

good agreement for the other cases considered, it seems a reasonable conclusion that the

discrepancies are most probably the result of experimental error in single and/or binary

adsorption measurements. Additionally, in the applications of equation (4.15) to the

experimental data, any errors in the single component VHOC adsorption measurements

are transferred throughout the defined functions for prediction of binary solute behavior.

To briefly note, interface-phase activity coefficients, calculated in terms of the

two-suffix Margules equation87 ' 95 were also considered to account for the noted

discrepancy of some experimental data with equation (4.15). However, the inconsistency

of derived parameters among different VHOC pairs and temperatures, the limited number

of data points, and the excellent application of the ideal interpretation in the great

majority of experimental cases negated further consideration.

From application of equation (4.15) to the data, it is now possible to relate vapor-

phase mole ratios to VHOC mixing at the interface. The derived functions (equation

4.17) for the five solute pairs are presented in Figure 4.9 from the 285.2 K data

decomposed at 4 x 10-3 N nf l . The distinct trends as a function of solute type are evident,

with very similar results derived for the three dimethylbenzene isomers. Inspection

reveals that for any given vapor-phase VH0C2 mole ratio, the interface-phase has a

greater solute mole ratio with respect to that methyl-substituted benzene component. The
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Figure 4.9. Interface-phase VH0C2 mole ratio, Z, as a function of vapor-phase VH0C2

mole ratio, z2v , at 4 x 10 -3 N ni l and 285.2 K for the solute pairs: benzene/MB;

benzene/12DMB (dotted curve); benzene/13DMB (dashed curve, barely visible);

benzene/14DMB; benzene/135TMB. DMB denotes dimethylbenzene isomers.
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relative degree of this interface-phase enrichment is also greater as the molecular mass

(surface activity) of component 2 increases with respect to benzene. In most cases, no

discernable differences as a function of surface pressure or temperature considered were

noted for the application of Equation (4.17).

As the proceeding discussion and analyses have significant similarity to the

Raoult's law definition of vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE), it was worthwhile to compare

mixing in the idealized organic liquid-phase (i.e., no air/water present) to that at the

vapor/water interface for given vapor-phase mole fractions and mole ratios, respectively.

As mentioned previously, mixing in the organic liquid-phase was assumed ideal for the

considered compounds. 67 •71 This was validated by further inspection of vapor-liquid

equilibrium data compiled for the benzene/NIB, benzene/13DMB, benzene/14DMB

systems38 and consideration of Scatchard-Hildebrand regular solution theory for the

benzene/12DMB and benzene/135TMB couples." Vapor-phase/organic liquid-phase

mixing was defined using exact application of Raoult's law:

p1 re 
v,„.„ V,pUre V V,pUre 1

Pl,sat I LPI,sat P2,sat I Y2 — P2,sat I (4.22)

where x; is the organic liquid-phase mole fraction of component 2 and y l; is the vapor-

phase mole fraction of component 2. Results from equation (4.22) for the benzene/MB,

benzene/12DMB, and benzene/135TMB pairs at 291.2 K (solid curves) are compared to

results from equation (4.17) at constant surface pressure of 4 x 10 -3 N m- 1 (dashed curves)

in Figure 4.10. The similarity is striking, suggesting that the solute-solute interactions

occurring at the interface are very similar to that encountered in bulk organic liquid.

Differences between the two curves may be attributable to experimental error, but also

may reflect interface-phase solute-water interactions. Further experimental consideration
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Figure 4.10. Interface-phase VH0C2 mole ratio, .Z, (dashed curve) as a function of

vapor-phase VH0C2 mole ratio, z 2v , at 4 x 10 -3 N m-i and 291.2 K and organic liquid-

phase VH0C2 mole fraction, x 2L , as a function of vapor-phase VH0C2 mole fraction,

v v
1
 (from Raoult's law, solid curve) for the solute pairs: benzene/MB; benzene/12DMB;, 2 

benzene/135TMB.
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is necessary to confirm these interpretations. However, the understanding that vapor-

phase/organic liquid-phase equilibrium and vapor-phase/interface-phase equilibrium

define similar mole ratio (fraction) relationships offers a potential means to predict vapor-

phase/interface-phase mixing of VHOCs based on more readily available VLE data. This

may be especially convenient for non-ideal interface systems where organic liquid-phase

activity coefficients may be applied to describe interfacial solute behavior

Conclusions

The presented application of pendant drop tensiometry and gas chromatographic analysis

in conjunction with a dynamic adsorption protocol has provided the first analysis of the

binary vapor-phase/interface-phase mixing for VHOCs. It is apparent that adsorption

behavior at the vapor/water interface is well defined by an ideal mixing framework for

the VHOCs and temperatures considered. Additionally, vapor-phase/interface-phase

mole ratio relationships are very similar to vapor-phase/organic liquid-phase mole

fraction relationships derived from Raoult's law, suggesting similar interaction of mixed

solutes in the interface-phase and bulk organic liquid-phase. While ideal systems have

currently only been considered, it is important to further this analysis in terms of

precision and scope to VHOC systems with known non-ideality in bulk organic liquid-

phase mixtures.
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5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SECOND PURE, MIXED, AND CROSS VIRIAL
COEFFICIENTS FOR BINARY BENZENE/METHYL-SUBSTITUTED

BENZENE ADSORPTION AT THE VAPOR/WATER INTERFACE

Abstract

In an effort to resolve experimentally derived adsorption data at fluid/liquid interfaces in

terms of intermolecular force theory, the use of vinai equations of state has recently

received increased attention. Unfortunately, for adsorption of volatile hydrophobic

organic compounds (VHOCs) at the vapor/water interface, there exists a lack of sound

empirical data for application/interpretation of such an approach. Recently,

measurements were made for single and binary solute adsorption of benzene and methyl-

substituted benzenes (methylbenzene, 1, 2-dimethylbenzene, 1, 3-dimethylbenzene, 1 ,4-

dimethylbenzene, and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene) at the vapor/water interface using pendant

drop and gas chromatographic analysis, with a dynamic adsorption protocol. The

experimental data, derived at 285.2 K, 291.2 K, and 298.2 K at atmospheric pressure,

were successfully analyzed in terms of a two-dimensional Raoult's law analog (ideal

solute-solute interactions) to define vapor-phase/interface-phase mixing. The current

work extends this analysis of single and binary VHOC adsorption through use of virial

equations of state. The two-dimensional form of the Berlin (i.e., pressure) viral

expansion, truncated to the second virial coefficient, was applied to complete aqueous

solution surface pressure versus vapor-phase solute pressure isotherms to derive two-

dimensional second pure and mixed viral coefficients. Results were compared to

limiting concentration results, where rigorous definition of the second virial coefficients

can be obtained, to confirm interpolation consistency and accuracy. Values were further

used to define cross viral coefficients from two-dimensional quadratic mixing functions.

Calculated virial coefficients were, on the whole, negative, indicating an attractive force
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regime between adsorbed solute molecules. In general, pure and cross vinai coefficients

became more negative as the solute molecular mass (size) increased; less consistent

temperature trends were apparent over the 13 K interval considered. Comparisons to

calculations of three-dimensional vapor-phase second pure and cross virial coefficients

show consistent trends and relative changes as a function of solute mass.

Introduction

With interest in deciphering interactions of adsorbed molecules at fluid/liquid phases, the

use of two-dimensional vinai equations of state has recently received renewed attention.

The primary reason for interpretation of experimental adsorption data in this manner is

the fundamental link to statistical mechanics (unlike most other equations of state), where

the virial coefficients are a function of the intermolecular pair potentials between

molecules. 44,45,69,70,76,80,84,85,87 Additionally, by experimentally measuring  vinai coefficients,

for both single and multiple solute systems, the effectiveness of combining rules for

approximation of unknown coefficients can be developed and teSted. 7 ' 75 ' 77 ' 86 ' 102

Unfortunately, there is a significant lack of experimentally derived two-dimensional

virial coefficients and resulting theoretical interpretation, specifically for adsorption of

volatile hydrophobic organic compounds (VHOCs) at the vapor/water interface. Such

limited analysis is attributed, in part, to the difficulty in defining the adsorption of these

weakly soluble, highly volatile compounds that impart small interface-phase activities,

especially in the dilute concentration range of adsorption.

While analysis of two-dimensional systems with vinai equations of state is

available in the literature (e.g., 44, 45, 69, 80, 84, 85), the only comprehensive work

addressing the application to VHOC adsorption experimental data at the vapor/water
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interface is presented by Pethica. 85 The author applied the two-dimensional analog of the

Leiden (i.e., density) expansion to obtain rigorous values (i.e., treatment of only limiting

adsorption data) of the two-dimensional second pure vinai coefficients from isotheinial

single-component n-alkane adsorption data (methane through octane) available in the

literature. As concluded by Pethica, only consistent virial coefficients (in terms of

temperature and structural dependence) could be derived for methane to butane. The lack

of coherence was interpreted to be the result of poor resolution of manipulated data in the

low-surface pressure/low-concentration limit (where relative measurement errors are

greatest), coupled with inadequate experimental analysis. However, even for consistent

systems, it was obvious from the graphical depiction of the experimental data and

associated interpolations, that application of this rigorous interpretation required a

significant subjective component due to large relative errors in this limit.

In an effort to expand the data available for theoretical consideration of adsorbed

compounds at vapor/water interfaces and further address the calculation/consistency of

two-dimensional viral coefficients for VHOCs, the goal of this work is the definition of

second pure (i.e., like solute-solute two-body interactions) and cross (i.e., unlike solute-

solute two-body interactions) vinai coefficients for binary benzene/methyl-substituted

benzene (methylbenzene (MB),1,2-dimethylbenzene (12DMB),1,3-dimethylbenzene

(13DMB), /,4-dimethylbenzene (14DMB), and1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (135TMB))

mixtures adsorbed at the vapor/water interface. Aqueous solution surface pressure (i.e.,

surface tension of pure solvent (water) less solution surface tension) as a function of

single and binary vapor-phase solute pressure isotherms (from zero to near/at saturated

solute vapor pressure) were measured for pure component end-members and three

inteimediate constant vapor-phase mole ratio mixtures at 285.2 K, 291.2 K, and 298.2 K

at atmospheric pressure. The experimental data has already been analyzed and presented
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in telins of ideal vapor-phase and interface-phase chemical potential functions for finite

mixing (Raoult's law convention)"; the accuracy and internal consistency of the data was

excellent.

Various methods were employed to develop second pure and mixed (unlike

solute-solute interactions dependent on interface-phase composition) viral coefficients

from the data, including application of both rigorous and truncated forms of the Leiden

and Berlin (i.e., pressure) two-dimensional vinai expansion analogues. Due to

insufficient resolution and interpolation consistency at limiting surface pressures/vapor-

phase solute pressures and the mathematical complexity of the truncated Leiden

expression for direct application to fluid/liquid adsorption data (where interfacial

densities must be accounted for by the Gibbs relative interface excess equation

throughout the entire expansion), presented two-dimensional second vinai coefficients

were determined from complete measured isotherms using the Berlin (i.e., pressure)

expansion truncated to the second vinai coefficient term." This form is consistent with

combination of the Gibbs relative interface excess equation and the Volmer non-ideal

two-dimensional equation of state. 69" No higher-order phase-transitions were observed

in the data to complicate this approach. 84 To test the reliability and consistency of the

truncated expressions for approximation of rigorous second virial coefficients (which are

the only values with theoretical significance) 93 , calculated virial coefficients were

decomposed to show agreement to data in the dilute solute limit. Two-dimensional cross

virial coefficients were calculated using the previously derived interface-phase/vapor-

phase mixing relationships with current estimates of two-dimensional pure and mixed

vinai coefficients.
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Theory

For single-component nonionic VHOC (i.e., solute) adsorption at the vapor/water

interface, as defined in terms of end-member components for binary solute adsorption

(component / (benzene) and component 2 (methyl-substituted benzene)), the Berlin vinai

expansion of the two-dimensional compressibility factor, zu , is given on a per molecule

basis

z =	 ure/kT=i+ 2 Bii (ng+ 2 q i (T)7c 2 + 2Di,(T)7 3 + • • • i = 1,2 , 	 (5.1)

where n is the measured (actual) aqueous solution surface pressure, ae is the single-

component molecular area projection [m2 molecule'], subscript i refers to individual

solute components 1 and 2, k is the Boltzmann constant [N m molecule'	 T is the

absolute temperature [K], 2 Bii (T) , 2 C1i (T), 2 4(T), etc., are the second, third, fourth,

etc., two-dimensional (cf. subscript 2) pure vinai coefficients (function of temperature

only), respectively [m	 and ii denotes like solute-solute interactions. The molecular

area projection can be estimated employing the Gibbs relative interface excess equation

for single-component adsorption (at atmospheric pressure; assuming ideal vapor-phase

solute behavior): 3 '21

ipure
 = 11	 = (Pr ' Pu" I kT)(CITEI dp iV 

'pure) 
i = 1,2 ,	 (5.2)

where Fipure is the relative solute interface excess per unit surface area (with the interface

excess of solvent (water) equal to zero and neglecting air in the interface-phase)

[molecule m 2], and 10,1/ ,pure is the total single-component vapor-phase solute pressure [N

m -2]. Combining equations (5.1) and (5.2) gives the Berlin vinai equation in terms of
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p,""" and rc

zu.„( 71.1piv.pure\I	 \
P"re dn. ) =	 2Bii(ng+ 2 Cii (n7r 2 2Dii (ng 3 + • • • j = 1,2.	 (5.3)

The second viciai coefficient can then be derived from a truncated form (e.g., to the

second viciai coefficient) of equation (5.3), where rearranging and integrating gives:

p,v '''"' = rcexp[ 2 Bii (nn +	 i = 1,2,	 (5.4)

where c, is an integration constant.

For binary solute adsorption (at constant interface-phase mole ratio, Z.; (:--- 1-Z21 )),

an analogous expression to equation (5.1) is defined for the two-dimensional

compressibility factor, zm :

zm = gam IkT =1+ 2Bm (T,Z117-c+ 2 Cm (T,Z11 )71-2 + 2Dm (T,Z)7r 3 +•••,	 (5.5)

where am is the average molecular area projection for a mixture of components 1 and 2

-[M2 moleculel, subscript M refers to mixture of solute components I and 2, and

2 Bm (T,Z;), 2 Cm (T,41 ), 2 Dm (T,Z;), etc., are the second, third, fourth, etc., two-

dimensional mixed viciai coefficients (function of temperature and interface-phase mole

ratio), respectively [m I\I"']. For the current experiments, only vapor-phase mole ratios, z '

(a. 1- Z I;), were measured (which were held constant throughout the measurement of each

binary solute surface-pressure isotherm). It has been shown previously' that 41 and 4'

can be related to Zit and Z21 for the compounds considered at a given surface pressure

using a vapor-phase/interface-phase Raoult's law analog applied to single-component
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surface pressure isotherms (assuming ideal solute-solute mixing):

•-71	 P2V,pure	 V./31<re
L 2

	V,pure 1 V	 V,pure]J .
	I Zi	 P I (5.6)

Although defined for a specified surface pressure, it was noted that mixing relationships

given by equation (5.6) are relatively insensitive to the surface pressure of the system (for

the compounds and temperatures considered). Therefore, equation (5.6) may be used to

define the relationship between vapor-phase and interface-phase mole ratio over the

entire binary-component surface pressure isotherms considered from discrete application

to single-component surface pressure isotherms and the measured vapor-phase mixture

mole ratios. For this specific case where binary-component surface pressure isotherms

are measured at constant vapor-phase mole ratios at atmospheric pressure, am is given

from the Gibbs relative interface excess equation as: 21

r, = //am = (p,v/kOdir/dprv),
	 (5.7)

where FT is the total interface excess of the solute mixture per unit surface area [molecule

ni2] and pTv is the total binary-component vapor-phase solute pressure [N rii2]. The

definitions of mole ratio for the vapor-phase (neglecting air and water vapor) and

interface-phase (neglecting air and with the interface excess of solvent water equal to

zero) are, respectively:

zr = piv pTv i = 1,2 and	 (5.8)

=	 i = 1,2,	 (5.9)



where p 1v is the partial vapor-phase solute pressure of component i of the binary solute

mixture ( p iv. P"" and pry for	 =1) [N m -2] and F is the partial relative solute interface

excess	 r,P- and I-, for Zf = 1) [molecule nil . Combining equations (5.5) and (5.7),

truncating to the second vinai coefficient, integrating, and rearranging gives the vinai

equation form for direct application to the experimentally derived isotherms of aqueous

solution surface pressure as a function of total vapor-phase binary solute pressure:

pTv = exp[, Bm (T, Zji )7r + c2 ] ,	 (5.10)

where c2 is an integration constant.

To determine the two-dimensional second cross virial coefficients (which are a

function of temperature only), a two-dimensional analog of the three-dimensional

quadratic mixing function for binary component system was used: 8'

2 1312 (T) = { 2 Bm (T,Z;)—[41 2 2 BH (T) — [] — Zn 2 2 B 22 (T)}1 124[1 Z ij il	 (5.11)

where Z; was calculated from equation (5.6).

Materials and Methods

Chemicals. Benzene (C6H6 ; .�99.5%), methylbenzene ([CH 3]C6H5 ; �99.5%), 1 ,2-

dimethylbenzene (1, 2-[CH3 ] 2C6E14 ; �99%), 1, 3-dimethylbenzene (1,3-[CH1C6H4;

�99%), 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene (1,44CH 3 ] 2C6f14 ; �99%), 1, 3,5-trimethylbenzene (1,3,5-

[CH3 ] 3C6H3 ; �99%) were purchased from Fluka Chemical (Ronkonkoma, NY) and used

without further refinement. Water from a Millipore® deionization system was distilled at
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atmospheric pressure in a potassium permanganate/sodium hydroxide solution followed

by all-water distillation. Relevant physicochemical properties of the compounds were

obtained from Daubert and Danner:27

System/Protocol. The experimental system and protocol is detailed elsewhere' and only

a cursory summary is given. Aqueous solution surface tension measurements were made

at atmospheric pressure using pendant drop tensiometry and Axisymmetric Drop Shape

Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) (Applied Surface Thermodynamics Research Associates,

Toronto, Ontario). 23 '24 Vapor-phase solute components were delivered to the drop surface

using an advecting humidified air stream. Vapor-phase solute pressures were measured

using a Varian 3600CX gas chromatograph (GC) with flame ionization detector (FID).

Surface tension (pressure) isotherms were measured for single VHOC adsorption at 287.2

K, 291.2 K, and 298.2 K. Isotherms were measured at three intermediate constant vapor-

phase VHOC mole ratios for benzene/MB, benzene/12DMB, benzene/13DMB,

benzene/14DMB, and benzene/135TMB mixture pairs at the same temperatures.

Results

Examples of interpolations using equation (5.4) and equation (5.10) to derive two-

dimensional pure/mixed second vinai coefficients are illustrated in Figure 5.1 for the

benzene/MB solute pair at 298.2 K. Visually, the equations offer a good interpretation of

the experimental data shown, similar to the other compounds and temperatures

investigated. Subtle differences between measured values and the interpolation functions
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Figure 5.1. Measured aqueous solution surface pressure, m, as a function of total vapor-

phase VHOC pressure, pv (both single-component, pill,pure , and binary-component, K.)
isotherms at 298.2 K for the benzene/MB solute pair. Mean benzene vapor-phase mole

ratio, z‘f, = 1 (z); z iv = 8.35 x 10 -1 (0); ziv = 6.17 x 10' (A); .z,v = 2.02 x 10 -1 (0); z iv =

0 (0). Solid lines illustrate non-linear least squares interpolations using equations (5.4)

and (5.10).
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Table 5.1. Measured Isotherm Parameters and Derived Two-Dimensional Second Pure,

Mixed, and Cross Vinai Coefficients

[K]
Mean Z bi f „zene	 Z bi enzene X 10 1 	B x 10 -1

x 10 1 	(g= 4 x 10 -3 N m -1 )	 [m N' l ]
tc x 10 -1

[unitless]

Benzene/Methylbenzene

285.2

0.00
2.27
6.85
8.68
10.0

0.00
0.850
4.07
6.76
10.0

-4.62
-5.17
-7.59
-5.74
-2.97

1.25
1.29
1.35
1.37
1.37

0.00 0.00 -2.50 1.30
2.10 0.749 -6.94 1.34

291.2 6.44 3.55 -5.79 1.37
8.40 6.15 -3.61 1.38
10.0 10.0 -5.32 1.43
0.00 0.00 -7.26 1.33
2.02 0.727 -5.93 1.36

298.2 6.17 3.32 -6.26 1.40
8.35 6.10 -5.45 1.43
10.0 10.0 -7.18 1.46

Benzene/1,2-Dimethylbenzene
0.00 0.00 -10.3 1.18
4.07 0.594 -11.7 1.22

285.2 6.54 1.48 -13.0 1.27
8.50 3.42 -12.4 1.33
10.0 10.0 -2.97 1.37
0.00 0.00 -8.70 1.20
3.74 0.485 -9.60 1.23

291.2 6.18 1.21 -11.2 1.29
8.13 2.70 -10.4 1.34
10.0 10.0 -5.32 1.43
0.00 0.00 -9.66 1.26
3.49 0.493 -7.05 1.26

298.2 6.40 1.47 -11.2 1.33
8.33 3.26 -9.82 1.39
10.0 10.0 -7.18 1.46

4 Indicates both B„(T) and Bm (T,Z 1,); 1- Indicates both CI and c2
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Table 5.1 (Continued). Measured Isotherm Parameters and Derived Two-Dimensional

Second Pure, Mixed, and Cross Vinai Coefficients

Mean zt,,,en.	 Zibenzene X 101 x 10 -1 x 10- 1

[K] x 10 1 	(g= 4 x 10 -3 N m -1 ) [m N' l ] [unitless]

Benzene/1,3-Dimethylbenzene
0.00 0.00 -10.6 1.19
3.80 0.550 -8.63 1.20

285.2 6.62 1.57 -9.66 1.27
8.69 3.87 -9.42 1.32
10.0 10.0 -2.97 1.37
0.00 0.00 -7.09 1.20
3.47 0.401 -10.0 1.25

291.2 6.27 1.17 -4.10 1.24
8.44 2.98 -6.79 1.33
10.0 10.0 -5.32 1.43
0.00 0.00 -8.00 1.26
3.39 0.380 -2.96 1.22

298.2 6.29 1.16 -4.16 1.28
8.43 2.92 -4.29 1.34
10.0 10.0 -7.18 1.46

Benzene/1,4-Dimethylbenzene
aim 0.00 -8.99 1.18
3.69 0.648 -10.8 1.23

285.2 7.07 2.22 -9.47 1.29
9.07 5.35 -8.67 1.36
10.0 10.0 -2.97 1.37
0.00 0.00 -6.16 1.22
3.34 0.518 -6.54 1.24

291.2 6.77 1.86 -9.09 1.31
8.75 4.34 -6.89 1.36
10.0 10.0 -5.32 1.43
0.00 0.00 -4.76 1.23
3.24 0.538 -7.38 1.29

298.2 6.52 1.82 -5.93 1.33
8.80 4.66 -6.60 1.40
10.0 10.0 -7.18 1.46

*Indicates both 811 (T) and Bm (T,Z,1 ); Indicates both ci and c2
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Table 5.1 (Continued). Measured Isotherm Parameters and Derived Two-Dimensional

Second Pure, Mixed, and Cross Vinai Coefficients

Mean Zbenzeneerime 	Z benzene  X 10 1 	*/3 x 10 -1 	tc x 10 -1

x 10 1 	(7r= 4 x 10 -3 N m- 1 ) 	Em N9 	[unitless]

Benzenel1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 

285.2 

0.00
5.31
7.69
9.02
10.0
0,00
5.00
7.33
8.85
10.0
0.00
4.55
7.10
8.61
10.0 

0.00
0.374
1.03
2.40
10.0
0.00

0.302
0.788
1.94
10.0
0.00

0.339
0.934
2.07
10.0 

-16.2
-17.7
-15.7
-17.0
-2.97
-12.2
-15.0
-15.9
-9.84
-5.32
-11.5
-13.0
-17.1
-15.9
-7.18 

1.09
1.17
1.22
1.30
1.37
1.12
1.20
1.25
1.29
1.43
1.17
1.22
1.30
1.36
1.46 

291.2     

298.2               

4 Indicates both 8 1 (T) and Bm (T,Z;); 1- Indicates both ci and c2

[K]
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Table 5.1 (Continued). Measured Isotherin Parameters and Derived Two-Dimensional

Second Pure, Mixed, and Cross Vinai Coefficients

[K]
B 11 (T) x 10 -1 	tMean

[m N -1 ]

	B u (T)	 *SD x 10 -1

	x 10 -1 [m N- 1 ]	 [m N' l ]

Benzene/Methylbenzene

285.2
-8.23
-11.3
-8.90

-9.49 1.64

-34.5
291.2 -8.91 -15.3 16.9

-2.60

2.65
298.2 -5.01 -1.96 4.06

-3.50

Benzene/1,2-Dimethylbenzene

-22.4
285.2 -21.4 -20.2 2.91

-16.9

-18.5
291.2 -20.4 -17.5 3.49

-13.7

18.0
298.2 -16.0 -2.86 18.3

-10.6

t Arithmetic mean of the corresponding three B(T) values;

*Standard deviation
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Table 5.1 (Continued). Measured Isotherm Parameters and Derived Two-Dimensional

Second Pure, Mixed, and Cross Vinai Coefficients

[K]
Bu (T) x 10 -1 	t

[m N -1 ]

Mean Bu (T)	 *SD x 10 -1

x 10 -1 [m N -1 ]	 [m
Benzene11,3-Dimethylbenzene

285.2
8.41
-7.69
-10.5

-3.26 10.2

-45.4
291.2 7.28 -15.0 27.3

-6.76

60.9
298.2 10.8 24.2 32.2

0.793

Benzene/1,4-Dimethylbenzene

-23.8
285.2 -11.2 -15.6 7.08

-11.8

-10.0
291.2 -15.9 -11.3 4.13

-7.97

-30.5
298.2 -8.43 -15.4 13.0

-7.41

t Arithmetic mean of the corresponding three 13;j (T ) values;

*Standard deviation
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Table 5.1 (Continued). Measured Isotherm Parameters and Derived Two-Dimensional

Second Pure, Mixed, and Cross Vinai Coefficients

[K]
Bu (T) x 10 -1 	tMean

[m N -1 ]

	B u (T)	 *SD x 10 -1

	x 10 -1 [m N -1 ]	 [m
Benzene/1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene

285.2
-37.6
-14.3
-20.6

-24.2 12.1

-58.8
291.2 -37.8 -34.0 26.9

-5.41

-35.4
298.2 -45.1 -35.3 9.82

-25.4

t Arithmetic mean of the corresponding three Bv (T) values;

*Standard deviation
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are within the error for the experimental approach. Additionally, coefficients of

determination, R2 , for interpolations of isotherm measurements are greater than 0.99, with

the exception of a few interpolations for the benzene/135TMB mixture isotherms (0.97-

0.98) (explained by the lower volatility, lower interface activity, and therefore greater

noise-to-signal ratios for 135TMB). Quantitative results, including derived pure and

mixed second virial coefficients, are presented in Table 5.1 for all temperatures,

compounds, and mixtures considered. All derived values are negative, indicative of

attractive solute-solute interactions at the vapor/water interface.

Figure 5.2(a) presents the calculated two-dimensional second pure virial

coefficients for the compounds and temperatures considered. There are no consistent

trends (i.e., vinai coefficients for solutes all becoming more positive or negative) with

temperature identified for the 13 K temperature range. This is assumed due to the small

temperature range considered and a reflection of error associated with each derived value.

Neglecting possible temperature dependence, it can be inferred that the second vinai

coefficients become more negative as the number of methyl-substitutions to the benzene

ring (molecular mass) increases. Such trends with molecular size have been identified,

for example, for carboxylic acids, nitriles', pentadecyclic acid 61 , n-alkyl-2-pyrrolidones 69 ,

and n-alkanes. 85 Figure 5.3 illustrates the two-dimensional pure and mixed second

coefficients as a function of interface-phase benzene mole ratio. Mixed coefficients, in

general, are of similar magnitude to the end-member components.

Discussion

Data interpolation. It is understood that our current methods to defining two-

dimensional second pure and mixed vinai coefficients (and resulting cross coefficients)
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Figure 5.2. (a) Two-dimensional second pure vinai coefficients,  2/3(T), as a function of
solute molecular mass. (b) Three-dimensional vapor-phase second pure vinai

coefficients, 3/3„(T), as a function of solute molecular mass calculated from Pitzer and
Curl' and Tsonopoulos i°2 equations. Temperature, T, = 285.2 K (0); T= 291.2 K (A); T

= 298.2 K (0).
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Figure 5.3. Two-dimensional second pure, 2B 11(T), and mixed, 2Bm(T), vinai coefficients

as a function of benzene interface-phase mole ratio, Zblenzene , at 285.2 K. Benzene/MB

(0); benzene/14DMB (s); benzene/135TMB (0).
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are approximations (i.e., a rigorous approach was not applied and higher order terms were

eliminated from the current expansion). The justifications for this approach are twofold.

First, large noise-to-signal ratios for low aqueous solution surface pressure/vapor-phase

VHOC pressure measurements, exacerbated by necessary mathematical manipulations

(vide infra), hindered evaluation of rigorous values. While such data scatter is common

in previously published studies by other researchers, and attempts to derive rigorous two-

dimensional vinai coefficients have been made (e.g., 45, 69, 85), consistent means for

determining interpolations to our current data could not be justified. Second,

incorporation of higher order virial coefficients in the applied expansions resulted in

interpolations that were considered "too good." Localized and inconsistent

discontinuities in slope of the isotherms (though minor) were treated as further definition

of solute interactions, instead of a more realistic interpretation as experimental noise.

Additionally, the use of higher order terms did not significantly improve both the visual

fit and the corresponding coefficients of determination.

To test the appropriateness of the truncated vinai form to approximate rigorous

values, it was possible to decompose the derived two-dimensional second pure and mixed

virial coefficients and compare the results to experimental data manipulated in a form

consistent with rigorous development. Using the notation of Pethica', the rigorous

definition for the Berlin vinai expansion, in the limit as aqueous solution surface pressure

goes to zero (i.e., Ir --> 0), can be derived directly from equations (5.1) and (5.2) for

single-component solute adsorption and from equations (5.5) and (5.7) for binary-solute

adsorption (written in general form for both pure and mixed coefficient determination):

B = —P/ce,	 (5.11)
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where

= lim[d7c/dp v ] e' ,
ir—>0

/3= lim[d(g/	 drci,
7T-40

(5.12)

(5.13)

B are the second two-dimensional vinai coefficients (both pure and mixed), p v are the

total vapor-phase solute pressures (both single, piV,pure and binary, K.) [N	 and c

represents the integration constant from equations (5.4) and (5.10). It has been shown

previously' that good estimates of the limiting isotherm slopes (a) can be made using the

combined Volmer non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state and the Gibbs relative

interface excess equation (and hence our current interpolation using the truncated Berlin

expansion). However, due to the necessary division of surface pressure by vapor-phase

VHOC pressure to define 0, irregular and excessive variation in manipulated data result

in the low aqueous solution surface pressure region (i.e., below —1 x 10 3 N ni l ) where

relative measurement errors are greatest (Figure 5.4, symbols). It is this result, pervasive

through all transformed data sets, that limits objective application of the rigorous viral

expression to derive B (both in terms of what data constitutes "limiting" values and how

to derive a suitable interpolation with the data scatter present). Instead, by using our

determinations of B and a, we can derive the limiting interpolation slope for the 7r/p v

versus Ir data (i.e., A and the corresponding linear function (i.e., 7r/p"' = a + 70).

Comparison of this result with the decomposed data provides a visual estimate of how

well our approximated values of B match rigorous interpretation of this data. Figure 5.4

illustrates such comparison for the benzene/12DMB solute pair at 291.2 K. It is evident

that decomposition of the truncated form of the two dimensional virial equation provides
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Figure 5.4. Total vapor-phase VHOC pressure divided by aqueous solution surface

pressure, p v 1 n (both single-component, pit ',pure , and binary-component, 14), as a function

of aqueous solution surface pressure, 7r, at 291.2 K for the benzene/12DMB solute pair.

Mean benzene vapor-phase mole ratio, z /v , = 1 (z); .z;/ = 8.13 x	 (0); zX = 6.18 x 104

(s); z 	3.74 (0); 	=  (e). Solid lines illustrate functions derived from

decomposition of current two-dimensional virial coefficient calculations.
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suitable estimates of the liming relationship between 7-c/p v and 7r. Similar agreement was

obtained for the other temperatures and solute pairs considered, suggesting that the

derived two-dimensional second virial coefficients are acceptable approximations of

rigorous values.

Cross Vinai Coefficients. Two-dimensional second cross vinai coefficients (Equation

5.11) were calculated from each of the three intermediate mixed vinai coefficients for the

solute pairs and temperatures considered. Values for the interface-phase mole ratios

(equation 5.6) were derived from single-component surface pressure isotherms at a

surface pressure of 4 x 10 N ni l using the mean vapor-phase mole ratios for each binary

solute surface pressure isotherm. Cross viral coefficient values were averaged

(arithmetic mean) to determine a best approximation for each solute pair and temperature;

standard deviations for the averages were also derived. Results are presented numerically

in Table 5.1 and graphically in Figure 5.5(a). With the exception of the calculated value

for the benzene/12DMB pair at 298.2 K, all cross virial coefficients are negative.

Neglecting the temperature effect on calculated values (vide supra), the values tend to

become more negative as the mean of the mixture pair molecular mass increases. In

consideration of the corresponding standard deviations, the spread associated with each

mean is generally large (in some cases almost an order of magnitude greater than the

absolute mean value). This result is interpreted as a product of the sensitivity of the

graphical interpretation of the transformed data, the relative similarity of derived pure

and mixed virial coefficient values for the compounds considered, and the small number

of intermediate points to calculate the cross viral coefficients.
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Figure 5.5. (a) Two-dimensional second cross vinai coefficients,  2B 1 'T), as a function of
average solute mixture pair molecular mass. (b) Three-dimensional vapor-phase second
cross vinai coefficients, 3B,(T), as a function of average solute mixture pair molecular

mass. i°2 Temperature, T, = 285.2 K (0); T= 291.2 K (.6); T= 298.2 K (El).
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Analysis of Trends. There are currently no other data sets available for direct

comparison of our results and theoretical treatment is still limited. However, comparison

to three-dimensional vapor-phase second viral coefficients allows analysis of trends with

regards to solute type and mixture composition. Three-dimensional coefficients were

calculated from the equations of Pitzer and Cur1 86 , with the modification by

Tsonopoulos 102 ; results agreed with tabulations by Daubert and Danner27 within 25%.

The calculated values are illustrated in Figure 5.2(b) as a function of solute molecular

mass. The Pitzer and Curl/Tsonopoulos results indicate that the three-dimensional

second virial coefficients become more negative as the solute mass increases for the

compounds currently considered, in apparent agreement with our two-dimensional pure

vinai coefficient results. Both sets of data also suggest that the change is accelerated as

the number of methyl-substitutions (or molecular masses) increase. Additionally, the

relative change in magnitude of the two- and three-dimensional vinai coefficients is near

identical, approximately a factor of three between benzene and 135TMB. Similar

comparisons between three-dimensional virial coefficients in the vapor-phase and site

interaction model calculations of three-dimensional vinai coefficients in aqueous solution

have been made for C 1 through C5 n-alkanes." While calculated values for methane were

similar for the two conditions, the authors found that the effect of surrounding water was

reduce the attractions between additional carbon sites (i.e., medium effects), with greater

discrepancy between the two sets of virial coefficients as the solute size increased. This

screening effect appears absent in our current determination of two-dimensional virial

coefficients at the vapor/water interface as trends between vapor-phase and interface-

phase virial coefficients are consistent. However, current agreement may also be a

fortuitous reflection of the atomic configuration/molecular orientation of the aromatic

compounds in the presence of water and resulting differences in hydrophobic interaction
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as calculated for the n-alkanes.

Three-dimensional vapor-phase second cross vinai coefficients were calculated

from the Tsonopoulos 1°2 mixing rules for comparison to our current two-dimensional

second cross vinai coefficients. The three-dimensional vapor-phase second pure vinai

coefficients derived from the Pitzer and Curl/Tsonopoulos functions were used with the

characteristic mixing constant (kii ; cf. 102) for each solute pair chosen as zero. Results of

the cross virial coefficient function were checked against experimentally derived values

for benzene/MB vapor mixing at 453 K to 493 K (density range: 2 x 10 2 mol ni 3 to 6 x

102 mol m 3) by Belousova and Sulimova'; agreement was within 5%. Results are

illustrated in Figure 5.5(b) and suggest good agreement with our current results in terms

of trend and relative magnitude change as a function of mean molecular mass for the

solute pairs considered. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional cross vinai

coefficients become more negative as the mean mass of the solute pair increases.

However, the relative change (in absolute value) is slightly greater for our current

determinations, roughly a factor of three compared to a factor of two for the three-

dimensional vapor-phase values.

Conclusions

In consideration of the data presented, it is apparent that good determinations of the

second pure, mixed, and cross vinai coefficients can be made using the truncated Berlin

vinai expansion to the second vinai coefficient. With exception of a few calculations,

derived values were negative, indicative of attractive solute-solute interactions at the

vapor/water interface. Additionally, pure and cross vinai coefficients tended to become

more negative as the molecular mass of the individual and paired solutes increased.
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Similar results, in teims of trend and relative change were noted for three-dimensional

vapor-phase vinai coefficients. The current data and analysis is offered in consideration

of future efforts towards modeling interfacial structure and solute-solute interactions from

statistical mechanics approaches.
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6. ADSORPTION OF TRICHLOROETHENE AT THE VAPOR/WATER
INTERFACE

Abstract

Equilibrium aqueous solution surface tension as a function of bulk vapor-phase

trichloroethene (TCE) pressure (concentration) isotherms were measured at atmospheric

pressure at 287.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, 303.2 K, and 315.2 K using a flow-through vapor

adsorption method. TCE (i.e., solute) induced surface tension variations were quantified

using Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P); vapor-phase TCE pressures

were measured using automated gas chromatograph injection. Surface tension reductions

of 5-10 % from neat water at saturated TCE vapor pressure were noted. Measured

surface tension (pressure) isotherms were used to estimate vapor/water interface

adsorption as a function of bulk vapor-phase TCE pressure using the Gibbs relative

interface excess (i.e., adsorption) equation and the Volmer non-ideal two-dimensional

equation of state. Complete isothermal adsorption profiles were non-linear, with

accelerated adsorption at increasing concentrations. Comparison to other studies of

adsorption at infinite dilution and corresponding thermodynamics (i.e., ideal equilibrium

standard molar free energy, enthalpy, and entropy change) indicate good agreement.

Estimates of TCE planar surface area were used to calculate the fraction of monolayer

coverage at the vapor/water interface as a function of vapor-phase TCE pressure, which

approached a maximum of 0.6 — 0.75 at saturated vapor pressure.
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Introduction

It is well known that trichloroethene (TCE) is an environmental contaminant of

significant concern. Classically, equilibrium partitioning of TCE has been quantified in

terms of bulk environmental compartments (i.e., liquid, gas/vapor, organic matter) or

association with mineral surfaces (e.g., 40,74). This accounting however neglects the

influence of the vapor/water interface, which has been identified in both subsurface and

atmospheric systems as a consequential sink for similar compounds. 42,83,106 To better

predict the environmental transport and fate of TCE, experiments have been conducted to

quantify equilibrium adsorption at the vapor/water interface as a function of bulk vapor-

phase pressure (concentration). Aqueous solution surface tension as a function of bulk

vapor-phase TCE (i.e., solute) pressure isotherms were measured at atmospheric pressure

at five temperatures of environmental interest (i.e., 287.2K, 291.2K, 297.2K, 303.2 K,

and 315.2). Application of the Gibbs relative interface excess (i.e., adsorption) equation

and the Volmer non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state to surface pressure (i.e.,

surface tension of water less solution surface tension) isotherms allowed estimation of

TCE adsorption at the vapor/water interface, including thermodynamic parameters of

ideal equilibrium standard molar free energy, enthalpy, and entropy change, and

corresponding degree of monolayer coverage.

Materials and Methods

Chemicals. Trichloroethene (C 2HC1 3 , 99.5+% Pure) was purchased from Fluka

Chemical Corp. (Ronkonkoma, NY) and used with further processing. Water from a

Millipore® deionization system (Bedford, MA) was distilled in a potassium

permanganate/sodium hydroxide solution followed by distillation in an all-water
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apparatus before use. Air for solute transfer was standard breathing quality passed

through an activated carbon filter to remove trace organics.

Methods. Isothermal variations in aqueous surface tension due to solute adsorption were

measured using Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) with digital

image processing (Applied Surface Thermodynamics, Toronto, ON). Detail of applicable

systems and protocols have been presented previously by Cheng and co-workers. 23 ' 24 For

extension to volatile solute adsorption, water pendant drops were fonned from a Teflon®

capillary in an inert flow-through environmental cell. The cell was thermostated to

control temperature to ± 0.2 K. To initiate surface tension (pressure) isothen

measurement, a well-dispersed TCE/water vapor front was delivered to an initially

solute-free drop by a slow advecting air stream. Bulk vapor-phase TCE pressure inside

the cell was quantified at regular time intervals using automated sample-loop injection to

a Varian Star 3600CX gas chromatograph (Walnut Creek, CA) with a flame ionization

detector (FID). Simultaneously, aqueous solution surface tension was measured from the

drop shape using ADSA-P. Negligible adsorption kinetics (i.e., instantaneous response

of aqueous surface tension to vapor-phase TCE pressure) allowed correlation of vapor-

phase TCE pressure and aqueous solution surface tension measurements for each analysis

time to define equilibrium surface tension versus vapor-phase solute pressure pairs.

Solute breakthrough provided numerous pairs for delineation of isothermal profiles at

287.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, 303.2 K, and 315.2 K. TCE pressures ranged from zero to

saturated vapor pressure at 287.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K, while maximum pressures at

303.2 K and 315.2 K were limited by ambient room temperatures (-298.2 K).
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Results

Measured isotherms (depicted as aqueous solution surface pressure as a function of bulk

vapor-phase TCE pressure) are presented in Figure 6.1. The fractions of total isotherm

measured (i.e., highest measured pressure value, p v  divided by saturated TCE vapor

pressure, p v „,)21 are given in Table 6.1. Surface pressures were small, reflecting only 5-

10 % (dependent on temperature) decreases in aqueous solution surface tension at

saturated TCE vapor pressure. All complete curves (i.e., at 287.2 K, 291.2 K, 297.2 K,

where P v max P I I sar i 1) are concave to the surface pressure axis and increase in a general

monotonic fashion.

Measured surface pressure isotherms were interpolated with a mathematical form

derived from the Gibbs relative interface excess equation (equation 6.1) and the Volmer

non-ideal two-dimensional equation of state (equation 6.2): 2 '59'"

F	 = (11 kT)(d7r dln p v ) 	 (6.1)

7r(a — a ° ) = kT	 (6.2)

where F is the relative interface excess of solute molecules per unit area of the interface

(analogous to adsorption) [molecule m-2], a is the corresponding area per adsorbed solute

molecule [m2 molecule - 1, p v is the bulk vapor-phase TCE pressure (assuming ideal

vapor-phase solute behavior), k is the Boltzmann constant [N m molecule	 T is the

absolute temperature [K], rc is the surface pressure [N m - 1, a° is the excluded molecular

co-area [m2 molecule - 1, and the subscript T indicates evaluation at constant temperature.

Substituting equation (6.1) into equation (6.2) and integrating gives the Gibbs-Volmer

surface pressure equation for data interpolation:
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Figure 6.1. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a

function of bulk vapor-phase TCE pressure at 287.2 K (0), 291.2 K (C); 297.2 K (A);

303.2 K (0); and 315.2 K (7).
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= exp(7-ca7 kT + c),	 (6.3)

where c is an integration constant [dimensionless]. Equation (6.3) was fit to the data

using a non-linear least-squares parameter estimation routine. Derived values for each

isotherm and corresponding coefficients of determination are presented in Table 6.1.

Discussion

Isothermal adsorption of TCE at the vapor/water interface for each measured surface

tension (pressure) value was estimated from the following modified form of equation

(6.2) and the derived a° values from equation (6.3):

F = (kT/7 +	 .	 (6.4)

Results are presented graphically as a function of bulk vapor-phase TCE pressures in

Figure 6.2 for the five temperatures considered. Adsorption profile non-linearity at

intermediate/high bulk vapor-phase TCE pressures is indicative of a two-dimensional

liquid-expanded state with attractive solute-solute interaction:2 Additionally, due to the

lack of inflection, there appears to be no threshold value of adsorption within the

concentration ranges considered, even near/at saturated TCE vapor pressure. Similar

profile shapes and adsorption magnitudes have been defined previously for alkane and

aromatic solute adsorption. 26 '33

For comparison and verification, a linear partition coefficient (F pv -1 ) at limiting

TCE pressure (i.e., as p v —› 0) of 2.70 x 10 m at 297.2 K was calculated from the

interpolated parameters. Agreement with the value of 2.64 x 10' m at 298.2 K presented
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Table 6.1. Fraction of Total Isotherm Measured (pv py , a ,-1 ), Number of Data Points (n),

and Interpolated Gibbs-Volmer Parameters (Including Coefficients of Determination, R)

for Surface Pressure Versus Bulk Vapor-Phase TCE Pressure Profiles. Maximum
Fraction of Monolayer Coverage (F„ 	 for Each Isotherm is also Included.

T [K] pvmax n

Gibbs-Volmer
Parameters R2 x 10 1 r max

pVsail a° x 10 19 c x 10 -1 riird1
[m2 molecule-1 ] [unitless]

287.2 0.95 30 -6.32 1.48 9.94 0.75
291.2 0.97 50 -4.90 1.48 9.95 0.61
297.2 1.07 114 451 1.51 9.95 0.60
303.2 0.81 79 1.16 1.51 9.94 0.18
315.2 0.50 122 3.44 1.58 9.95 0.09
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Figure 6.2. TCE relative interface excess as a function of bulk vapor-phase TCE pressure

at 287.2 K (0), 291.2 K (0); 297.2 K (A); 303.2 K (0); and 315.2 K (V). The dashed

line represents adsorption at 298.2 K based on a linear partition coefficient given by Hoff

and co-workers.51
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by Hoff and co-workers' for dilute TCE adsorption is excellent (Figure 6.2). However,

extrapolation of the linear model to moderate/high concentrations (e.g., > 0.5 p i' p v,,, -1 at

297.2/298.2 K) leads to significant underprediction of vapor/water interface adsorption

due to neglect of isotherm non-linearity (Figure 6.2).

Ideal equilibrium standard molar free energy, enthalpy, and entropy changes of

adsorption at limiting TCE pressures also were calculated from the presented

interpolation functions using the mathematical construct of Kemball and Ridea1. 59 Free

energy changes ranged between —1.43 x 104 N m mol"' and —1.56 x 104 N m mol",

indicating an energetically favorable regime for TCE adsorption from the vapor to the

interface-phase. Linear interpolations to the free energy results as a function of

temperature provided values for the enthalpy change and entropy change of —2.63 x 104 N

m mot' and —3.85 x 10' N m mol" K -1 , respectively. While little data exists regarding

adsorption energetics for chlorinated hydrocarbons at the vapor/water interface,

thermodynamic calculations presented by Hartkopf and Karger43 at infinite dilution for

chloromethane at 285.7 K of —1.5 x 104 N m mol", —2.3 x 104 N m mol", and —3 x 10'N

m mot' K4 (free energy, enthalpy, and entropy changes for adsorption, respectively)

compare favorably with the presented results. Further comparison of the TCE adsorption

enthalpy change with the heat of liquefaction (-3.4 x 104 N m mol' at 297.2 K)27 suggests

a physical adsorption mechanism; comparison of the entropy change with the Sackur-

Tetrode/Kemball approximation of transnational entropy loss (-3.9 x 10' N m mol"' IC' at

297.2 K) 6 ' suggests little additional restriction (e.g., vibrational/rotational) of the

molecules at the interface.

The maximum fraction of monolayer coverage (.rmax 1-11m-1 ) was calculated for each

isotherm using an estimate of the limiting two-dimensional planar surface area for TCE

(aum; =riim - '). Assuming a spherical molecular shape, the circular projection area was
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approximated from the three-dimensional van der Waals surface area of TCE. 27 This

approach provides an estimate of 3.0 x 1049 m2 molecule" for a three-dimensional van

der Waals surface area of 1.2 x 10 18 m3 molecule'. Results for the calculation of

maximum fractional coverage are presented in Table 6.1. At saturated vapor pressure,

current estimates indicate that only 60-75 % of a completed TCE monolayer is formed at

the vapor/water interface for the temperatures considered.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusions

The specific goal of this work was to define the adsorption behavior of benzene,

methylbenzene, 1,2-dimethylbenzene, 1,3-dimethylbenzene, 1, 4-dimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-

trimethylbenzene, and trichloroethene at the vapor/water interface. The greater intent

was to better understand the distribution and fate of volatile hydrophobic organic

contaminants in subsurface, surface, and atmospheric systems. These objectives were

met in two ways. First, this research explicitly defined the equilibrium partitioning of

benzene, methyl-substituted benzenes, and trichloroethene between the bulk vapor-phase

and the vapor/water interface. Such quantification allows improved understanding of the

location and concentration of these compounds in environmental systems. In addition,

raw measurements of surface tension provide data necessary for simulation of flow and

transport concerns where surface tension variations may be important (e.g., unsaturated

groundwater systems, adsorptive bubble aeration methods). Second, by systematically

analyzing the measured adsorption behavior, inferences were made about the structure of

the vapor/water interface, the association of adsorbed solutes with this interface, and the

role of compound structure on such association. This allows an increased understanding

of the processes governing volatile hydrophobic organic compound (VHOC) adsorption

that may be used for extrapolation/prediction of other compounds not considered directly

through experimental analysis.

To specifically address the major conclusions (experimental, empirical, and

theoretical) of this work, a detailed description of four notable discoveries are provided

below.
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Experimental Protocol. The current research allowed a significant opportunity to

reconsider and redefine protocols for adsorption studies of volatile organic compounds at

fl uid/liquid interfaces. Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis-Profile (ADSA-P) for surface

tension measurement, in conjunction with gas chromatographic analysis for vapor-phase

solute pressure determination, proved to be powerful analytical approaches for addressing

VHOC interface-phase and vapor-phase behavior, respectively. Additionally, the

realization that equilibration of vapor-phase VHOC solutes with the vapor/water interface

under slowly advecting vapor-phase conditions was extremely rapid allowed application

of miscible displacement experimental protocols to interface adsorption studies. The

result was an expeditious and accurate method to define surface tension isotherms,

especially at low vapor-phase/interface-phase solute concentrations. Consideration of

this dynamic protocol under different flow-rates and during solute desorption studies, in

addition to comparison with constant solute concentration experiments (i.e., static

adsorption method), verified the applicability of the experimental procedure and the

absence of both kinetic limitations and isotherm hysteresis. Additionally, the protocol

was shown to have great applicability to mixed solute systems, where gas

chromatographic analysis allows quantification of both partial and total vapor-phase

solute pressures.

Limiting Adsorption Thermodynamics. In consideration of classical thermodynamics

of single-component adsorption (i.e., solute transfer from the vapor-phase to the

vapor/water interface) at dilute solute concentrations, several meaningful findings were

made. First, ideal equilibrium standard molar Gibbs free energy changes of adsorption

were exceptionally consistent and linear as a function of solute type and temperature for

the single-component benzene and methyl-substituted benzene studies (further validating
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the use of the defined experimental techniques). All values were negative, indicating a

favorable free energy (chemical potential) reduction on adsorption from the vapor-phase,

consistent with previous studies of aromatic and alkane adsorption at the vapor/water

interface. (Calculated values were also more negative than corresponding vapor-

phase/aqueous-phase solute transfer free energy values.) More negative values (i.e.,

greater interface affinity) corresponded to increased substitution (and therefore greater

molecular size) and higher temperature. The position of substitution only imparted subtle

differences in the calculated values, especially in comparison to the contribution by

methyl addition.

For the benzene and the methyl-substituted benzenes, the ideal equilibrium

standard molar enthalpy changes of adsorption were all more negative that the

corresponding heats of liquefaction (and, in general, more negative with increasing

molecular size), suggesting specific solute-water interactions and (a reconsideration of)

interface-restructuring to accommodate adsorbed solute molecules. This conclusion was

justified further by corresponding entropy change calculations, all more negative than the

approximated loss of only one translational degree of freedom (suggesting further

mechanisms of solute interaction and restriction (e.g., vibration, rotational)).

On the other hand, adsorption measurements/calculations for trichloroethene

provided enthalpy changes less negative than the corresponding heats of liquefaction and

entropy changes very consistent with the loss of only one translational degree of freedom.

Unfortunately, there were few measurements of chlorinated hydrocarbons in the literature

for comparison, but it is apparent from the presented work that the mechanisms of

adsorption/interaction were different to that of the aromatic compounds considered.
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Vapor/Interface Solute Mixing. Vapor/water interface adsorption experiments for

benzene/methyl-substituted benzene pairs showed that binary mixture behavior can be

well defined using a two-dimensional Raoult's law analog applied to single-component

adsorption results. This definition of the relationship between vapor-phase and interface-

phase mixing implies that solute-solute interactions at the interface are ideal.

Additionally, this realization allows consideration of simple mixing schemes to define

multi-component adsorption for similar non-polar, non-ionized solutes. Of further

interest is the similarity between mole ratio (fraction) diagrams derived for vapor-

phase/interface-phase and vapor-phase/organic liquid-phase mixing. The qualitative

conclusion to be drawn is that mixing in the interface, and corresponding chemical

relationship to vapor-phase solute pressures, for the binary solute systems considered

approximates that of an ideal organic liquid.

Two-Dimensional Second Vidal Coefficients. Calculated two-dimensional second

vinai coefficients indicate that rigorous values can be well approximated using a

truncated form (to the second vinai coefficient) of the Berlin expansion applied to each

measured surface pressure isotherm. Pure, mixed, and cross virial coefficients were

generally negative, indicating an attractive force regime between molecules at the

vapor/water interface. Additionally, the degree of interaction was generally greater

(virial coefficients more negative) the larger the molecular size of the solute or solute-

pair considered.

Two-dimensional second pure and cross vinai coefficients show similar trends

and relative changes to calculations of three-dimensional vapor-phase second pure and

mixed virial coefficients. For pure coefficients, the relative change in magnitude of the

two- and three-dimensional virial coefficients is near identical, approximately a factor of
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three between benzene and 135TMB. For cross coefficients, the relative change is

slightly greater for our current determinations, roughly a factor of three compared to a

factor of two for the three-dimensional coefficients. The consistency of trends between

vapor-phase and interface-phase second  viral coefficients suggests that solute screening

by water molecules (calculated for n-alkanes in aqueous solution) may be minimal/absent

for benzene and methyl-substituted benzenes adsorbed at the vapor/water interface.

Future Work

While significant progress has been made in addressing the adsorption of VHOCs

at the vapor/water interface, there is still a need for additional experimental, theoretical,

and predictive analysis. While only a single homologous suite of compounds (i.e.,

benzene/methyl-substituted benzenes) was considered, and the link between

physiochemical compound identity and interface adsorption is now better understood, we

still have a limited basis for prediction across compound suites. While the important

conclusion that adsorption phenomena, both at limiting and finite solute concentrations,

is dictated greatly by a molecule's size is consistent for the benzene and methyl-

substituted benzene compounds, extension to compounds with different molecular

geometries and chemical structure (imparting differences in solubility, vapor pressure,

polarity, ionization, etc.) has not been well verified by experimental analysis. While other

researchers have made gross generalizations of such adaptation and extension, little is

based by rigorous experimental analysis. Further systematic measurements of aqueous

surface tension and corresponding calculations/interpretations of adsorption magnitude

and energetics (especially regarding intermolecular pair-potential functions for

consideration of viral coefficients) is recommended.
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The adsorption and interaction of  mixed components is of even further interest

and complexity. It is well understood that a significant number of environmental

contamination problems consist of mixed solutes, especially in regards to the presence of

VHOCs. However, our understanding of how mixed compounds interact at vapor/water

interfaces is in its infancy. We chose in this research to address the interaction of

compounds that were of similar structure, without potential complication of high polarity

or ionic character. However, actual contaminant structures/association are seldom so

straightforward. Consequently, another practical and necessary extension of this research

is to investigate the behavior of other compound suites and mixture compositions. While

significant research has been done for large-chain surfactants, this work has led to limited

predictive capacity. This poor understanding is even more pervasive for small to

intermediate-size compounds that are also significant environmental contaminants. It is

also imperative to address more complex component arrays (where mixtures are tertiary

and beyond). The goal, in the end, is to define mixing laws so that prediction from the

more easily analyzed single component experiments can be applied to the presence of

multiple interacting solute species.
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DIAGRAMS OF EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE
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Figure A.1. Illustration of environmental cell tubing, valve, and fitting connections.
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Figure A.2. Illustration of solute delivery system tubing, valve, and fitting connections.
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Figure A.3. Detailed illustration of environmental cell and surrounding thermal units

(front view; light source side).
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Figure A.4. Detailed illustration of environmental cell and surrounding thermal unit (top

view).
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Figure A.5. Detailed illustration of drop tip assembly.
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Figure A.6. Illustration of optical sled/bench with calibration grid and environmental cell

(front view; camera side).
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Figure A.7. Illustration of optical sled/bench with calibration grid and environmental cell

(top view).
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Figure A.8. Illustration of optical sled/bench with calibration grid and environmental cell

(side view).
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Figure A.9. Illustration of wiring configuration for temperature control system.
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Figure A.10. Illustration of dispersion chamber construction.
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Figure A.11. Illustration of gas-washing bottle modifications.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL - PNEUMATIC OPERATIONS
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Pre-Solute Introduction Protocol

Note: The following two procedures are to be done at the conclusion of any isotherm
experiment/calibration.

Method:	 Evacuation
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B1
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

At completion of a measurement experiment, the system was evacuated for 8-12
hours at 318.2 K to remove residual solute. The duration and temperature of evacuation
were necessary due to slow desorption from system parts (e.g., Viton®, valve
components). Before the conclusion of evacuation, the system temperature was set to the
operating temperature (cf. Appendix C) for the next experiment.

Method:	 Post-Evacuation Thermal Equilibration
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B2
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

To minimize condensation on the cell windows at the conclusion of evacuation,
the system was allowed to thermally equilibrate at the set operating temperature for
fifteen minutes.

Dynamic Isotherm Protocol

Method:	 Water Vapor Purge
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B3
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B 16

Before initiation of an isotherm measurement experiment, the system was purged
with water vapor for one hour. The intent was to pre-saturate the gas environment before
formation of a water drop. Regulator pressure for the air source was set at approximately
30 psig. Mass flow controller flow rate was set at 10.00 sccm for the first forty-five
minutes of system purge and then reduced to 1.20 sccm.

Method:	 Purging Water Line
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B4
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

At the conclusion of one hour, approximately one pore volume of liquid water for
drop formation was passed through the Teflon® injection line (cf. Appendix A, Figure
Al). The intent was to purge any impurities leading to the cell.
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Method:	 Drop Formation
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B5
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

Liquid water infusion was switched to the environmental cell after the water line
purge. The first formed drop was allowed to detach, again acting as a purge for any
system impurities inside the drop forming tip. Experiments were run using the second
full pendant drop. At the termination of drop formation, valves I and IV were switched to
seal the infusion syringe and the top inlet port of the environmental cell, respectively.

Method:	 Mechanical and Thermal Equilibration of Drop
Cell System Figure:	 Figure 6
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

After drop formation, the drop was allowed to equilibrate with the ambient cell
environment for 30 minutes.

Method:	 Dynamic Isotherm Measurement
Cell System Figures:	 Figure B6, Figure B7
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B17

At initiation of the experiment, valve XVI was switched to initiate solute flow to
the environmental cell. The mass flow controller for the solute delivery line was set at
1.20 sccm at the flow-box input. After the switch, the ADSA-P software getimage
routine, Valve VII actuation, and gas chromatography operation were simultaneously
initiated. Valve VII was always positioned in the load position (i.e., position in Figure
B6) at the initiation of the experiment by the EZChrom software. After one minute for
sample loading, the valve was actuated and switched to the injection position (i.e.,
position in Figure B7). This load/injection valve actuation procedure was run for 600
minutes. At each valve movement, the ADSA-P software recorded a drop image for
analysis (i.e., every 60 seconds), including an image at the immediate initiation of the
experiment. Gas chromatograph operation and recording was run in continuous mode for
600 minutes. Flow rates at the system waste line (Valve IX) were periodically measured
for both loading and injecting flow configurations to confirm agreement with the flow-
box settings. Each experiment lasted 6-10 hours, dependent on the time to reach
maximum solute concentration in the cell (determined from visual inspection of the
chromatogram peak outputs). Experiments taking less than 10 hours were concluded by
early termination of system software operation. The experiment was followed either by
the Pre-Solute Introduction Protocol or the Dynamic Desorption Isotherm Protocol.
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Dynamic Desorption Isotherm Protocol

Method:	 Dynamic Isotherm Measurement
Cell System Figures:	 Figure B6, Figure B7
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

At immediate conclusion of the dynamic isotherm experiment, the EZChrom,
ADSA-P, and gas chromatograph software/hardware were reset to conduct another
dynamic experiment. The time of reset was recorded manually. To begin the desorption
experiment, valve XVI was switched to initiate water vapor flow (from the Purge Line) to
the environmental cell. The mass flow controller for the Purge Line was set at 1.20 sccm
at the flow-box input. At the valve switch, the ADSA-P software getimage routine, valve
VII actuation, and gas chromatography operation were simultaneously initiated and the
time strictly recorded. (Record of stop and start times allowed development of complete
breakthrough curves knowing total time elapsed). Valve VII was always positioned in
the Load Position (i.e., position in Figure B6) at the initiation of the experiment by the
EZChrom software. After one minute for sample loading, the valve was actuated and
switched to the injection position (i.e., position in Figure B7). This procedure was run
repetitively for 600 minutes (or until solute concentration reached zero at the cell exit).
At each valve movement, the ADSA-P software recorded a drop image for analysis (i.e.,
every 60 seconds), including an image at the immediate initiation of the experiment. Gas
chromatograph operation and recording was run in continuous mode for 600 minutes.
Flow rates at the system waste line (Valve IX) were periodically measured for both
loading and injecting flow configurations to confirm agreement with the flow-box
settings. Each experiment lasted 6-10 hours, dependent on the time to reach zero solute
concentration in the cell (determined from visual inspection of the chromatogram peak
outputs). Experiments taking less than 10 hours were concluded by early termination of
system software operation. The experiment was followed by the Pre-Solute Introduction
Protocol.

Static Isotherm Protocol

Method:	 Water VaporNOC System Purge
Cell System Figures:	 Figure B3, Figure B6, Figure B7
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B18

Before initiation of a static isotherm measurement, the system was purged with a
mixture of water vapor (Solute Dilution Line) and VOC vapor (Solute Delivery Line) to
achieve the desired cell solute concentration for static measurement. Concentrations
were controlled by flow controlled mixing of the two delivery lines. Total flow rates
equaled 1.2 sccm at the flow-box input. After approximately 4-6 hours, Valve VII
actuation (same loading/injection procedure as defined for Dynamic Isotherm
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Measurement) and gas chromatograph operation was initiated (using same 600 minute
operation routine). After 20 minutes of solute injection, the gas chromatograph operation
was terminated and chromatograms were analyzed to determine the constancy of solute
concentrations exiting the cell. This 20 minute injection routine was repeated until peak
area values showed no apparent trending as a function of time.

Method:	 Purging Water Line
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B4
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B18

After solute concentrations were determined to be constant, the water line was
purged (cf. Dynamic Isotherm Protocol: Purging Water Line). However, after water line
purge, the infusion pump was turned off until initiation of the static isotherm experiment.

Method:	 Pre-Static Isotherm Measurement
Cell System Figures:	 Figure B6, Figure B7
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B18

To begin the static experiment, the ADSA-P getimage routine, Valve VII
actuation, and gas chromatography operation were simultaneously initiated. Valve VII
was always positioned in the Load Position (i.e., position in Figure B6) at the initiation of
the experiment by the EZChrom software. After one minute for sample loading,
actuation of the valve switched it to the injection position (i.e., position in Figure B7).
This procedure was run repetitively using the 600 minute EZChrom valve actuation
routine (cf. Dynamic Isotherm Protocol: Dynamic Isotherm Measurement). Images were
acquired at 2 second intervals to monitor possible kinetic phenomena at early times of
drop formation. Gas chromatograph operation and recording was also run in continuous
mode using the 600 minute operation routine. Flow rates at the system waste line (Valve
IX) were measured for both loading and injecting flow configurations to confirm
agreement with the flow-box settings before drop formation.

Method:	 Drop Formation / Initiation of Static Isotherm Experiment
Cell System Figures:	 Figure B5, Figure B6, Figure B7
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B18

The infusion pump was turned on and liquid water infusion was switched to the
environmental cell. The first formed drop was allowed to detach, again acting as a purge
for any system impurities inside the drop forming tip. Experiments were run using the
second full pendant drop. Experiments were formally initiated when the second full
pendant drop was formed and valve VI was switched to seal the top environmental cell
inlet port. The ADSA-P software run-time was noted at the time of valve VI switch and
the experiment was continued for 10 minutes from that point. At the end of 10 minutes,
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the EZChrom, ADSA-P, and gas chromatograph software/hardware were reset. The
experiment was followed by the Pre-Solute Introduction Protocol.

Surface Tension Calibration Protocol — No Advection
(For measurement of pure compound surface tension values)

Method:	 Purging Water Line with No Advection Through System
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B8
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

After system evacuation, approximately one pore volume of pure liquid
compound for drop formation was passed through the Teflon@ injection line (cf.
Appendix A, Figure Al). The intent was to purge any impurities in the line leading to the
cell.

Method:	 Drop Formation Without Advection Through System
System Figure:	 Figure B9
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

Infusion was switched to the environmental cell. The first ten formed drops were
allowed to detach, acting as a purge for any system impurities around the drop tip and
also to form a liquid reservoir. Experiments were run by using the eleventh full pendant
drop.

Method:
	

Mechanical and Thermal Equilibration of Drop Without
Advection / Drop Analysis

Cell System Figure:
	

Figure B10
Solute System Figure:
	

Figure B16

After drop formation, the drop was allowed to equilibrate with the ambient cell
environment for 30 minutes. At the conclusion of 30 minutes, the ADSA-P software
getimage routine was initiated. Images were recorded for 10 minutes at 2 second
intervals. No GC operation was needed as this system configuration was for
measurement of pure compounds only. At the conclusion of this experiment, another
calibration could be run for another temperature. If a new compound was to be measured
or another protocol was to be followed, the experiment was followed by the Pre-Solute
Introduction Protocol and the Teflon@ injection line (cf. Appendix A, Figure Al) was
replaced.
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Water Surface Tension Calibration Protocol - With Advection

Method:	 Water Vapor Purge
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B3
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

Before initiation of an isotherm measurement experiment, the system was purged
with water vapor for one hour. The intent was to pre-saturate the gas environment before
formation of a water drop. Regulator pressure for the air source was set at approximately
30 psig. Mass flow controller flow rate was set at 10.00 sccm for the first forty-five
minutes of system purge and then reduced to 1.20 sccm.

Method:	 Purging Water Line
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B4
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

At the conclusion of one hour, approximately one pore volume of liquid water for
drop formation was passed through the Teflon® injection line (cf. Appendix A, Figure
Al). The intent was to purge any impurities leading to the cell.

Method:	 Drop Formation
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B5
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

Liquid water infusion was switched to the environmental cell after the water line
purge. The first formed drop was allowed to detach, again acting as a purge for any
system impurities inside the drop forming tip. Experiments were run using the second
full pendant drop. At the termination of drop formation, valves I and IV were switched to
seal the infusion syringe and the top inlet port of the environmental cell, respectively.

Method:
	

Mechanical and Thermal Equilibration of Drop / Drop
Analysis 

Cell System Figure:
	

Figure B6
Solute System Figure:
	

Figure B16

After drop formation, the drop was allowed to equilibrate with the ambient cell
environment for 30 minutes. At the conclusion of 30 minutes, the ADSA-P software
getimage routine was initiated. Images were recorded for up to 24 hours at intervals of 2
seconds to five minutes. No GC operation was needed as this system configuration was
for measurement of pure water only. At the conclusion of this experiment, another
calibration could be run for another temperature. If a new compound was to be measured
or another protocol was to be followed, the experiment was followed by the Pre-Solute
Introduction Protocol.
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Liquid System Cleaning

Method:	 Introduction of Cleaning Liquid
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B11
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

To periodically clean the interior cell with liquid water or acetone, liquid was
infused (without use of the syringe pump) using the valve II inlet at a cell temperature of
318.2 K. The cell filled so that the drop tip was submerged.

Method:	 Sealing the Cell
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B12
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

For extended contact between the cell and the liquid, the cell was sealed to
prevent liquid volatilization. The cell was sealed for approximately 4 hours before liquid
removal. Cleaning was followed by the Pre-Solute Introduction Protocol.

Helium Purge

Method:	 Helium Purge
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B3
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B19

Helium was used in earlier experiments as a means of solute removal between
experiments (instead of evaluation). This method was later replaced with direct
evacuation of the system (cf. Pre-Solute Introduction Protocol), which proved more
efficient. However, the system was still configured to run helium and was used during
periods of extended down-time, for which regulator pressure for the helium source was
set at approximately 30 psig.

Gas Chromatograph Calibration Protocol

Method:	 Loading Sample into Standard Syringe
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B13
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

To calibrate the gas chromatograph, the same loading/injection procedure as used
during experimental analysis was employed. Cell temperature control was disabled,
allowing the cell to equilibrate with room temperature. Gas chromatograph operation and
recording was initiated and run in continuous mode using the 600 minute operation
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routine (cf. Dynamic Isotherm Protocol: Dynamic Isotherm Measurement). To transfer
the standard sample from the sample bottle to the sample loop, the standard bottle was
pierced with the needle attached to valve III, with the standard syringe fully depressed.
After puncture, the sample syringe was loaded and depressed 10 times to the 0.4 ml mark
(Approximately 10 times the sample loop volume plus connecting lines). The time of the
first solute introduction into the syringe was recorded. After the tenth loading, the
syringe was filled to the 0.4 ml position.

Method:	 Loading Sample into Sample Loop
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B14
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

Valve III position was switched and the sample was injected into the sample loop
by slowly depressing the sample syringe barrel.

Method:	 Injecting Sample from Sample Loop
Cell System Figure:	 Figure B15
Solute System Figure:	 Figure B16

Immediately upon depressing the sample syringe, the valve actuator was manually
actuated to the injection position. The valve was kept in the loading position until two
minutes had expired from first time record. This was repeated five times for each sample
bottle, and each calibration experiment used six different sample bottle concentrations.
At the conclusion of calibration, the Pre-Solute Introduction Protocol was initiated.
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Figure B.16.
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Cooling Protocol for Environmental Cell:

Wiring Configuration: Figure Cl
Omega CN9000A Temperature Controller Settings (From Operator's Manual): Table Cl

Heating Protocol for Environmental Cell:

Wiring Configuration: Figure C2
Omega CN9000A Temperature Controller Settings (From Operator's Manual): Table C2
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Table C.1. Omega CN9000A Temperature Controller Settings for Cooling Operation

Function Description Option Comment

0 Operating Mode 0 Normal Operation

1 Manual Reset 0.0
2* Setpoint 2 Adjust 0.0
3 Setpoint 1 Lock 0 Unlocked

4 Cycle Time/On-Off 1 1 Second
5* Proportional Band/Deadband 2.5 1 % / 0.5 %
6* Derivative Time/Rate 7 1 Second
7* Derivative Approach Control 0 1.5 x Proportional Band
8* Integral Time 2.4
9 Sensor Offset -2.6

10 Cycle Time/On-Off 0 On/Off

11 Proportional Band/Deadband 0 2.5 % x Range
12 Loop Break Alarm Time 0 Out
13 Activate Advanced Functions -
14 Not Used Not Used
15 Resetting Functions .0 - .24 to Default

Settings
Reset
Switch

16 Input Sensor Select and Range Table 9 Pt100
17 Negative Temperatures 0 Disabled

18 Display Resolution 1 High Resolution (0.1 0 )
19 Setpoint 2 Operation Selection 0 OUT
20 Sensor Break Protection (Output 1) 0 SP1 Output Off
21 Sensor Break Protection (Output 2) 0 SP2 Output Off
22 °C/°F Selection 0 °C
23 Software Version Number 6
24 Upper Setpoint Limit 70
25 Not Used Not Used
26 Heating Output Limit (Output 1) 0 100 % x Max Output
27 Cooling Output Limit (Output 1) 0 100 % x Max Output
28 Output 1 Direct/Reverse 1 Direct Acting (Cooling)

29 Output 1 LED Operation 1 Off When Logically On
30 Output 2 Direct/Reverse 0 Direct Acting (Cooling)

31 Output 2 LED Operation 0 On When Logically On
32 Error Indication Resolution 0 Normal (2 % Range/Segment)

33 Temperature Display Sensitivity 0 Normal
34 Derivative Polling Ratio 0 0.5 x Derivative Time

35 Sensor Span Adjust 0
36 Limit Control (Output 2) 0 Normal

*Values determined from PT (Push to Tune at Setpoint) option Function 0, Option 2).
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Table C.2. Omega CN9000A Temperature Controller Settings for Heating Operation

Function Description Option Comment

O Operating Mode 0 Normal Operation
1 Manual Reset 0.0

2* Setpoint 2 Adjust 0.0
3 Setpoint 1 Lock 0 Unlocked
4 Cycle Time/On-Off 1 1 Second
5' Proportional Band/Deadband 2.5 1 % / 0.5 %
6* Derivative Time/Rate 7 1 Second
7* Derivative Approach Control 0 1.5 x Proportional Band
8* Integral Time 2.4
9 Sensor Offset -2.6

10 Cycle Time/On-Off 0 On/Off
11 Proportional Band/Deadband 0 2.5 % x Range
12 Loop Break Alarm Time 0 Out
13 Activate Advanced Functions -
14 Not Used Not Used
15 Resetting Functions .0 - .24 to Default

Settings
Reset
Switch

16 Input Sensor Select and Range Table 9 Pt100
17 Negative Temperatures 0 Disabled
18 Display Resolution 1 High Resolution (0.1°)
19 Setpoint 2 Operation Selection 0 OUT
20 Sensor Break Protection (Output 1) 0 SP1 Output Off
21 Sensor Break Protection (Output 2) 0 SP2 Output Off
22 °C/°F Selection 0 °C
23 Software Version Number 6
24 Upper Setpoint Limit 70
25 Not Used Not Used
26 Heating Output Limit (Output 1) 0 100 % x Max Output
27 Cooling Output Limit (Output 1) 0 100 % x Max Output
28 Output 1 Direct/Reverse 0 Reverse Acting (Heating)
29 Output 1 LED Operation 0 On When Logically On
30 Output 2 Direct/Reverse 0 Direct Acting (Cooling)
31 Output 2 LED Operation 0 On When Logically On
32 Error Indication Resolution 0 Normal (2 % Range/Segment)
33 Temperature Display Sensitivity 0 Normal
34 Derivative Polling Ratio 0 0.5 x Derivative Time
35 Sensor Span Adjust 0
36 Limit Control (Output 2) 0 Normal

*Values determined from PT (Push to Tune at Setpoint) option Function 0, Option 2).
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Introduction

The following are operation and calibration instructions for the ADSA
(Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis) software package: ADSA for SunOS — Version
1.0 (Applied Surface Thermodynamics, Toronto, ON). Specifically, the following
instructions outline use of the ADSA-Profile (ADSA-P) numerical routine for analysis of
non-inverted pendant droplets in accordance with the developed system hardware and the
presented experimental procedures. Command instructions for the ADSA-P routine, in
addition to other software capabilities (e.g., ADSA-Contact Diameter (ADSA-CD) and
ADSA-Maximum Diameter (ADSA-MD)), are also outlined in the ADSA User's Guide
(Applied Surface Thermodynamics, Toronto, ON) for additional reference.

Notes on Protocol Terminology: Method refers to the operation of the physical system
and the ADSA-P routine. Sled Position refers to the arrangement of the optical bench for
image acquisition (cf. Appendix A for detailed description of sled hardware/components).
ADSA-P Function defines the programs used for image acquisition and analysis. Window
Image refers to the image provided on the computer screen using the specified ADSA-P
Function. File Name( s) refers to the ASCII data sets used for program calibration and
operation. Numbers in following text/figures refer to part descriptions in Appendix E.

Notes on System Configuration: It is assumed that before optical calibration and image
acquisition/analysis the system has been configured correctly. This means that the
camera and objectives, optical translation sled bench, optical translation sled,
environmental cell, filter holder, and light source have been secured in an orthogonal
arrangement to approximately 2/1000 of an inch (determined using a manual indicator).
Additionally, the level of the system (using a bubble leveling device) should be checked
prior to calibration and periodically checked after that time (as the air-springs lose air,
causing the bench to tilt).

Optical Calibration

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Functions:
Window Image:
File Names:

Plumb-Bob Imaging
(To define the vertical orientation of the system)
Figure D1
getimage, imgdisp, digitize (with ADSA-P digitization)
Figure D4
vert.img, vert.dat (Table DI)

The plumb-bob and plumb-bob line (81) were hung from the plumb-bob tower
assembly (Figure D1). The plumb-bob swing arm (65) was positioned so that the plumb-
bob line was approximately 1 mm from camera side of the optical translation sled bench
(68). It was also important that the CCD video camera/macroscope (69, 72) had an
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unobstructed view of the plumb-bob line (i.e., the optical axis passed through the filter
holder opening without the calibration grid in place). The getimage function was
activated to view the CCD video camera image of the plumb-bob line in the getimage
window (Figure D4). The position of the plumb-bob line was further adjusted, if
necessary, using both the tower assembly and the sled position adjustment pin so that it
appeared approximately in the center of the getimage window (without any portion of the
filter holder or the plumb-bob appearing in view). The magnification of the camera
objectives and camera position along the optical axis were adjusted to provide a plumb-
bob line image approximately 15-25 pixels in diameter (determined from the coordinate
tracking function in the imgdisp software routine; see below). The objectives were
subjectively focused and the light intensity adjusted (at the intensity control box) to
provide sharp definition of the plumb-bob line boundaries. Once a suitable image was
achieved, vert. img was entered for the File Name in the getimage window and a single
image of the line was acquired using the "single grab" image acquisition button. (Note
that the name vert was used as a descriptor of the given operation (i.e., vertical
orientation); any name/number can be designated for the prefix; .irrtg will be added as the
suffix by the software if not formally entered at the "File" prompt). At this point, the
coordinates of the plumb-bob line in the acquired image were checked using the
coordinate tracking function in the imgdisp software routine (cf. ADSA User's Guide). If
the line dimensions were out-of-bounds (i.e., the line diameter was greater than 25 pixels
or less than 15 pixels), the magnification of the system objectives and/or the camera
position were adjusted and the image re-captured. At the conclusion of plumb-bob line
imaging, the plumb-bob and plumb-bob line were removed from the plumb-bob tower
assembly and stored.

To quantify the orientation of the plumb-bob line, the acquired image (i.e.,
vert.img) was digitized by manually selecting two points along the plumb-bob line image
using the digitize function and the option ADSA-P digitization (given at the digitize
function prompt; cf. ADSA User's guide). The digitized output data was automatically
written to an ASCII file. The output file name used included the previously entered
prefix with the suffix .dat (e.g., vert.dat). For digitization, the cursor was first positioned
in the horizontal center of the plumb-bob line image, between 50 and 100 pixels from the
top of the acquired image, and the point was selected using the mouse push-button
(illustrated in Figure D4). This was repeated for the second digitization point on the
plumb-bob line, approximately 50 to 100 pixels from the bottom of the acquired image.
(Note: the vertical cursor positions must be inside the rectangle defined later by the grid
digitization procedure, however, selecting vertical cursor positions of 50 to 100 pixels
from the top and bottom image boundaries will assure this agreement.) After selecting
the points, the keystroke "enter" was given and the "exit" option was selected from the
digitize prompt. If the recorded vertical coordinates (determined by viewing the vert.dat
file) differed by more than 1 pixel, the camera and vibration bench level was re-checked
and the image acquisition procedure repeated. For detail of the digitize prompt and
correct input format, refer to the ADSA User's Guide.



Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Functions:
Window Images:
File Names:

Initial Drop Image Acquisition Calibration 
(To set system magnification and focus for pendant drop image
acquisition)
Figure D2
getimage, imgdisp
Figure D5, Figure D6
testl.img, test2.img
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The getimage function was activated to view the CCD video camera image of the
drop tip assembly in the getimage window (Figure D5). The vertical camera position was
adjusted so that the Teflon@ end of the drop tip assembly was approximately 30 pixels (±
5 pixels) from the top of the acquired image (determined from the coordinate tracking
function in the imgdisp routine; see below). (Note: the bottom of the drop tip must be
inside the rectangle defined later by the grid digitization procedure, however, selecting
the vertical position as 25 and 35 pixels from the top image edge will assure this
agreement.) The horizontal sled position (i.e., parallel to the focal plane) was adjusted
using the sled position adjustment pin (Figure D2) so that the drop tip assembly was
located horizontally in the approximate center (± 5 pixels) of the acquired image. The
sled position adjustment pin was then secured to set this as the final sled position. The
magnification of the system was additionally adjusted at the camera objectives and by the
camera position along the optical axis so that the Teflon@ tip was approximately 300
pixels (± 20 pixels) in diameter. The light intensity was adjusted to provide a well-
contrasted video image. The image was preliminarily focused using camera objectives.
The name testlimg was entered for the File Name in the getimage window and a single
image of the drop tip was acquired using the "single grab" image acquisition button. At
this point, the coordinates of the drop tip in the acquired image were checked using the
coordinate tracking function in the imgdisp software routine (cf. ADSA User's Guide). If
the dimensions were out of previously state bounds, the magnification of the system
objectives and sled/camera position were adjusted and the image re-captured.
Additionally, if the horizontal plane defining the end of the drop tip assembly deviated by
more than 2 pixels along its length, the drop tip assembly was removed, the Teflon@ re-
cut, and the assembly returned to the cell for image re-acquisition. Additionally, the
largest coordinate value for the vertical position of the tip from the top of the acquired
image was recorded manually.

To confirm the suitability of the system position and magnification, the getiniage
function was initiated and a well-formed pendant drop (i.e., well-defined neck with
significant departure from sphericity) was formed at the end of the drop tip assembly
(Figure D6). It was important that the bottom end of this drop did not come closer than
60 pixels from the bottom edge of the window (as solute adsorption causes the drop to
distend and no part of the drop profile can not be outside the coordinates defined by the
grid digitization procedure). Additionally, the system was finely focused using the
camera objectives to acquire a well-defined image (i.e., sharp edges around the drop
profile) of the pendant drop. To confirm the position of the drop profile, the name
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test2.img was entered for the File Name in the getimage window and a single image of
the drop/drop tip was acquired using the "single grab" image acquisition button. At this
point, the coordinates of the drop profile in the acquired image were checked using the
coordinate tracking function in the imgdisp software routine (cf. ADSA User's Guide). If
necessary, the camera objectives and sled position were further adjusted to provide a
subjectively well-focused image of the drop while making sure the complete drop image
was within the stated positional tolerances. Once the system magnification factors/focus
were set, the orthogonality of the camera was again checked using a manual indicator. If
deviations greater than 2/1000 of an inch were measured, the camera position was
corrected and the system was further adjusted until tolerances were reached. This is one
of the most involved procedures for image acquisition and analysis, but also one of the
most important. The result defines the system magnification, focus, and drop position for
later imaging and is not to be changed following this procedure.

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Functions:
Window Image:
File Names:

Calibration Grid Imaging
(To define system magnification factors and correct optical
distortions by the camera objectives)
Figure D3
getimage, digitize (with ADSA-P digitization)
Figure D7
grid.img, grid.dat (Table D2)

The calibration grid was placed in the filter holder (Figure D3). The sled position
was the same as set earlier in the Plumb-Bob Imaging method, but can be adjusted further
if necessary. The getimage function was activated to view the CCD video camera image
of calibration grid in the getimage window (Figure D7). The light source intensity was
increased to the highest possible magnitude that still allowed distinct recognition of the
grid lines (this defines the light intensity to be used for all subsequent experiments) and
was not adjusted after this point. The focus of the calibration grid was adjusted by
movement of the grid translation fine adjust pin (no further adjustment of the camera
position or objectives was performed as the correct focus for drop image acquisition was
previously defined). Once a suitable image was achieved, grid.img was entered for the
File Name in the getinzage window and a single image of the grid was acquired using the
"single grab" image acquisition button. (Note that the name grid was used as a descriptor
of the given operation (i.e., calibration grid imaging); any name/number can be
designated for the prefix; . img will be added as the suffix by the software if not formally
entered at the "File" prompt). At the conclusion of calibration grid imaging, the
calibration grid was removed from the filter holder and stored.

To quantify the position of the calibration grid and pixel spacing between grid
lines, the recorded image (i.e., grid.img) was digitized by manually selecting four points
on the image using the digitize function and the option ADSA-P digitization (given at the
digitize function prompt; cf. ADSA User's guide) (Figure D7). The digitized output data
was automatically written to an ASCII file. The output file name used included the
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previously entered prefix with the suffix .dat (i.e., grid.dat). For digitization, the cursor
was first positioned exactly at the intersection of two grid lines in the upper left corner of
the grid image, and the point was selected using the mouse push-button (illustrated in
Figure D7). It is important the vertical coordinate for this first cursor position (i.e.,
"Position 1") was between 5 and 25 pixels from the top of the acquired image. The
horizontal position should be between 5 and 60 pixels. The second cursor position (i.e.,
"Position 2") was located at the top-right portion of the screen, along the same horizontal
grid line. The same condition defining the first cursor position/selection were applied.
The third cursor point (i.e., "Position 3") was along the same vertical line used for
"Position 1" and between 5-25 pixels from the bottom of the image. The fourth cursor
position (i.e., "Position 4") was set at the intersection of the vertical line used for
"Position 2" and the horizontal line used for "Position 3." The rectangle defined by the
four cursor positions is the area available for ADS A-P analysis. If any of the digitized
coordinates (i.e., vert.dat, bar.dat (see below)) or the drop profile is outside this rectangle,
the ADSA-P routine will not converge upon analysis. Finally, the number of vertical
lines between and including "Position 1" and "Position 2" and the number of horizontal
lines between and including between "Position 1" and "Position" 3 were counted and
manually recorded. After completion, the keystroke "enter" was given and the "exit"
option was selected from the digitize prompt. The grid.dat output file was checked
against the other recorded coordinate points to confirm position inside the grid rectangle.
Additionally, if the cursor positions differed by more than 1 pixel in the grid.dat file, the
grid position in filter holder was checked and imaging/digitization was repeated.

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Functions:
Window Image:
File Names:

Calibration Bar Imaging
(To independently define system magnification factors and correct
optical distortions by the cell windows)
Figure D2
getimage, imgdisp, digitize (with ADSA-P digitization)
Figure D8
bar.img, bar.dat (Table Dl)

The drop tip assembly was removed from the environmental cell and the
calibration bar was inserted into the drop tip assembly port. The getimage function was
activated to view the CCD video camera image of calibration bar in the getimage window
(Figure D8). The name bar.img was entered for the File Name and a single image of the
bar was acquired using the "single grab" image acquisition button. (Note that the name
bar was used as a descriptor of the given operation (i.e., calibration bar imaging); any
name/number can be designated for the prefix; .img will be added as the suffix by the
software if not formally entered at the "File" prompt). At the conclusion of calibration
bar imaging, the calibration bar was removed from the environmental cell and the drop
tip assembly replaced.

To quantify the pixel thickness of the calibration bar image, the acquired image
(i.e., bar.img) was digitized by manually selecting two points along the bar image using
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the digitize function and the option ADSA-P digitization (given at the digitize function
prompt; cf. ADSA User's guide). The digitized output data was automatically written to
an ASCII file. The output file name used included the previously entered prefix with the
suffix .dat (i.e., bar.dat). For digitization, the cursor was first positioned in the
approximate horizontal center (-± 5 pixels) of the bar image, between 50 and 100 pixels
from the top of the acquired image, and the point was selected using the mouse push-
button (illustrated in Figure D8). This was repeated for the second digitization point on
the bar, approximately 50 to 100 pixels from the bottom of the acquired image. (Note:
the vertical cursor positions must be inside the rectangle defined by the grid digitization
procedure, however, selecting vertical cursor positions 50 to 100 pixels from the image
edge will assure this agreement.) After selecting the points, the keystroke "enter" was
given and the "exit" option was selected from the digitize prompt. For detail of the
digitize prompts and correct input format, refer to the ADSA User's Guide.

Note: The use of the calibration bar was terminated due to little difference in analysis
outputs with and without inclusion. This conclusion was confirmed by Applied Surface
Thermodynamics,

Drop Image Acquisition

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Function:
Window Image:
File Name:

Single Image Acquisition
(For acquisition and storage of a single pendant droplet image)
Figure D2
getimage
Figure D6
drop. img

The getimage function was initiated and a pendant drop was formed from the tip
of the drop tip assembly (viewed in the getimage window). The name drop.img was
entered for the File Name and a single image of the drop was acquired using the "single
grab" image acquisition button. (Note that the name drop was used as a descriptor of the
given operation (i.e., pendant drop acquisition); any name/number can be designated for
the prefix; .img will be added as the suffix by the software if not formally entered at the
"File" prompt).

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Function:
Window Image:
File Names:

Multiple Image Acquisition — Regular Time Intervals 
(For acquisition and storage of multiple pendant droplet images at
regularly spaced time intervals)
Figure D2
getimage
Figure D6
drop0.img, drop2.img, drop4.img,...
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The getimage function was initiated and a pendant drop was formed from the tip
of the drop tip assembly (viewed in the getimage window). The name drop was entered
for the File Name and the sequence grab image acquisition was activated. (Note that the
name drop was used as a descriptor of the given operation; any name/number can be
designated for the prefix; .img will be added as the suffix by the software after each
acquired image). On the following prompt, the "interval" button was selected and the
numerical time interval in seconds was entered at the "interval" prompt. (Due to
limitations of the frame grabber software, images can not be acquired at intervals less
than 2 seconds.) Image acquisition was initiated immediately upon pushing the "begin"
button. The acquired images had the name drop[time].img (e.g., drop0.img, drop10.img,
drop20.img,... for drops acquired at 10 second intervals). The duration between image
acquisition is given on the bottom-left portion of the getimage window. Additionally,
image acquisition could be initiated before drop formation (to capture san image upon
exact completion of drop formation).

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Function:
Window Image:
File Names:

Multiple Image Acquisition — Irregular Time Intervals 
(For acquisition and storage of a multiple pendant droplet images
at irregularly spaced time intervals)
Figure D2
getimage
Figure D6
drop0.img, drop2.img, drop4.img,..., time (Table D3)

The getimage function was initiated and a pendant drop was formed from tip of
the drop tip assembly (viewed in the getimage window). The name drop was entered for
the File Name and the sequence grab image acquisition was activated. (Note that the
name drop was used as a descriptor of the given operation; any name/number can be
designated for the prefix; .img will be added as the suffix by the software after each
acquired image). On the following prompt, the time button was selected and the file
name of the time control file (e.g., time; Table D3) was entered at the time prompt. The
time file contains the absolute numerical times in increasing value (given in seconds from
zero) for the time at which an image is to be acquired from the initiation of the getimage
routine. Numerical values are given as left-justified ASCII text with no spaces. (Due to
limitations of the frame grabber software, images can not be acquired at intervals less
than 2 seconds.) Image acquisition was initiated immediately upon pushing the "begin"
button. The acquired images had the name dropftimetimg (e.g., drop0.img, drop2.img,
drop10.img,... for drops acquired at 0 seconds, 2 seconds, and 10 seconds time). The
duration between image acquisition is given on the bottom-left portion of the getimage
window. Additionally, image acquisition could be initiated before drop formation (to
capture san image upon exact completion of drop formation).
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Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Function:
Window Image:
File Name:

Single Image Analysis 
(For determination of interfacial tension (with 95% confidence
intervals), radius of curvature, surface area, and drop volume of a
single drop image)
N/A
anpendant
N/A
spdinput (Table D4, Table D5)

The input file spdinput was created in accordance with instructions given in the
ADSA User's Guide and personal communication with Applied Surface
Thermodynamics. The name spdinput is given as a descriptor that the file is a single (s)
pendant drop (pd) input file (input), however any descriptor can be used. The input file is
left-justified ASCII text with no spaces. A sample of the spdinput file for image analysis
is presented in Table D4. Further definition of input commands is given in Table D5 and
in the ADSA User's guide. To initiate image analysis, the command anpendant <
spdinput was entered at the Unix prompt, where anpendant is the ADSA-P numerical
routine that measures the profile of the acquired drop image, corrects for optical
distortions, and from the shape of the profile, provides values for interfacial tension (with
95% confidence intervals), radius of curvature, surface area, and drop volume of a single
drop image. If the program crashed (i.e., the anpendant routine resets and gives an error
message) or does not converge (i.e., the anpendant program does not give a final answer,
but instead stagnates), possible causes may be: the image is blurred by vibration, the
coordinates of the drop profile were outside the grid rectangle, the vertical starting
position for drop digitization was not below the drop tip assembly, and/or the drop shape
was not compatible with the analysis software (i.e., too spherical or too elongated).

Method:

Sled Position:
ADSA-P Function:
Window Image:
File Name:

Multiple Image Analysis 
(For determination of interfacial tension (with 95% confidence
intervals), radius of curvature, surface area, and drop volume of
multiple drop images)
N/A
anpendant
N/A
mpdinput (Table D4, Table D5)

The input file mpdinput was created in accordance with instructions given in the
ADSA User's Guide and personal communication with Applied Surface
Thermodynamics. The name mpdinput is given as a descriptor that the file is a multiple
(m) pendant drop (pd) input file (input), however any descriptor can be used. The input
file is left-justified ASCII text with no spaces. A sample of the mpdinput file for image
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analysis is presented in Table D4. Further definition of input commands is given in Table
D5 and in the ADSA User's guide. To initiate image analysis, the command anpendant
< spdinput was entered at the Unix prompt, where anpendant is the ADSA-P numerical
routine that measures the profile of the acquired drop image, corrects for optical
distortions, and from the shape of the profile, provides values for interfacial tension (with
95% confidence intervals), radius of curvature, surface area, and drop volume of a single
drop image. If the program crashed (i.e., the anpendant routine resets and gives an error
message) or does not converge (i.e., the anpendant program does not give a final answer,
but instead stagnates), possible causes may be: the image is blurred by vibration, the
coordinates of the drop profile were outside the grid rectangle, the vertical starting
position for drop digitization was not below the drop tip assembly, and/or the drop shape
was not compatible with the analysis software (i.e., too spherical or too elongated).



Figure D.1. Illustration of optical translation sled and plumb-bob tower assembly

position for plumb-bob line image acquisition.
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Figure D.2. Illustration of optical translation sled and plumb-bob tower assembly

position for calibration bar and drop image acquisition.



Figure D.3. Illustration of optical translation sled and plumb-bob tower assembly

position for calibration grid image acquisition.
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Figure D.4. Illustration of getimage window for plumb-bob line image acquisition.
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Figure D.8. Illustration of getimage window for calibration bar image acquisition.
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Table D.1. Example of vert.dat and bar.dat Input/Output Files for ADSA-P Calibration

(Values in Parentheses not to be Included in Input File)

95 405	 (y coordinate, x coordinate; top cursor position)
3 8 8 405 	(y coordinate, x coordinate; bottom cursor position)
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Table D.2. Example of grid.dat Input/Output File for ADSA-P Calibration (Values in

Parentheses not to be Included in Input File)

23 31
	

(y coordinate, x coordinate; top-left cursor position ("Position 1"))
23 585
	

(y coordinate, x coordinate; top-right cursor position ("Position 2"))
457 30
	

(y coordinate, x coordinate; bottom-left cursor position ("Position 3"))
457 586
	

(y coordinate, x coordinate; bottom-right cursor position ("Position 4"))
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Table D.3. Example of time Input File for ADSA-P getimage Operation Applied to

Acquisition of Multiple (16) Images

0
60
120
180
240
300
360
420
480
540
600
660
720
780
840
900
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Table D.4. Example of input File ADSA-P Operation and Analysis of Multiple (16)

Image Files

1
1
grid. img
0.025
2
grid.dat
21
21
16
vert .dat
6
50
0
1
1
1
0.9981
20
30
-979.3
2
2
results16.0
drop0.img
drop60.img
drop120.1mg
drop180.1mg
drop240.1mg
drop300.img
drop360.img
drop420.1mg
drop480.img
drop540.1mg
drop600.img
drop660.img
drop720.1mg
drop780.1mg
drop840.1mg
drop900.img
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Table D.5. Description of the input File for ADS A-P Operation and Analysis of Multiple

(3) Image Files

Command
Image Size:
Droplet Orientation:
Correction Grid Image:

Correction Grid Spacing:

Calibration Bar:
Grid Boundary Points:

Number of Vertical Grid Lines:

Number of Horizontal Grid Lines:

Number of Images:
Plumb-Line Coordinates:
Starting y Coordinate:

Cutoff x coordinate:

Display Profile Coordinates:

Center of Image:
Check Intensity:

Cubic Spline Fit:

Density Difference:
Number of Iterations:
Number of Points per Iteration:
Gravity:

Scaling:
Output:

Results:
Images:

Input File

1
grid.img

0.025

2
grid.dat

21

21

3
vert.dat
6

50

0
1
1

1

0.9981
20
30
-979.3

2
2

results16.0
drop0.img
drop60.img
drop120.img

Description of Input Function
The image size is 640 pixels horizontally by 480 pixels horizontally

To analyze a non-inverted pendant droplet

The filename containing the grid image to use for correcting optical

distortions
The distance between lines of the correction grid in centimeters

(from correction grid)
No calibration bar used
The filename containing the four boundary points of the calibration

grid
The number of vertical lines between and including the grid

boundary points

The number of horizontal lines between and including the grid

boundary points
The number of images to be processed

The filename containing the digitized coordinates of a plumb-line

The starting x coordinate for searching of profile (different than

given in manual)
The starting y coordinate for searching of profile (different than

given in manual)
Do not display droplet profile coordinates

Center of image is within drop
Turn on intensity checking (Applied Surface Thermodynamics

personal communication)
1-dimensional cubic spline fit (Applied Surface Thermodynamics

personal communication)
The density difference across the interface in g cm-3 (calculated)

From Cheng and Neumann (1990)
From Cheng and Neumann (1990)
The local gravitational acceleration in cm S-2 (entered as a

negative number; from Lide 1992)
To use the scaling factor calculated from the correction grid

Display a summary of results and create a file with results for each

image processed
The filename for the results
The filenames of the images to be processed
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LEGEND FOR EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE
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Parts/Fittings

1,2:	 Stainless Steel Long Bushing Fitting with Ferrule (Alltech # 77512)
3: Delrin Plug for 10-32 Fitting, Male, 1/16" (Supelco # 5-9031)
4: 316 Stainless Steel Ferrule, 1/16" (Valco # ZF1S6-10)
5: 316 Stainless Steel Internal Nut, 1 116" (Valco # ZN1-10)
6: 316 Stainless Steel Plug, 1/16" (Valco # ZP1)
7: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/16" Nut (Arizona Valve and Fitting # SS-102-1)
8: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/16" Back Ferrule (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-104-1)
9: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/16" Front Ferrule (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-103-1)
10: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" - 1/16" Reducing Union (Arizona Valve and

Fitting # SS-200-6-1)
11: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" Front Ferrule (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-203-1)
12: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" Back Ferrule (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-204-1)
13: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" Nut (Arizona Valve and Fitting # SS-202-1)
14: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" Plug (Arizona Valve and Fitting # SS-200-P)
15: Tefzel Flangeless Nut, 1/16" (Upchurch Scientific # P•215x)
16: ETFE Flangeless Ferrule, 1/16" (Upchurch Scientific # 1 3•200x)
17: HV Female Luer, 1.5 mm Port Diameter, 1/4-28 Treads (Hamilton # 35031)
18: HV Male Luer Lock, 1.5 mm Port Diameter, 1/4-28 Treads (Hamilton # 35033)
19: Kel-F Hub 304 Stainless Steel Needle, 22 Gauge (Hamilton # 90422)
20: 316 Stainless Steel 1/16"-1/16" Filter with Removable Screen, 0.50 mm Bore

(Valco # ZUFR1)
21: 316 Stainless Steel 1/16"-1/16" Internal Union (Valco # ZU1T)
22: 316 Stainless Steel One Piece Fused Silica Adapter, 1/16" (Valco # FS 1.8-5)
23: Gastight Instrument Syringe, Model 1001, 1 ml (Hamilton # 81320)
24: Perfecktum Micro-Mate Interchangeable Syringe, 10 ml, Lock Tip (Popper and

Sons # 5027)
25: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/16" Male Nut (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-1F2-1GC)
26: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" Male Nut (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-2F2-1GC)
27: Standard Electric Actuator, 60° rotation (Valco # E60S)
28: 316 Stainless Steel Environmental Cell (The University of Arizona University

Research Instrumentation Center)
29: 316 Stainless Steel Dispersion Vessel (-170 ml) (The University of Arizona

University Research instrumentation Center)
30: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/4" Front Ferrule (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-403-1)
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Parts/Fittings - Continued

31: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/4" Back Ferrule (Arizona Valve and Fitting #
SS-404-1)

32: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/4" Nut (Arizona Valve and Fitting # SS-402-1)
33: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/4" - 1/8" Reducing Union (Arizona Valve and

Fitting # SS-400-6-2)
34: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/4" Union Tee (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-400-3)
35: Supelpure-HC Hydrocarbon Trap, 750 cc, 1 14" fittings (Supelco # 2-4518)
36: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" — 114" Reducer (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-200-R-4)
37: 316 Stainless Steel / Viton® Cajon Ultra-Ton® 1/4"Union (Arizona Valve and

Fitting # SS-4-UT-6)
38: Haake Refrigerated Bath and Circulator
39: Gas Washing Bottle with Coarse and Extra Coarse Fritted Discs, 350 ml

(Chemglass #'s CG-1118-01 and CG-1118-02, respectively; Kontes #'s 658250-
3523 and 658250-3523, respectively; Modifications by The University
of Arizona Chemistry Glass Shop)

40: Hastings Mass Flow Controllers and Flow Box
41: Breathing Quality Air and Helium Gas Regulators
42: CP Series Thermoelectric Cooler (TEC) Solid State Heat Pump (Melcor #

CP1.4-127-10L)
43: Heavy Duty Bat Handle Toggle, 125 V AC, 20 A (Electronic City # GCT35-146)
44: Solid State Relay, 3.5-32 V Input (NTE Electronics # RS3-1D12-41M)
45: Digital Temperature Controller (Omega Engineering # CN9131A)
46: DC Power Supply, 13.8 V DC, 4.5 A (Tripp Lite # PR-4.5)
47: Type PR-11 100 Ohm Platinum Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) Probe

(Omega Engineering # PR-11-2-100-(1/8)-12-E)
48: Ethylene Propylene o-ring, Internal, Brass Jacket (Bearing Belt and Chain # AMIE

568-125 EPDM)
49: Viton® o-ring, various sizes (McMaster-Carr # AS568A-124)
50: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock to Tube Socket Weld Union, 1/16" (Arizona Valve

and Fitting # SS-100-6-1W)
51: Viton® o-ring, Drop Tip Assembly (McMaster-Carr # AS568A-007)
52: Aluminum Radial Fin Heat Sink (Electronic City # CALHS-118)
53: Borosilicate Glass/Quartz Windows, 3.8 cm diameter, 0.21 cm thickness (The

University of Arizona Optical Sciences Glass Shop)
54: Styrofoam® Jacket
55: Brass Thermal Jacket (The University of Arizona University Research

Instrumentation Center)
56: Cell Endplate Ring (The University of Arizona University Research

Instrumentation Center)
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Parts/Fittings - Continued

57: Endplate Ring Bolt
58: Teflon® Tubing 3.18 x 10-4 m o.d.; 1.59 x 10 -4 m i.d.
59: Brass Thermal Jacket Bolts
60: Joint with Viton® o-Ring Seal, 12 mm o.d. (Chemglass # C6-124-03)
61: Stainless Steel Pinch Clamp with Screw Locking Device (Chemglass #

C6-150-02)
62: Calibration Grid (Graticles # R3 (0.5x0.5 mm), R5 (0.25x0.25 mm))
63: Filter Holder (Newport # FH-1)
64: Stainless Steel Mounting Post, 4" (Edmund # J36-499)
65: Plumb-Bob Swing Arm (The University of Arizona University Research

Instrumentation Center)
66: Aluminum Calibration Grid Guide (The University of Arizona University

Research Instrumentation Center)
67: Aluminum Optical Translation Sled (The University of Arizona University

Research Instrumentation Center)
68: Aluminum Optical Translation Sled Bench (The University of Arizona University

Research Instrumentation Center)
69: Camera (Meiji Tecno # MK-400)
70: Light Source (Meiji Tecno)
71: Dekin® Insulator/Mount (The University of Arizona University Research

Instrumentation Center)
72: Macroscope (Meiji Tecno)
73: Calibration Bar
74: Vertical Adjustment Stand (Meiji Tecno # MK-400)
75: Honeycomb Bench (Newport # XSN-24)
76: Granite Slab, 1 1/2" Thick
77: Steel Safety Bench (The University of Arizona Chemical Engineering Instrument

Shop)
78: Bellows Style Single-Convolute Air Spring (McMaster-Carr # 9539K75)
79: Safety Bench Height Adjust
80: Calibration Bar Support, Teflon® (The University of Arizona University

Research Instrumentation Center)
81: Plumb-Bob Line (Berkley Trilene UltraThin Fishing Line)
82: 316 Stainless Steel Swagelock 1/8" Union Tee (Arizona Valve and Fitting #

SS-200-3)

Valves

A: Rheodyne Model 7000 Stream Switching Valve (Supelco # 5-8920)
B: Valco 6 Port Valve, Port Diameter: 0.030" (Valco # C6UWE)
C:	 Tefzel Injection Molded Shut-Off Valve (Upchurch # P.782)
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Valves - Continued

D: Hamilton HV3-2 Valve, 90° Flow Path, 3-Ports (Hamilton # 86728)
E: Whitey 40 Series 4-Port Crossover Ball Valve, 1/16" Female Swagelock (Arizona

Valve and Fitting # SS-43YFS1)
F: Whitey 40 Series 2-Port On-Off Ball Valve, 1/4" Swagelock (Arizona Valve and

Fitting # SS-42S4)
G: Whitey 40 Series 4-Port Crossover Ball Valve, 1/18" Female Swagelock (Arizona

Valve and Fitting # SS-43YFS2)
H:	 Whitey 40 Series 2-Port On-Off Ball Valve, 1/8" Swagelock (Arizona Valve and

Fitting # SS-41S2)

Tubing (Figures Al and A2 Only)

	 1/16" o.d. 316 Stainless Steel Tubing, Various i.d.'s
1/8" o.d. 316 Stainless Steel Tubing, Various i.d.'s
1/4" o.d. 316 Stainless Steel Tubing, Various i.d.'s
	  1/16" o.d. Teflon® Tubing, Various i.d.'s
• • • 1/4" o.d. Teflon® Tubing, Various i.d.'s

1116" Fused Silica Transfer Line, 0.53 mm i.d. (Supelco CA# 2-5306)
- 3/8" o.d. Rubber Vacuum Tubing, 1/4" i.d.

• Roman numerals in Figures A 1-A3, A6-A8, BI-B19 indicate valve number
• Arrows in Figures Al, B 1-B 19 indicate direction of carrier gas flow to/from GC
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SINGLE COMPONENT ISOTHERMS
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Figure F.1. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment Bi; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.2. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B2; 285.2 K.
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function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B3; 291.2 K.
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function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B4; 291.15 K.
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Figure F.5. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B5; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.6. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B6; 297.2 K.
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function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B7; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.8. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B8; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.9. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B9; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.10. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B10; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.11. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B11; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.12. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B12; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.13. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B13; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.14. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B14; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.15. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase benzene pressure for single-solute experiment B15; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.16. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB 1;

285.2 K.
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Figure F.17. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB2;

285.2 K.
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Figure F.18. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB3;

291.2 K.
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Figure F.19. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB4;

291.2 K.
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Figure F.20. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB5;

297.2 K.
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Figure F.21. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB6;

297.2 K.
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Figure F.22. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB7;

298.2 K.
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Figure F.23. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB8;

303.2 K.
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Figure F.24. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB9;

303.2 K.
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Figure F.25. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB10;

315.2 K.
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Figure F.26. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment MB 11;

315.2 K.
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Figure F.27. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.28. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.29. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB3; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.30. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.31. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB5; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.32. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB6; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.33. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.34. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as

a function of vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment
12DMB8; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.35. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12D1v1B9; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.36. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB10; 315.2 K.
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Figure F.37. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,2-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

12DMB11; 315.2 K.
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Figure F.38. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.39. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.40. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB3; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.41. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.42. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB5; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.43. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DIVD36; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.44. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.45. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB8; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.46. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB9; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.47. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB10; 315.2 K.
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Figure F.48. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

13DMB11; 315.2 K.
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Figure F.49. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.50. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.51. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB3; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.52. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.53. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB5; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.54. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB6; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.55. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.56. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB8; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.57. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB9; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.58. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB10; 315.2 K.
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Figure F.59. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,4-dimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

14DMB11; 315.2 K.
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Figure F.60. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.61. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase /,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure F.62. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB3; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.63. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure F.64. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB5; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.65. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1 ,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB6; 297.2 K.
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Figure F.66. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure F.67. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as

a function of vapor-phase 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment
135TMB8; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.68. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB9; 303.2 K.
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Figure F.69. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of vapor-phase 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure for single-solute experiment

135TMB10; 315.2 K.
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Table G.1. Mean Vapor-Phase Solute Mole Ratios and Standard Deviations for Binary

VHOC Mixture Experiments

VHOC
Mixture

Experiment T x 10 -2

[K]
Measured Vapor-Phase VHOC Mole Ratios

Mean zt; x 10 1 Mean 4 x 10 1 *SD x 102

B/MB1 2.852 2.27 7,73 0.354

B/MB2 2.852 6.85 3.16 1.18

B/MB3 2.852 8.68 1.32 0.602

148 (1)/
B/MB4 2.912 2.10 7.90 0.699

MB) B/MB5 2.912 6.44 3.56 1.64

B/MB6 2.912 8.40 1.60 1.18

B/MB7 2.982 2.02 7.98 0.985

B/MB8 2.982 6.17 3.83 1.36

B/MB9 2.982 8.35 1.65 0.614

B/1,2-DMB1 2.852 4.07 5.93 2.85

B/1,2-DMB2 2.852 6.54 3.46 2.71

B/1,2-DMB3 2.852 8.50 1.50 3.00

B (1) /
B/1,2-DMB4 2.912 3.74 6.26 6.95

12DMB (2) B/1,2-DMB5 2.912 6.18 3.82 3.52

B/1,2-DMB6 2.912 8.13 1.88 5.58

B/1,2-DMB7 2.982 3.49 6.51 2.48

B/1,2-DMB8 2.982 6.40 3.60 5.01

B/1,2-DMB9 2.982 8.33 1.67 2.08

B/1,3-DMB1 2.852 3.80 6.20 1.98

B/1,3-DMB2 2.852 6.62 3.38 1.17

B/1,3-DMB3 2.852 8.69 1.31 1.53

B (1) /
B/1,3-DMB4 2.912 3.47 6.53 1.68

13DMB (2) B/1,3-DMB5 2.912 6.27 3.73 2.50

B/1,3-DMB6 2.912 8.44 1.57 1.16

B/1,3-DMB7 2.982 3.39 6.61 1.73

B/1,3-DMB8 2.982 6.29 3.71 2.19

B/1,3-DMB9 2.982 8.43 1.57 1.16

Standard deviation; 1 (1) indicates VH0C1, (2) indicates VH0C2; tBenzene
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Table G.1 (Continued). Mean Vapor-Phase Solute Mole Ratios and Standard Deviations

for Binary VHOC Mixture Experiments

VHOC
Mixture

Experiment Tx 10 -2

[K]
Measured Vapor-Phase VHOC  Mole Ratios

Mean ziv x 10 1 Mean z2v x 10 1 *SD x 102

B/1,4-DMB1 2.852 3.69 6.31 2.43

B/ 1,4-DMB2 2.852 7.07 2.93 3.59

B/ 1,4-DMB3 2.852 9.07 0.934 1.49

1113 (1) /
B/1,4-DMB4 2.912 3.34 6.66 1.88

14DMB (2) B/1,4-DMB5 2.912 6.77 3.23 2.21
B/1,4-DMB6 2.912 8.75 1.25 3.82

B/1,4-DMB7 2.982 3.24 6.76 1.12
B/ 1,4-DMB8 2.982 6.52 3.48 1.77

B/1,4-DMB9 2.982 8.80 1.20 1.23

B/1,3,5-TMB1 2.852 5.31 4.695 2.92
B/1,3,5-TMB2 2.852 7.69 2.31 1.38

B/1,3,5-TMB3 2.852 9.02 0.985 3.05

B (1) /
135TMB (2)

B/1,3,5-TMB4

B/1,3,5-TMB5

2.912

2.912
5.00

7.33

5.00

2.67

1.42

2.21
B/1,3,5-TMB6 2.912 8.85 1.15 1.07

B/1,3,5-TMB7 2.982 4.55 5.45 2.24
B/1,3,5-TMB8 2.982 7.10 2.90 2.51

B/1,3,5-TMB9 2.982 8.61 1.39 1.14

*Standard deviation; t(1) indicates VH0C1, (2) indicates VH0C2; tBenzene
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Figure G.1. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.2. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.3. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB3; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.4. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.5. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB5; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.6. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB6; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.7. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.8. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB8; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.9. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as a
function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture

experiment B/MB9; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.10. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.11. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.12. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB3; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.13. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.14. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB5; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.15. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB6; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.16. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.17. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB8; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.18. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,2-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/12DMB9; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.19. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB 1 ; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.20. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.21. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB3; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.22. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.23. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB5; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.24. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB6; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.25. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.26. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzenea,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB8; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.27. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/13DMB9; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.28. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.29. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.30. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DM-B3; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.31. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.32. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB5; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.33. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB6; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.35. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.35. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB8; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.36. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/14DMB9; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.37. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB1; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.38. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.39. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB3; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.40. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.41. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB5; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.42. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzenea,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB6; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.43. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB7; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.44. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB8; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.45. Mean aqueous solution surface pressure (with 95% confidence intervals) as
a function of total vapor-phase solute pressure for benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary

mixture experiment B/135TMB9; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.46. Vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene pressure
for (a) benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/MB1; 285.2 K and (b)

benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/MB2; 285.2 K.
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Figure G.47. Vapor-phase methylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene pressure
for (a) benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/MB3; 285.2 K and (b)

benzene/methylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/MB4; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.52. Vapor-phase /,2-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene//,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB3;
285.2 K and (b) benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB4;

291.2 K.
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Figure G.53. Vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene//,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB5;
291.2 K and (b) benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB6;
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Figure G.54. Vapor-phase 1,2-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB7;
298.2 K and (b) benzene/1,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB8;

298.2 K.
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Figure G.55. Vapor-phase 1 ,2-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for benzene//,2-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/12DMB9;

298.2 K.
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Figure G.56. Vapor-phase 1 ,3-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene//,3-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/13DMB1;
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Figure G.58. Vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene//,3-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/13DMB5;
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Figure G.59. Vapor-phase 1,3-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/13DMB7;
298.2 K and (b) benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/13DMB8;
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Figure G.60. Vapor-phase 1 ,3-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for benzene/1,3-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/13DMB9;

298.2 K.
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Figure G.61. Vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/14DMB1;
285.2 K and (b) benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/14DMB2;

285.2 K.
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Figure G.63. Vapor-phase 1,4-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/14DMB5;
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Figure G.64. Vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/14DMB7;
298.2 K and (b) benzene/1,4-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/14DMB8;
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Figure G.65. Vapor-phase 1 ,4-dimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for benzene//,4-dimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/14DMB9;

298.2 K.
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Figure G.67. Vapor-phase /,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/135TMB3;
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Figure G.68. Vapor-phase /,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/135TMB5;

291.2 K and (b) benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment
B/135TMB6; 291.2 K.
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Figure G.69. Vapor-phase /,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for (a) benzene//,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/135TMB7;

298.2 K and (b) benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment
B/135TM1B8; 298.2 K.
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Figure G.70. Vapor-phase /,3,5-trimethylbenzene pressure versus vapor-phase benzene
pressure for benzene/1,3,5-trimethylbenzene binary mixture experiment B/135TMB9;

298.2 K.
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Table H.1. Liquid Water and Water Saturated Air Density Values for ADSA-P Input

T	 Liquid Water
[K]	 Density x 10 -5

[g m -3]

Water Saturated
Air Density x 1O -

[g rn -3]

Density
Difference x 10 -5

[g m -3]
285.2 9.994 1.230 9.981
291.2 9.985 1.202 9.973
297.2 9.972 1.174 9.961
298.2 9.970 1.169 9.958
303.2 9.957 1.145 9.945
315.2 9.915 1.085 9.904
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Table H.2. Temperature-Independent Physical/Chemical Properties of Investigated

Compounds 27
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Table H.3. Temperature-Dependent Physical/Chemical Properties of Investigated

Compounds''y

*Compound	 T	 tvi x 1027 	tvi Area	 Surface	 pvsat x 10 -4 dvaph x 10 -4

[K] [m3 molecule -1] Projection x 10 18 Tension x 104 [N m -2] [N m moll
[m2 molecule -1 ]	 [N m -1] 

285.2	 5.31	 3.68	 2.994	 0.674	 3.45
291.2	 5.35	 3.70	 2.914	 0.909	 3.42
297.2	 5.38	 3.71	 2.834	 1.21	 3.38

Benzene	 298.2	 5.39	 3.72	 2.821	 1.27	 3.38
303.2	 5.42	 3.73	 2.755	 1.59	 3.35
315.2	 5.50	 3.77	 2.598	 2.63	 3.29 
285.2	 6.33	 4.14	 2.947	 0.187	 3.90
291.2	 6.37	 4.15	 2.876	 0.262	 3.87
297,2	 6.41	 4.17	 2.804	 0.360	 3.84

MB	 298.2	 6.42	 4.18	 2.793	 0.379	 3.83
303.2	 6.45	 4.19	 2.733	 0.489	 3.81
315.2	 6.54	 4.23	 2.593	 0.863	 3.75 
285.2	 7.21	 4.51	 3.106	 0.0393	 4.44
291.2	 7.25	 4.53	 3.038	 0.0577	 4.41
297.2	 7.29	 4.55	 2.971	 0.0833	 4.38

120MB	 298.2	 7.30	 4.55	 2.960	 0.0884	 4.37
303.2	 7.33	 4.56	 2.904	 0.118	 4.35
315.2	 7.41	 4.60	 2.771	 0.227	 4.29 
285.2	 7.34	 4.57	 2.974	 0.0511	 4.35
291.2	 7.38	 4.58	 2.906	 0.0744	 4.32
297.2	 7.42	 4.60	 2.838	 0.106	 4.29

13DMB	 298.2	 7.43	 4.60	 2.826	 0.113	 4.28
303.2	 7.46	 4.62	 2.770	 0.150	 4.26
315.2	 7.55	 4.65	 2.635	 0.282	 4.19

4Symbols: T = temperature, vi = molecular volume, pvsat = saturated vapor pressure, Avaph = heat of vaporization; *MB
= methylbenzene, 120MB = 1,2-dimethylbenzene, 13DMB = 1,3-dimethylbenzene, 14DMB = 1,4-dimethylbenzene,
1351MB = 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene; tDerived from molar density; Area  of circular projection of assumed sphere based
on vi (i.e., 3.1416 x [(0.75 x v13.1416)231)
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Table H3 (Continued). Temperature-Dependent Physical/Chemical Properties of
Investigated Compounds 27 'v

Compound T	 iv; x 1027 	tvi Area	 Surface	 nr vsatx 104 Avaph X 10 -4

[K] [m 3 molecule-1] Projection x 10 18 Tension x 10 -2 [N m -2]	 [N m moll
[m2 molecule-1 ]	 [N m -1] 

	2.852	 7.36	 4.58	 0.0535	 0.226	 4.25

	

2.912	 7.40	 4.59	 0.0781	 0.323	 4.22

	

2.972	 7.45	 4.61	 0.112	 0.453	 4.19
14DMB	 2.982	 7.45	 4.61	 0.119	 0.478	 4.19

	

3.032	 7.49	 4.63	 0.158	 0.625	 4.16

	

3.152	 7.58	 4.67	 0.297	 1.14	 4.11 

	

2.852	 8.30	 4.96	 0.0137	 0.0576	 4.84

	

2.912	 8.35	 4.98	 0.0208	 0.0858	 4.81

	

2.972	 8.39	 4.99	 0.0310	 0.125	 4.78
1351MB	 2.982	 8.40	 5.00	 0.0330	 0.133	 4.77

	

3.032	 8.44	 5.01	 0.0453	 0.180	 4.75

	

3.152	 8.54	 5.05	 0.922	 0.352	 4.68 

	

2.852	 1.09	 1.28	 0.140	 0.5914	 4.43

	

2.912	 1.09	 1.28	 0.206	 0.853	 4.41

	

2.972	 1.09	 1.28	 0.299	 1.21	 4.39
Water	 2.982	 1.09	 1.28	 0.317	 1.28	 4.39

	

3.032	 1.09	 1.28	 0.425	 1.69	 4.37

	

3.152	 1.10	 1.28	 0.821	 3.13	 4.32
Symbols: T = temperature, v, = molecular volume, pat = saturated vapor pressure, dvaph = heat of vaporization; *MB

= methylbenzene, 12DMB = 1,2-dimethylbenzene, 13DMB = 1,3-dimethylbenzene, 14DMB = 1,4-dimethylbenzene,
135TMB = 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene; Terived from molar density; Area of circular projection of assumed sphere based
on t6 (i.e., 3.1416 x [(0.75 x vd3.1416)23])
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